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No one's happy with fish news 
TERRACE ~ Only one person head, prized by recreational 
thinks last week's blow up over anglers, were being caught in the 
cuts in the commercial fishery nets of fishermen after salmon. 
might have struck a fair balance. Steelhead mix in with runs of 
salmon heading:up the Skeena 
River to spa~,n, making it dif- 
ficult if not ,impossible to catch 
one with0ut.:.a!s 0 catching the 
other.. , : 
Commerdai: fisherrnen think 
the cuts gotoo far. :. 
The origiri|il:' plan, said Drag- 
seth, was tO allow the commercial 
fleet to fish a maximum four days 
per week off the mouth of the 
"Nobody seems awfully happy 
with the plan as it sits right 
now," said Department of 
Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) area 
manager Chris Dragseth. 
Some sports fishermen don't 
think the cuts this month of fish- 
ing time in the mouth of the 
Skecna River go far enough. 
The cuts were brought in be- 
cause of fears that oo many steel- 
Shelter 
coming  
Skeena nd a maximum two days 
per week at the mouth. 
The change ~ announced last 
Tuesday ~ allows the cornmer- 
ciai fleet to fish two days a week 
in the outer area and one day a 
week in the inner portion during 
the month of August. 
Dragseth said the move was 
made after monitoring showed 
poor returns of steelhead and 
echo salmon. 
Grog Taylor, the chairman oE a 
fishing advisory board, said the 
cuts were unacceptable because 
the board isn't convinced there is 
a legitimate conservation concern 
for steelhead. 
And he said the DFO action is 
the result of what he called 
"political interference." 
The steelhead lobby, said 
Taylor, has thor ear of several in- 
fluential bureaucrats, including 
the federal deputy minister of 
fisheries and oceans. 
"These steps will completely 
bankrupt 100 to 200 commercial 
fishermen, including a large com- 
ponent of aboriginal commercial 
TERRACE ~ K'san House 
Society has been given the con- 
tract to operate an emergency 
hostel for homeless people here. 
The contract will be worth more 
than $150,000 to the society, Said 
social services ministry area man- 
ager Bill Anderson. 
He said the hostel will provide 
accommodation and meals for 
seven to 10 people at a time. 
Anderson said the society hopes 
to open by late fall. 
The shelter will likely be some- 
where in or near the downtown 
area, he added. 
"We would be looking at 
something quite distinct from the 
transition house," he said speak- 
ing of the shelter for women op- 
erated by K'san. 
Until the emergency hostel is in 
place, l~e said, the ministry of so- 
cial services will continue con- 
tracllng with a local motel to pro- 
vide shelt6i'T6r hbfa~l~gs'peopfe. 
The two Unsuccesfui bidders for 
the shelter~contract were Aslmat 
Enterprises, which runs a group 
home and shelter for foster chil- 
dren, and the Daisy Wesley 
Housing Society. 
That society sprang up from the 
death of 52-year-old homeless 
woman Daisy Wesley last winter 
beneath a tarp on a vacant lot. 
Numerous volunteers formed a 
group thai: operated a temporary 
emergency shelter in the Skeena 
Health Unit auditorium. 
The community's response to 
the death prompted the govern- 
ment to budget money for a 
permanent emergency shelter in 
Terrace. 
Anderson said the three bidders 
went through.a selection process 
and their proposals Were rated. 
Past experience, qualifications, 
originality and cost were some of 
the factors they looked at, Ander- 
sonsaid. 
"All the bids were within a rea- 
sonable range of each other," he 
said of the costs. 
fishermen," said Taylor. 
The head of one recreational 
fishing group says it has been 
"betrayed." 
Anglers were promised much 
more extensive closures starting 
earlier in the season, Wild Steel- 
head Campaign president Craig 
err said from Vancouver. 
"Instead, there was more pres- 
sure than we've ever seen at the 
mouth of the Skeena, and the 
commercial fishing effort has 
been as bad or worse than last 
year.' ' 
Returning sockeye predicted to 
number 2.3 million are now 
projected at between 3.5 and 4 
million. 
As a result, DFO in Prince 
Rupert widened commercial fish- 
ing openings unilaterally, without 
consulting sport fishers, Orr 
charged. 
The result was increased inter- 
ception of steelhead, echo, chum 
salmon and lesser stocks of sock- 
eye, which "have been pushed 
one step closer to extinction," 
said Stcelhead Society of B.¢2. 
director Peter Broomhill. 
Cuts called 
discrimination 
TERRACE ~ A move to cut 
back the commercial fishery at 
the mouth of the Skeena River 
discriminates against natives, 
says Jim Cieeone of the NorthOi'n 
Native Fishing Corporation. 
"It's a form of ethnic cleansing 
as far as I 'm concerned," said 
Ciecone, who says 95 per cent of 
the those who fish the fiver 
mouth area are natives. 
Federal fisheries officers last 
week announced commercial 
fishing at the river mouth will be 
restricted to one day a week in 
August because ofp0or returns of 
steelbead and coho salmon. 
But Clccone says it's not fair' 
that natives be the hardest hit. 
"It 's absolutely desperate to 
added. 
"It 's going to ~ abject 
poverty in tlto~ vdlages this 
wititer." 
Arid h~ t0j¢ci~ .~t~lli~d~rs' 
arguments hat th0 issue is one of 
conservation. 
" It 's an ailo¢,atlon issue," Cle- 
cone satd.:"One' group wants 
more of a specific fBh for recrea- 
tion ~ it's a playtMng - -  and an- 
other group needs it for sur- 
vival,' ' 
He said commercial fishermen 
may break the law and fish 
anyway. 
" I 'm hoping ~ere's not going 
to be violence," he said. " I  hope 
it doesn't happen but it wouldn't 
surprise me if it d0¢s occur." 
these guys," he said. "'Some of the stuff I hear being 
He said the average gross in- discussed itworries me." 
come of fishermen at the fiver 
mouth is $7,700 a year. 
Many native villages upriver 
depend on money from the.corn,. 
inertial fishery for survival, he 
i i  i 
"1"1io "purist" steelheaders re- 
ject the idea of a steelhead 
hatchery to boost stocks of that 
Species, _Cic, e0he: says, but adds..it .. 
shouldn't be discounted. 
I I  I I n I I  I I I i 
Fungus frolics 
underway early 
TERRACE ~ Pine 
mushrooms are springing up 
two months before they're sup- 
posed to. 
And pickers say it's all 
thanks to the wetter than aver- 
age weather in June and July. 
"This is the earliest I can re- 
member it starting," says AI 
MeGivern, of AIPac Wilder- 
ness Products, a company that 
operates a mushroom depot 
here, 
Several depots opened in 
mid.July in various spots 
around the region. 
Hot dry weather in August 
could still ruin fall mushroom 
crops. 
But the early start to the sea- 
l 
son is giving pickers hope that 
this year will be better than last 
year's dismal crop. 
Pr im were still low at $10 a. 
pound for the highest grade 
mushrooms late last week. 
A,d several depots may shut 
down completely in mid- 
August because of a week-long 
holiday in Japan, McGivem 
says, 
Prices will likely remain low 
until after the holiday. 
"Japan doesnt want them 
fight now," he said. "They 
want them later in the season." 
MeGivem sayJ the region 
surrounding Kltwanga has 
been the picking hot spot l so 
far. 
i I I 
Lakelse abuzz with criticism of jet ski use 
TERRACE ~ A collision be- 
tween a jet ski and a fioatplane on 
Lakelse Lake has sparked a 
debate about he former. 
The driver of the jet ski was un-. 
hurt in the July 24 ac.cident but 
there was about $2,000 damage to 
don't look, they just go." 
Munson says he made the plane 
"dig" down into the water In 
what he called a somewhat 
dangerous attempt to rapidly slow 
the plane down. 
down from the front, Munson 
said. 
" I  didn't think he'd get away 
that lucky," he said. 
Now the skier wants Munson to 
pay the $400 bill to repair his jet 
attention to where they're "They're noisy and they're a 
going." 
Munson said the plane was out 
of commission for two days while 
mechanics worked on it. 
"We,re concem6d," R.CMP 
staff sergeant John Veldman said 
one of the plane's pontoons. 
The float plane was operated by 
Sunrise Aviation, which is based 
at Lakelse Lake. , , . : 
Pilot Syd Mtmson says his 
plane was moving along at about 
25 miles per hour. 
"He came screaming out from 
shore and went right in front of The jet skier.wasn't hit by the 
me," he said. " l ie never saw.me, propeller, and collided instead 
He never looked. Those guys with the left float, about six feet 
When he realized a collision ski. 
could~ribi,be ~iv0ided,.he said,he "He said I hit him," M unson of the incident. :"There's more 
says, "That's true but he came in and more jet skis and more and 
more traffic on the lake." they were to stay out in the mid- 
Transport Canada: is investtgat- die of the lake it would be OK.." 
pulled theho.~6 up. 
That ~' manoeuvi¢" '..helped front of me when I.was in the 
Muns6'na~0!d:hitttng the jet Skier fight,": . i + 
square 0in with the left float, and :: Aircraft:have the fight of way 
also ~pulled tbe propeller higher over any boat traffic on water, he 
up out i~f the ~,ater. explained. 
" I  thtnk these guys with their 
jet skis have got to smarten up. 
They go so fast,.they don't pay 
ing the incident, said spokesman 
Rod Nelson. 
The incident has given fuel to 
the arguments of those who 
would have jet skis banned from 
the lake. 
nuisance ~ mostly became of 
the way the, so guys handle them," 
says Sandy Sandhats, presldant of 
the Lakelse Community Associa- 
tion and the elected regional dis- 
triet director for the area. 
"They have to come zooming 
in and show off," he says. " I f  
- . . :  
¢,: The world 'came to Terrace last 
Water Lily Bay Resort operator 
Michael Bowon-Colthurst ays he 
doesn'l allow jet skis to launch, 
fuel up or operate at his dock. 
Fie says jet ski enthusiasts he 
has seen in action exhibit "total 
• ' i!ii< Meda l  w inner  
G rs Terrace equestrian IObetroffe , • . . . .  :.i brings home, abronze 
.from  ithe B,C.;:Summer 
Riverboat Days .:. A5 
Games  
SPORTS, B5 
recklessness - - total disregard for 
the safety of other people." 
Parks spokesman Jarnie Hahn 
says the ministry has concerns 
about jot skiers who occasionally 
get too close to the swimming 
area at Furlong Bay campground. 
He said some jet skiers like to 
" jump" the line of floats that are 
supposed tO keep boats out of the 
swim area and splash their friends 
there. 
"There are people who swim 
across the lake and back," Sand- 
hals added. " I  sure as hock 
wouldn't be doing it without a 
boat escort now," 
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One resident is opposed The North's 
,~I.  nu [] " " 
ounc,I gives sewer nod Cab,nPub... 
approved constructiort of a sewer lotsecond phase of councillor Mo ~ .  ~ ~. - - .  _~24=~m: .~.m I GREAT FOOD, GREATATMOSPHERE 
on Twedle Ave. despite an evenly Takhar's Temple St. housing de- I 
split vote on the issue by rest- velopment to the city sewer sys- ~I '~4~.  --] I The North's only 10g cabin pub offers good times, 
dents, te rn .  ~ ~  - -=--~:-. >~  I 
Half the 12 homeowners voted Takhar has proposed he and the [ - ~ ~  ~ ~ . r ~ i ~  I friendly service and a great menu to choose from. 
in favour of the local improve- city split the cost of the remaining [ ~ ~  "~'~~IL~ "Nb;~l l  I The perfect place for fun .... anytime! 
ment project, and the other half 330 feet of sewer line out to the ~ ! ~ e ' . ~ .  i' " *~~%/~. , :~  I 
voted against. - :  : development because the city [ ~ ~ ~ ~ k ~  . ~ . ~ ~ : ~  I 
Those voting in-favour, how- 0win lots in the area that may i l l l r ~ l ~ ~ ~ ; ~ ~ ~ ; ~ ,  KARAOKE 
ever, repres.ented .57 per cent.of eventually be put on the market. ~ ~ -  - ~ ~  ~[  ~ ~ ~  [ 
tlae assessed tuna vame on me Takhar - -  who did not vote on F  DAYS - " "10s in -  
street, the project ~ has offered to pay ~ ~ ~  ~.~A~i ;~ IB  ~ ~ ? ? ~ 1  I 6r4idX+ lF upmto u g 
City council unanimously cap- 25 percent of the cost of the ~ : ~ - . ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' 1  II 
proved the project w~tn coun - $50,000 pro'ectj , ~ ~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Please Don't Drink lo~ Bob Cooper, D. arryl ..Laure.nt Homeowners will pay between I 
uut . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  the ceciston oinnt' come wno-H°me°wneropposed th 'pro'cot9 , said' TOpitaiHOSPITAL'with possible' ThebackddVerandOf heada hatchbaCkinjuries WaSaftertakena cart°crashh°S" II =~o o~t~, l  i ,",~v{~,~" '~  
wimout consiaerante D bate o" those who voted in ~J~,~UI"IJt'I'UHI ' ....... d~ . .,.,.,,,,, . . . .  " . . .  most t last Wednesday evening on Old Lakelse Lake Drive in Thorn- I I ,~ : :~,~-~, , ,~ ,  ! 
uouncillors nrsr scrutinized me ~ r -ou ht "we'd et stuck . . . . . . . .  . .  ravou m g g hill The hatchbaek was stopped waiting to make a left turn I Don't Miss I | 
wording or tne MUnicipm ,,~e[ [o with it sometime so we mi-ht as . ' . -" ,-~r-----*~ . . . . . . . . .  ul- o , s wnen it was roar-ended by' a pickup truck. I The Fun! I , | 
uetermme ff the project co n g well grab it while there's ome I 
!1  . I l l  
ahead, kind of subsidy attached." .~H~S~SSSHH~S~HH~S~SSnnHnSUSSS"SSSR~ 
The act states that a projecl can 
proceed unless it's opposed by a 
majority of property owners 
representing "at least half of the 
value of the parcels which are li- 
able to be specially charged." 
Although 50 per. cent of the 
property owners opposed the pro- 
ject, they didn't hold at least half 
the property value on the street, 
councillors decided. 
"It's close ~ that's all I 
know," said mayor Jack Talstra. 
The sewer is the first half of a 
"Personally I see it as buying 
some of the votes in the neigh- 
bourhood," he added. 
"There's been some hard lob- 
bying in the neighbourhood from 
the developer." 
Heslenfeld told council most of 
the houses are either set too far 
back to make use of the sewer or 
else already have new septic 
tanks. 
"It's not Twedie Avenue that's 
going to benefit," he said. "It's 
the development that needs this in 
order to sell lots. We don't need 
the damn thing." 
Herb Dusdal, who spoke on be- 
half of the developer, argued the 
project will benefit he residents. 
"There will be no other 
changes - -  no pavement - -  
without sewer going in first," 
Dusdal said. 
City offieials'e hope the new 
sewer will be complete by early 
September. . 
Grant 
given 
TERRACE - -  The federal 
government has granted the Uni- 
versity of Northern B.C. 
$'200,000 to help develop aco-op 
education program. 
UN'BC's co-op program is to 
initially develop a work-study 
Liberal candidate victory 
margin won't be disclosed 
TERRACE-  Rhoda Witherly 
says she can't reveal how many 
people voted for her in her sue- 
cessful bid to be the Liberal 
party's candidate here in the next 
federal election. 
Witherly det~ted Kispiox resi- 
dent Mary McKenna Wilson by 
what she calls a "comfortable 
margin" July 24. 
But ~e Liberal party constitu- 
tion prevents Witherly or any 
Sheridan says his team is in 
place, but declines to name his 
campaign manager jmt yet. 
The NDP has not yet opened a 
campaign office in Terrace. Can- 
didate Joe Barrett has so far.been 
conducting his campaign out of 
his Prince Rupert residence. 
He has been doing a lot Of 
traveling to different parts of the 
riding. 
program in the faculty of natural 
resources and environmental 
studies. 
It is expected to expand to assist 
students' in each o f  the univer- 
sity's three other undergraduate 
faculties (arts and sciences, health 
and human sciences, and manage- 
" meat and administration). 
Students often alternate terms 
of study with terms of working 
with employers in their area of 
study. 
"The response from nodlaern 
employers has already been over- 
whelming," says UNBC co-op 
education director Nick Petrys- 
zak. "UNBC's goal has always 
been to educate students from 
northern B.C., in northern B.C., 
other party official from releasing 
the vote count. 
. Witherly said she doesn't know 
why the rule was i~_tituted. 
"It perhaps was brought in so 
the party goes away as an unani. 
mous group after a choice was 
made, Once a choice has been 
made, it's over ~ done with," 
said Witherly. 
Party officials, distributed 105 
ballots at meetings in Pflnce 
Rupert and Terrace July 24. They 
received 103 ballots back and the 
count was held in Terrace. 
Party president Barry Pankhurst 
said he was hapw with the 
turnout, adding that there have 
been times when only seven or 
eight people turned out for Liber- 
al meetings. 
Rhoda Wi ther ly  
Local Tortes will soon be 
moving into their Terrace 
campaign office, located at 4644 
Lazelle Ave. ~ right across the 
street from their Reform rivals. 
"We are active," says Progres- 
sive Comervattve candidate 
Danny Sheridan, who won't gtve 
details of the 'lodes' pro-election 
activities. 
• There ~zill'be no enumeration so they'll stay in northern B.C." 
of Votom as long as the election ,, . . ( . . . . . . . . .  The avadabihty of g 
,taKes pxace oetore.,Oetv.~,.,tt~.~ em~l~i~'/it-~ill:, bd ~fitital: 
bnumeration .would cost n~ore -: that cquation."- 
than $30. million.. There .will still 
be a: revision pmcess.for un- ~ , ~ , - ' 
registered votem to get on the 
voters' list. 
• Sale of alcohol is no longer 
prohibited on election day. 
• Voters can now' place their 
own ballots in the ballot box. 
• To be a candidate you now 
must have 50 signatures (100 in 
more demely populated istricts) 
and you,must put up a JL,(O0 
deposit (formerly,J200). 
The deposit is refunded it the 
candidate submits required elec- 
tion expenses return on time and 
obtains 15 per cent of ballots east. 
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We aings 
Aug. 14 Cindy Koopmans & Terry Zaporzan 
Aug. 28 Allison Kenmuir &Troy Kaye  
SepL 4 Melanin IV . . . . . . . .  
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' TOr~is ter~; !u  
?cease 
contact any of these 
$1JotlSor3: 
Central 
Flowers 
• , ' PlushToys 
Balloon Deliveries 
• Worldwide Service 
. Houseplants 
• Your Complete Wedding 
HeadqUarters 
101 - 4716 Lazelle Ave. 
• Terrace. 
635-5920 or 
638-1900 
New Directions in Health Care 
TERRACE COMMUNITY 
.HEALTH COUNCIL 
DATEe 
• I I I  I 
)mmunityHealth Forum came 
up with:,: suggestions on the purpose, memberships 
and responsib!}ities of the Terrace Community  
Health ~'lanni~g Council. A volunteer Task Force.  
was mandated/ to  go through the info.n~ation 
gathered and  present if coherently back to a second 
Communi ty  Health Forum. 
Th is  Task Force has completed its duties and is 
presently planning to hold another Community 
Health Forum-on  the evening of Wednesday, 
October 6, 1993. Deta i ls  of time and locations will 
be publicized a ta  later date. 
All members of the public are welcome to peruse the 
information, m"ake comments and come to. the next 
Community Heal{h Forum. An information package 
is ~yailable ~y cont.geting Dave Dennis at 635-3467. 
.~! t J . , ' ) l~ . .O~! ,  ~q~|~. ' . t " .H ,  [ i t tv l  " . .q JO '~ i ]  ' . "o l : : t ' ;~  ~ • . . . . .  
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Engagement, Wedding, and 
Anniversary Announcements 
I 
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[July28 
Anniversaries 
Kathy & Jacques Samuel - 23 yesm 
Penny & Dave Malinawski - 3 years 
Lie Creek. 3 years 
ionel G0nealvcs - 2 yeats. 
:k Miller- 5 years 
)ha Mayner - 22 years 
a Hone- 12 years 
imone Al0isio - 12 years 
)bert 0nstein - 1 year 
Sonny Kunar -4 years 
Alan Ippcl - 2 years 
~ K.u. (.;lark 
Custom Designed 
Engagement Rings 
Wedding Bands Anniversary Rings 
4624 Greig Ave. 
Terrace, BC 635-2533 
• Bi ' idal .  Grad. ,  Evening 
~!:!;Jiiii.~iy!:se; uslfOranYOciasio n 
~ ! 4605 Lazelle Ave, Ter!ace 
~Pfi:635:dg66Fax 63S.4740 
I 
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CORNER OF PARK and Clinton now boasts a new 10-unit maintenance man Wilf Bright looking over the location last 
apartment building belonging to the Muks.Kum-OI Housing week. Tenants are moving in this month. A formal ceremony 
Society, That's society manager Danny Sheridan with is plannedformid-September. 
Doors set to open at new 
affordable housing site 
TE ILRACE - -  The first 
tenants hould be moving into 
Muks-Kum-Ol Housing 
Society's newest building the 
end of next week• 
The 10-unit apartment build- 
ing on tile corner o f  Park and 
Clintofi Was begun in early 
spring and has been finished 
ahead of ,  schedule, Muks- 
Kum-,O1 spokesman Danny 
Sheridan said last week• 
Cost of the project, including 
baying land, is $815,000. 
Rents for the units are fixed at 
25 per cent of the tenant's in- 
come.  
Sheridan said the first tenants 
will b'e people liviiag'|n s0eJ6ty 
accommodations elsewhere. 
Other tenants were drawn from 
an extensive •waiting list. 
The units are set up for 
single people or for couples. 
"But we're not targeting it as 
an adult-oriented building. The' 
society has plenty of !nventory 
now in other places for 
families," said Sheridan. 
Final inspection of the traits 
took place last week. 
There are two sizes - -  650 
square feet and 685 square feet 
and each unit has two 
bedrooms. 
The bottom floor units are 
designed to accommodate 
:: ~people with mobility problems• 
All units have doors wide 
enough to handle wheelchairs. 
Heating is by natural gas. 
Hot water is piped through the 
concrete floor on the first 
level. There are thermostats in
each unit. 
Natural gas radiators are in- 
stalled on the second floor. 
The apartments increases to 
110 the number of housing 
units run by the society in the 
city. 
It was formed to provide af- 
fordable housing for natives 
and receives money from the 
federal government. 
There are now 40 apartment 
units, 26 duplexes, 41 houses 
and one triplex. 
Sheridan said there will be 
no problem in filling up the 10 
new units. 
At last count the society has 
approximately 450 people on 
its waiting list. 
Sheridan said official open- 
ing ceremonies are planned for 
sometime in mid.September. 
But the society and others 
lil~e it in the country face a 
problem in that the federal 
government has eliminated 
housing subsidies• 
The cut is to take effect the 
beginning of next year. It has 
drawn:protests. ~ ~ . . . .  ,~  , ,  
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News in brief 
Overhead nears 
THERE IS a low bidder but no official blessing yet to a pedestrian 
and vehicle overpass of Hwyl6 at Gltsequeela. 
Surespan Construction Ltd. of Delta had the lowest of the bids 
opened 1~t week. But work won't slarl until the federal government 
officially passes over land for the project. 
The overpass was one part of an agreement reached several years 
ago between the Gitsequeela band and the provincial government. 
The two parties fell into a dispute when the band said it wasn't 
paid enough for reserve land taken to butld the new stretch of 
Hwy16 east of Gitsequecla. 
Other parts of the agreement concern land to replace that used for 
the new highway stretch and cash. 
Engineering boosted 
HIGH SCHOOL students this tall can expect information on 
engineering careers with the highways ministry. 
The effort is intended to come into contact with sludents who 
might not otherwise consider a civil engineering career, highways 
ministry official Virginia Clark said last week. 
"We want to encourage students to stay with math and science 
and to let them know what kind of engineering careers there are," 
Clark satd. 
"Our business is in civil engineering and we're also out to en- 
courage young women to participate," she added. 
Clark said research indicates there could be a shortage of civil 
engineers ome day. 
Alcan's Rich to visit 
EXPECT ALCAN vice president BilI Rich and other company offi- 
cials to soon visit this ['art of the province. 
Rich and the others have already spent time in Prince George and 
environs promoting the company's desire to renegotiate the price 
upward of Kemano Completion Project power it'll sell to the 
provincial government. 
Alcan has been saying that increased costs will be encounter 
when construction on the project starts again. 
Construction was halted in 1991 after a federal courl ruled an en- 
vironmental review was needed. Tllat decision has been overturned. 
Ex.gov't  agent finds work 
THE PI~OVINCIAL government agent who was deeply involved in 
the closing of Cassiar has a new job in the northwest. 
Michael Riseborough began working as forest minister Dan Mil- 
ler's administrative assistant in his Prince Rupert officc last month. 
Riseb0rOugh's Cassiar office became the focal point for informa- 
tion when the Cassiar asbestos mine closed in early 1992. He then 
went to work directly for the provincial government's worker ad- 
justmenl program in Cassiar. 
Riseborough then ['ound himself in the Elk Valley helping to set 
up worker adjustment programs there when coal mine closures af- 
fected enlployment. 
Move 'era out 
BUY ANYTHING in Cassiar? You had until the end of July to 
move the item or items out. 
That was the deadline set by receivers Arthur Andersen and Com- 
pany as it continues the slow process of winding up the affairs of 
the bankrupt Cassiar Mining Corporation. 
Jim Stuart of Arthur Andersen said it will be as reasonable as pos- 
sible in considering extension requests but does want the area 
cleared as soon as possible .......................................... 
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Club 
is here! 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . , : ' : . . . , : : . . , . : :  ,-.,:.,;,;~.,~ ...•:.' :'.-'('i ":'~..'...'. 
'.':.."i'i'.i:.::"i'":::"/'.::'.:.. '. 
' '  . :  12 . ' . ' . ' , ' . " . ' . ' . : . " . . ' . , '  " " 
. , . . ' ,  , . . • . 
It's Hcl)onald's classic HcChickin sandwich 
topped with bacon, crisp lettucel fre!h tomato 
and our special NcChicken sauce, 
It's a tasty variation to a classic favourite, but 
it's only here until Auqust 31st, 
So hurry into your local HcDonald's today! 
4740 Lakelse Ave.,.Terraee ~. .  
99-11th Ave.East, Prmce Rupert 
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How will Howe go? 
: 3:;.,' . . . .  
body can't figure out what to do, says Mr. 
Talstra, he'll vote to leave things the way 
they are. But those six aldermen will have 
to divide evenly before Mr. Talstra gets 
into the act. 
For now, consider Bob Cooper and Me 
Takhar, both long standing development 
advocates, in favour. Rick King, the only 
NDP-type council member should be 
against. This leaves Danny Sheridan, Ruth 
Hal leck and Darryl Laurent unaccounted 
for. 
Mr. Sheridan has one eye on being 
Skeena's next Member of Parliament and 
the other on the 500-name petition against 
the rezoning. Ms. Halleck once said she 
represents people, not developers. Mr. 
Laurent isn't running again. Perhaps he'd 
like to leave office suffused in a rosy, 
people-type glow. 
There is lots council members em ignore 
here. The public hearing into the zoning 
change has already been held. Technically 
council can hear no more submissions be- 
fore taking its final vote. 
Yet any council member that doesn't 
consider vehat has been brought up lately 
and doesn't take into account he petition 
does so at his or her own re.electoral peril. 
ccssors Association has been sounding ter- 
ribly pious in its pronunciations on behalf 
of native fishermen: 
The association exists for one purpose 
to get as mtueh fish as possible for its mem- 
bers. Somehow it is k ind of difficult to 
completely accept the association's tand 
that it's concerned abou(thep!!ght  o f na- 
tive fishermen. 
To use native fishermen as a foil for its 
own purposes might be good publicity. But 
its true agenda comes shining through in 
the end. 
There's at least one person in the city 
who knows exactly what Howe Creek/n-  
vestments i  going through in its attempts 
to turn forested land between Howe Creek 
and the bench into residential lots. Richard 
Sandover-Sly's application to rezone two 
lots on Park Ave. beside the Evangelical 
Church to multi-residential took nearly a 
year to wind its way through council. In 
the end, it was denied. 
Although the reasons for wanting a 
zoning changed are different, there ~are 
some fascinating parallels with the two 
eases. Each has been considered important 
enough by council to be put on hold until 
all aldermen are present for a vote. Each in 
its own way has drawn some attractors and 
detractors. 
The key connection between the Howe 
Creek proposal and that of Sandover-Sly is 
whether council will be evenly divided. If 
it is, that means Mayor Jack Talstra will be 
called in to break the tie. And, if past expe- 
rience with Sandover-Sly and other votes 
is any indication, Mr. Talstra will vote 
down the proposal. 
That's because Mr. Talstra is a big advo- 
cate of the status quo. His is a consensus 
way of operating. If council acting as a 
Fishy situation 
r . 
I f ' i t '~:~t~ef ; : i t  mast  be They Say that politics makes traa~62b~, 
er f sh  ca[Shrug dust up. Ttie playdrs are:fa'-" 'fellows. Well so does .the com~Er~ihl 
miliar. Up the Skeena River are the recrea- fishery. In this case, the Northern Pro- 
tional anglers. On the coast are the com. 
mereial fishermen. 
The issue is the return of the steelhead. It
returns the same time as Salmon and so are 
often inadvertently caught by commercial 
boats. One solution this year is reducing 
the number of commercial fishing days to 
permit as many steelhead as possible to 
head up river. 
That has a lot of people on the coast 
angry, saying cats in fishing days will 
severely affect the income of commercial 
fishermen, particularly natives. 
It's OKto mess up 
Through 
Bifocals 
by  C laudet te  Sandeck l  
• . o 
Audrey McLaugMin, 
Leader, 
New Democratic Party / Dear Audrey: "Canadians want change," you 
said, during your Prime Time in- 
terview Sunday night. You 
xepeated the Wot:ds everal times,., 
making me think, "Gee, maybe , 
Audrey understands what I 
wanted fi'om her, a single mother 
from the North." 
Instead, throughout the entire 
interview you avoided answering 
a straightforward .question, just 
like all the ~ other politicians who 
take responsibility only for ribbon 
cuttings. 
"Did you offer your resignation 
as leader of the party?" Wen@ 
Mesley asked. Seldom is a 
politician asked so _straightfor- 
ward a question. "YES". or "No"  
time to replace you as leader be- 
fore IQm Campbell calls a federal 
election. 
So why pretend like you no-cur 
offered to resign? We're not rdn- 
h ies .  
Everyone goofs occasionally. 
Prompt r acknowledgement satis, 
ties reporters and clears the path 
for progress. What's the worst 
that could happen if you ad- 
mitted, "Yes, I offered to resign. 
But the executive refused to ac- 
would have auswered it: *Yet you cept my resignation. Now I'm 
skittered around, twisting ~ and going into a federal election,,with 
turning like ~ rattlesnake nipped the:full su:=ort of the art 
' i . . . . .  l " l ~ _ _  . . . . . .  , PP  l . P y" " 
a unem co ore. uo ou o by po i g y . : Y ,,~ Y U ~ma& much of repeating 
suffer a profound ,;hearing~ loss?- -you had the full support of the 
FinaU , disgusted, Mesiey said, a You would 
l y , . ' . ' : ' . * i :i~ rty. have -had my 
"We don't pursue that line .of support, too, if you had gLven an 
queationlng furrier?' . honest reply to the reporter's 
I was unconffortable,:then Ir- slmplequestion. " 
ritated, watching :: yot~:[ squlrm Life is short, Don't waste pro- 
from the truth. After all, for two clous time 'denying. You'll be 
days CBC Radio had reported found out,~ and when you are, 
that. party insldem:sald~ you had your credibHlty will more tlmn 
offered your resignation to the y0urOallup[rafing: : L 
party executtve'.~but"hadi-.been -Bflan Mulroney frittered sway 
turned down. Despite: I a. Gallup predom:( ~par!lamentary time 
poll showing 8;~r.~h!'is~p0rt deiiylng0ne scandal after another 
for the .NDP.~d~5~!:peteent for untilpainted Into a comer. And 
yourself asleader, ~there: Wasn't recently Klrn Campbell's leader- 
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CONTI~OLLED 
Special thanks to 
all our 
contributors and 
correspondents 
for their time and 
talents. 
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• ON THE POSITIVE SIDE 
fH /SPELLED 
YOUR NAME 
I \ .  I 
Lff  
1 
Od P6o0"~# 
Everybody's talking 
about B.C.'s forests 
ship race nearly foundered while 
she denied knowledge of the 
Somalia murder/attempted 
suicide incident. 
When you became NDP leader 
I hoped for real change. I thought 
raising kids would have taught 
you the benefits .of honesty at all 
costs. Isn't that what you expect 
from your children? 'Ihat's what I
expect from politicians, too. 
Want to impress this voter? Try 
Mark Twain's advice: ,Always 
do right. This will gratify some 
people, and astonish the rest." 
Astonish me. 
VICTORIA - -  Let's talk 
abont rees. Everybody else 
does. 
The government is under 
siege over its decision to allow 
limited logging in the Clayo- 
quot Sound. Scores of en- 
vironmentalists are having 
themselves arrested every 
week and the courts are send- 
ing them to jail, for six months 
in one case. 
Meanwhile, environmental- 
' ~r~anl~tions' areworkif/g' ,,c,,. 
hard at getting European coun- 
tries to boycott forest products 
from British Columbia, claim- 
ing that our forest practices 
make thi s province the 
"Brazil of the North." 
The campaign is successful. 
The New York Times recently 
ran a story about "Canada's 
dirty secret war against its 
forests," and theBritish 
Broadcasting Corporation had 
a crew here last week to do a 
story about he Clayoqu0t 
Sound. 
And while I am somewhat 
reluctant to pro-judge the 
results, I fear that it won't be 
flee.most balanced piece the 
• TV network has produced. But 
there is an even more damag- 
ing critic who is undermining 
British Columbia's forest.in- 
dustry and the province's 
economy - -  the federal 
government. 
In its latest report on the 
slate of the environment, the 
federal government stated that 
the British Columbia coast has 
only 15 years worth of old 
growth left. Not only is that 
slatement contentious, it's a 
blatant lie Ottawa has, so far, 
refused to retract. 
B.C. forest minister Dan 
Miller was furious when he 
first heard of the report. He 
says intelligence from the Ca- 
From the 
Capital 
by  Huber t  Beyer 
counter the damaging effect 
environme~ltalists and the fed- 
:eral government have :had :on 
!this province's forest industry. 
He suggests more professional 
exchanges between European 
and British Columbia foresters 
and discussions with E0ropean 
parliamentarians. 
The Association of British 
Columbia Foresters has d0he 
its best o dispel the myth that 
we're going to run out of old 
growth in 15 years. Bruce 
Devitt, the organization's ex= 
ecutive vice-president, de- 
scribes Ottawa's claim as 
"alarmist and inaccurate." 
Statistics on which the claim 
was based, Devitt says, came 
from an economic study that 
had absolutely nothing to do 
with how much old growth 
there is left in British Colum- 
bia. 
Devitt says British Colum- 
bia's coastal forests contain a
total of five million hectares of 
old growth, of Which two mil- 
lion are working forest, leav- 
ing three million hectares of 
old growth that will never be 
logged. 
"The forest industry current- 
ly logs 40,000 hectares an- 
nually on the coast. At this 
rate, it will take 50 years to 
log the remaining old growth 
in the two million hectares of 
working forest," he says. 
Equally' misleading is the 
fact that he federal reportonly 
mentioned coastal forests, ig- 
~adian embassy in Germany noting.old growth in the rest 
indicates that the report is the of the province. 
single most damaging factor in ' Devitt says there are 26.6 
British Columbia's truggle to million hectares of old growth 
convince Europe that the pro- 
~iiW.OliS moving toward a
sustainable forest industry. 
Miller adds that a rigorous 
campaignby the provincial 
government is needed to 
! forests in British Columbia 
which would fuel the forest in- 
dustry for anoth,.er 71 yea~s. 
And the 26.6 mtllionhectares 
don't include any old growth 
forests located in parks, 
/ 
ecological reserves and dedi- 
cated wilderness areas. 
How to deal with the prob,: 
lena.? Miller's suggestion o f i 
discussions with European 
parliamentarian d more 
professional forester cx- 
chang~ is good in the short 
run .  
It addresses the immediate 
problem of lies and raisin- - 
.formation, but a.more 
permanent solutio n is needed. 
The promise of such a solu- 
tion exists today..The Com- 
mission On Resources and'lEn- 
vironment is charged with es- 
tablishing a provmcb-wzde-i~ 
blueprint for'a sustainable'. :~
forest industry. 
Commissioner Stephen 
Owen said at the outset hat 
the commission's mandate 
could only be achieved with a 
lot of local input, lie's right, 
• of course. The days when Vic- 
toria could decided the fate of 
cities towns and hamlets in:the 
prpvin~e's vast hinterlandare 
over. Thepeop!e want to be in 
charge of their destiny. 
To that end, tl~e commission 
has established so-called 
regional tables on Vancouver 
Island, in the Cariboo and the 
Kootenays. At those tables, 
representatives from every im- 
aginable stakeholder a e trying 
to develop astrategy for the' 
forest indust[y's future in their 
area. 
Whether the approach wil ! 
work remains to be seen. I 'm 
optimistic. The participants in
the process are determined'to 
make it work. Thosb I've 
talked to believe they ~n:and 
will succeed./Said if they do, 
we will have lancedone'of the 
nastiest boils that has ever 
festered on BritishColumbia's 
body politic and body eco- 
nomie. 
ET£Ry 3PRIMet . rT ' -~- .  ~ ~,.~ , ~usr 6wF_ ,~P_. 
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Seniors claim 
best float trophy 
~] dthe winner Is ,., and Canada Employment won 
t~ ]LC. Senior Games floatl second and tlfird place. 
That was the verdict of judges The non-commercial title went 
Saturday when they decided the to the Elks entry, with the Kit- 
Games version was the best over- sumkalum Band Council and Old 
all fligii in the Riverboat Days pa- Age Pensioners floats coming 
rade. -° next. 
As a result, the entry won the The vehicles category saw first 
Legion.sponsored trophy, place going to Pruden and Currie, 
There was a lot of impressive with Minute Muffler taking the 
competition as float after lavish runner-up osition. 
float rnade Its way down Lakelse Huff and Puff Asthma was 
Ave. during the annual Riverboat 
Days parade. 
Thankfully; the rain ceased, the 
clouds parted and the sun came 
shining t~ough for a wonderful 
parade day. 
" ieiudges deemed the Back 
l iy's Pub float to be the best 
commercial entry, Terrace Co-op 
awarded the best group entry, 
while the Shriners claimed sec- 
ond place. 
And last but not least, Dillon 
and Dennis Fowler won the chil- 
dren's category. The Braam chil- 
dren and Talstra and Vandervelde 
kids finishing in second and third 
place. 
'1 t ~, ' i ~ EVERY PICTURE TELLS 
a story and those from 
the Riverboat Days pa- 
rade are no different. 
Wearing the Dutch outfits 
up top are Renate Davis 
and Sonja Baker. They're 
on the B.C. Seniors 
G.am.e,,s,,, float whj .c,h,,; m,,ok 
top ::p.arade ho.nours,::~Qn 
the right is a representa- 
tive from the old growth 
forest group .belonging to 
the forest service. On the 
left is a musician on the 
Kitsumkalum float, which 
placed sbcond' in the 
non-commerc ia l  
category. Above that are 
Dillon and Dennis Fowler, 
winners in the children's 
category. 
J jgmmnlmm 
MONUMENT TO Tom and Eliza Thornhill was dedicated uly 20. On the far left is regional 
: district director Les Watmough who helped organize its construction. Flanking the monument 
: isFIoyd Frank, left. His father knew Tom Thornhill. On the right is Ralph Wright, grandson of 
• Kitselasehief Walter Wrightwho was Eliza's brother. 
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LETTER S 
Colour 
blind 
Historic couple 
remembered 
TERRACE - -  An English 
settler and a Kitselas princess 
were honoured in a ceremony 
July 30. 
The ceremony featured the 
dedication of a monument to 
Tom and Eliza Thomhill lo- 
cated just off Oueensway near 
the old bridge. 
It's close to the location 
where the couple built a cabin 
in 1892. 
Tom Thornhill met Eliza 
Wright, sister to Kitselas clfief 
Walter Wright, in the Fraser 
Valley. They married and soon 
after came north. 
Eliza trapped while Tom 
played host to':the Skeena 
Riv6r steamship trade that ex- 
isted before the railway. 
Eliza died in 1907 and Tom 
in 1910. 
Present at the dedication was 
Ralph Wright, a grandson to 
Walter Wright who was 
Eliza's brother. 
Also present was Floyd 
Frank whose father first met 
Tom Thomhill in 1893. 
Regional district director Los 
Watmough, Instrumental in 
organizing the monument, 
thanked all those who helped 
make it possible. 
He said it was unfortunate 
that Ihe spirit of the marriage 
between Tom Thornidll and 
Eliza Wright was not con- 
tlnued in the larger context of 
relations between the native 
and settler cultures. 
]Dear Sir: 
Today my friend and I were 
walking around in the mall. lie 
told me something that was 
very upsetting. 
He had over heard some man 
say look at those F... Indians. 
He, being native, went to in- 
vestigate and asked "What 
about hem". 
When tile-so called gentle- 
men saw who he was he got all 
embarrassed and scared. He 
obviously felt like he lind 
kicked himself in the rear end 
and rightly so. 
I remember when I used to 
only see the eolour of.a per- 
sons face/body. Never seeing 
Ibe person witlfin the colour. 
It makes me angry, sad, frus- 
trated, and flustered to realize 
that there are still people in 
this town who judge natives by 
the way they see some natives 
act. Natives these days are 
picked out and categorized un- 
fairly and unjustly. 
It's like when the white 
people first Came to Canada. A 
few men called us "savages" 
and to this day I don't under- 
stand why. W0 lived just as 
civilized if not more so than 
the men and women who came 
to this country. 
That term is also to this day 
still applied to a lot of 
aboriglnals. Yet a lot of the 
aberiginals of today have edu- 
cated themselves, gotten 
decent jobs and have in general 
bettered themselves. If not, 
they are on their way to doing 
so through different programs 
and institutions. 
On the news yesterday they 
showed a young girl struggling 
to go to university and live on 
her own reserve. They made it 
sound as if she was the only 
native to ever graduate and 
continue on the university. 
I know of a lot of natives 
who have graduated and con- 
tinued. 90 ~.i[h. ,~e~[~ j.q:urn~y "it? 
become whatey, er: :~e  :it,~, m, 
happy. 
I am struggling to complete 
this journey myself and al- 
though I never had an easy life 
I am still trying and striving to 
become who I want to and to 
realize my lifo long dreams. 
We are all just human after 
all. We all have red blood and 
skeletons underneath us. If you 
. take away tlz~ eolour of our 
skin you'll realize that un- 
derneath we are all just about 
the same. The only difference 
being whether or not we are 
male or female. 
Comments like the one the 
man made in the mall not only 
hurt the people he made them 
about but the community as 
well, because our children 
learn from the exampl[s we 
set. 
Perhaps someday those 
people considered normal wtll 
someday be on the receiving 
end of comments like the one 
about Indians. 
Only you know who you are 
and maybe you should look at 
the person staring back at you 
in the mirror and begin to 
change yourself. 
Remember, don't judge a 
book by its eolour (cover), you 
might totally enjoy what's on 
the inside. 
• Strive to be happy. See you 
, when I see you and if I see 
you. 
Sincerely,, 
Dawn L.E. Whale, 
Terrace, B.C. 
More on Page A8 
start 
Crash 
This big truck went o f f  
the highway last week. 
The driver of  the truck 
swerved to avoid hitting a 
black bear. 
This took place between 
Usk and Kleanza Creek. 
Nobody was hurt. 
A big crane was used to 
put the truck back on the 
road. 
Goods in the truck were 
IJ put into other trucks. , . '  ~ - 
Mushrooms 
People are already pick- 
ing pine mushrooms. 
The mushrooms are out 
very early this year. 
That is because the 
weather has been damp, 
Pine mushrooms usually 
come out in September. 
The mushrooms are 
worth a lot of  money in 
here can make a lot o f  
money by picking them. 
But buyers say things 
should slow down this 
month. 
There is a week long 
holiday in Japan this 
month, 
Business should pick up 
after that, 
Japan. Pickers and buyers •hope 
And that means peop le  it wil l be a good season, 
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MOVING OUT this piece of equipment to the Copper River staging point ~or a nmura] gas 
pipeline looping project is Fred Gdffith of Northern American Construction Ltd. A large amount 
of its equipment arrived on CN for the job lhat should take two months. 
Gas company's pipeline 
project getting cranked up 
TERRACE ~ Equipment be- 
gan arriving last week for a 
$4.3 million project o improve 
the Pacific Northern Gas 
(PNG) pipeline on the upper 
Copper River. 
The equipment belongs to 
North American Construction 
Ltd., an Edmonton-based firm. 
It was one of eight com- 
panies bidding on the construe- 
tion end of the project and its 
contract isWorth $2 million. 
The project should take two 
months and be completed by 
the end of September, said 
PNG official John Craig. 
The project involves dou- 
bling a 12kin stretch of 
pipeline. 
That doubling, or looping, 
problems ha the area of the 
loop. 
"We'll also be eliminating 
three crossings of the river and 
that will alleviate nvironmen- 
tal problems," Craig added. 
Added capacity will benefit 
Methanex in Kitimat which 
needs more raw material be- 
cause it is expanding its am- 
monia plant. 
The loop work is one of four 
planned this year and next on 
PNG's 367-mile long pipeline 
from Summit Lake north of 
Prince George to Friace 
Rupert. 
PNG's awarding of the con- 
tract to North American hasn't 
made one local union 
organizer happy. 
B.C. Why not hire a B.C. com- 
pany tore the work," he said. 
PNG executive vice presi- 
dent Roy Dyce said the compa- 
ny must look for the best deal 
it can when spending money. 
"It's a wide open bidding 
policy. What we're looking for 
is a reputable contractor at the 
lowest price," he said. 
Glover said he also wants as 
many local peopl e as possible 
hired on the project. 
PNG encourages companies 
it hires to do just that, said 
Dyce, but he added that some 
specialized workers may have 
to be brought in. 
North American official Jack 
Malone said pipeline workers 
on companies specializing in 
r, 
Alcan workers 
ratify contract 
will add to the capacity of the Fred Gl0ver of the B.C. and 
pipeline and give PNG anextra . Y~o.n Teri:itor,L B~lding ~d 
thing happen, to its main line, said: the project should have 
said Craig. gone ioh B.C. company. 
There have been flooding "PNG makes its money from 
TERRACE ~ Kttimat Alcan Allied Workers, Local 1 ap, 
workers will got lump sum pay- proved the deal with 74.7 per cent 
men's of $1,000 at the start of the in favour. 
second and third years of a three- The straight average wage at 
year deal ratified last week. Alcan is $23.37 an hour, not in- 
The contract iseffective July 25 eluding benefits. Trades receive 
and does not provide for any type $27.55 an hour, not including 
of wage increase in the first year. benefits. 
But there is a cost of living The cost of living provision 
clause for the second and third kicks in after the consumer price 
years of the contract, index has risen six per cent. 
And workers will get at least ' That increase will be one ecnt 
$550 or as much as $1,450 (the an hour for every .1 per cent rise 
amount will depend upon the in the consumer price index after 
price of aluminum) In a lump sum the six per cent level. 
In December 1995. There are also improve job 
Workers belonging to the Cane- security measures and improve- 
dian Association of Smelter and merits in some fringe benefits. 
the part of i.hc province to 
municipal goverrm:cnts. 
"k "k'k 'k "k 
Since opening Anka's Fresh 
Food and Dessert Cafe March 26, 
owner/manager Anka Gibson has 
used her considerable experlence 
to guide the business. 
After arriving in Terrace from 
Croatia 19 years ago, she worked 
for over 10 years at the dining 
room at the Bavarian Inn and for 
another six years at the Terrace 
Hotel lounge. 
A number of vegetarian dishes 
are ~available;::~ as are, fresh 
squeezed'vegeiabie and fruit 
juiceS iff exotic flavoum such as 
cucumber, ceie!7 and spinach and 
orange and carrot. 
With the h01p of her six- 
member ~.~affi Gibson alms Io put 
her own distinctive stamp on her 
dishes. 
Correction 
TERRACE ~ Bud's Truck and 
Equipment has received a con- 
tract to replace the Tanzilla River 
Bfldge on Hwy37 8.5km south of 
Deame Lake. 
The $2,059 ,million contract 
consists of replacing an existing 
single-lane bailey bridg e with a 
two-lane concrete structure and 
realigning 2km of road approach- 
CS. 
The job should take two years 
and its total cost is $2.4 million 
once engineeflng and material 
costs am included. 
This projectwill also doaway .
with a steep gmdeii~approa¢~ng ' 
the bridge and a l iment  .prob, 
lelns. .k .k -k "k 'k 
There's a new;~iame and new 
owners at a local autobody shop. 
B and F Autobody is now Traf- 
fic Jams and Foil Dhamawland 
Don I~blond are there. 
The pad have known each other 
for yeats :and got into ,business 
when the opportimlty arose. 
,k ,k -k:~ .k 
The City of Terrace has TERRACE - -A  July 28 story 
received $30,009 .from the, said that a car driven by Wilham 
provincial government for ec0- Scottstruck another vehicle. 
heroic deVelopmen{ work. ' ...... In fact, the other Vehleie Struck 
It'a a regularcontribution on ~the one driven by Mr. Scott. 
the field come from all over 
the world. 
orghhi~e,a pi~ke~bf:PNG s Of- " 
rices if a large number of local 
people aren't hired. 
Mower 
bought 
TERRACE ~ For $18,000 it 
better be a pretty good 
lawnmower. 
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ar Asbestos could be recovered That's what some city council 
members were saying last Mon. Tailings deal inked "! chine.dayastheyv°tedt°buythema" ',ts 
. . . . .  ~" "You usually go through our ~ belonging to 
:;.~; ~,,,-~, budget with a fine-toothed 
......... :,'~ . . . . .  ,, . 0ortation Sys- 
TERRACE ~ An Australian The agreement signed with the Minpro to exercise its option ,~.~ ... . ;~:.- .....• comb,, mayor. Jack Talstra satd 
company is starting a six-month receiver could result in payments would still need the approval of ..... "~7- to .councillor Me Takhar, who of Hwy16 be- 
probe to see if mining the huge to the province of up to $5 rail- the mines ministry became it . . . . . . . . . .  led the purchase. Creek and Usk 
Cassiar tailings pile is lion, says Arthur Andersen would be regarded as a mine. verts to a military driver Jason 
worthwhile, spokesman Jim Stuart. Buildings in the town and mini- 3ked councillor Danny ~d to avoid a 
The option between Minpro, in The money will only be paid if ng equipment were sold off last ~re were no in- 
partnership with another Austra- Minpro decides it can mine the year following the company will buy the Tore . Goods were 
lien company and one in Toronto, tailings pile, said Stuart. going into bankruptcy. ~D mower from Oak I°ther trucks. 
was signed with Cassiar Mining "There is the potential of Approval from the provincial andTufflne. I 
I Corporation receiver Arthur saving the taxpayer up to $5 mil- government is tied to plans to tiding mower . .  , ~ ~ , = - ~ , ~ "  ~ : ~ .=- , , , . .  ~ ~ ~ ~ "  . . . . .  ., Andersen and Company reeentl~, lion. You take what you can get," contour the tailings pile and ve, can cut on . . . .  ~ , ,,,, 
The tallings pile is the result of he said. return the mine are and neigh- eh as the arena 
40 years of mining by the aow There is also a provision to pay bouring townsite to as close to a :ularly adept at ,, ; t 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ % : ~ ~ . : ~ 1  
defunct corporation and contains the province a royalty for any as- natural state as possible, • ~, r ....... o-~- .._. =,._ss and leaves. :~:~~~~E~~;t~--z'~t~tii~e~;:;3'~.~:`~.~4~~~~`~`~`~°` ,5 , ' :~Om'~: . : , .  4':-1 
oubts that a full ser ~:~: ~',,~, 16 million tonnes of material, bestos recovered. Min re d - ~:.~ , i~ 
Cassiar Mining Corporation A mines ministry official said a vice community would be put m ..... ~:i,~,: Abortion information attempt denied 
went into receivership in Febru- Minpro decision to mine the tail- place because of the costs. • 
ary 1992 after the provincial ings pond wiU result in the post- A successful project will result pital called wrong 
government refused to loan it ad- ing of a $500,'000 reclamation in the asbestos being trucked to 
ditlonal money, bond. Stewart for loading onto ships, i 
The province is the largest It'll increase by $1 per ton of Minpro holds 50 per cent of the 
creditor of the corporation, ae- railings milled after the 500,000 joint venture with Black Hills .,~.A... , :~2:~,, 
cumulating direct and indirect tonne level has been reaehed, said Minerals ofAustraliaholding20 . . . .  ~ '  ~! id !~~~Yproce  uter i  I ~ ~ i i  ~ i i ~ ~ t  ~n! I ~! !g~e~~~!ns i ! i~t ! inO~l !  costs of nearly $50 million since John Errington. per cent and Cliff Resources of -,~:="~ 
the mine closed. He did note that a decision by Toronto holding 30 per cent. .;~ 
the president of the Terrace Pro- circular asking hospitals to ensure Society chairman Lael of ensuring informed consent is 
Life Education Association. that informed consent was prae- McKeown, in a letter to the pro- unique for every patient. 
,Daryl Anaka said the decision tised, life group, suggested it either pro- The pro life group's request 
"weakens one's confidence inthe But health society members de- ducc or find material itwants dis- arose from one of three recom- 
board's resolve to improve stun- eided that since physicians al- tributed, mendations contained in the 
dards of health care" at the hos- ready give information on abor- "Then enter into discussions coroner's inquiry into the 1991 
pital, tion, there is no need for them to with the individual medical death of Myrna George. 
The association had asked the get involved, said society chief clinics and thnspecialists who are Admitted to Mills Memorial 
Terrace Regional Health Care executive officer Michael most likely to be involved in this Hospital for an abortion, George 
Society to  introduce what is Leisinger. procedure and encourage them to later died in Vancouver after 
called informed consent on the "The board took the recom- include that material while dis- post-procedures complications set 
:::~ sUbject of abortion, mendations of the medical staff cussing the pros and cons of the in. 
. . . . . .  Informed consent is defined as and those recommendations are procedure the}, are contemplat- 
M A e K ' R Y ~ S  F U N E R A L  ivlngapersonalltheinforma- that the physicians are acting ing,"McKeownconttnued. Her death is now the subject of 
on needed to make a dectsion responsibly," Leisinger said last In another letter to the pro-life a lawsuit filed against two 
group, medical chief of staff Dr. physicians involved in George's 
bout a procedure or situation, week. care during her time at Mills. 
S E R V I C E S  LTDI  3he association wanted to give "The board said 'fine.' They're That recommendation, sent to 
TerraceCrernatorlum 4626 Davis Ave., Terrace R e z o n e  d r a w s  objection calledbealth minister E l zabcth for  "all prospectiveCUll' 
D i Fe  C 1 tOrS  : patients for therapeutic abortions 
JAM ES WEST'ERMAN & DO UG MAC FARLAN E .... .... i~ i:[:; ! "-~- TERRACE - -  Another ezoning density of 40 people per acre and single family dwellings only. be apprised, in writing, of all pos- 
ii:ili:ii:iiiiil, :~i:i!i:i!i: ;i' :.--~:i: : -  attempt intheHorseshoeareahas would allow him to construct Norwashealoneinthatunder-s ib lo  complications that could 
JEANETTE SCHULMEISTER :~ run into opposition, but fora dif- townhouses on the site. standing, result from the abortion proce- 
: - '  ~ .... ; . . . . . . .  re rent reason than Howe Creek However, neighbourhood rest- Wilcox emphasized he did not dure." 
Bronze  P 5 . "~-!: -:~i: : ...... - '  ~ : :Ix/vestments' attempt, dent Kevin Wilcox has objected want to see multi-family struc- The 1992 health ministry clr- 
~2~.~,r~, i,;monUmP, :~,: :~.J~,:: Answertna and.'P-ag(~r . . . .  Ser-wl~e :~ ::~- ,~ i: :, , : :  :~,,~ " i : :~Diek Coxford wants the desig-: totho plan.', : ,..,, tures, including duplexes, going~ cularwasproducedin, response 
. ,.,7; .-;~, ,:,;,,~, :.~:, ~:.;,~:,.,~-~,i::7 :.::..=,:~! 0"It :,; ':~ :,::;': .' :;'r:t:.:~'..L::; ' r"~!,  : ~ .  riationchangedonproperty i~n ihe" Wilcox told council that wheti up there. ; the death.of. George and that Of. 
- 4900 block of Mcconnell from he bought property and built a Council approved starting the another person. 
5 2444 . . . . . . .  " " Terrace; Kitimal, Smithers 63  Funpra= SeNic0i ' At Rural/R1 single family home on Mcconnell two years rezone process, which will in -  The pro-l• group's position & PrinCe Rup~rl " • A.~ $oq,ulton residential to R6 residential, ago, it had been on the under- elude a public hearing, was backed with a 574-signature 
The latter zoning allows a standing the street was zoned for Dates have yet to beset, petition. 
Giant Nutra Crossbike 
m " " : , "  L " 
Kona Fire Mountain BRC Trekker SSP Rocky Mountain Stratos 
I' [ The Best  :, .. :, - :., Made In 
Va lue  Canada 
Complete Chromoly frame and fork. 
Shimano Exage Derrailleurs and 
crank. Deore Tcpmount shifters. 
Race light package. Blue or titanium 
colour. 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Suspension value. Complete Tange- 
Chromoly frame. Shimano Altus A- 
20 components. Araya AP-21 Alloy 
rims. Alloy fast track suspension 
fork. Quick release axles and seat, 
Midnight black or red. 
7005 Alloy tubing. Full Shimano 
Deore DX component package. Top 
mount shifters. Ritchey Z-max tires. 
DT spokes. Wolber AT-18 rims. 
Sizes 18.5" and 20" 
R 
Cromoly main frame and forks. 
Shimano altus C-10 components. 
Araya alloy rims. 21 speed 
hyperglide shifting. 
Features Lifetime Parts Warranty 
. t , / .  
h T e McBicycle Shop 
i! ~: / ~ V ~  ~t, McB ike -  Smithers Sport World - Terrace 
~i w ff ,- ~k - 3704 Alfred Avenue 4712 Kmth Avenue 
,Ik h 847 5009 635-5225 
BRC Trail Blazer- 
Men's & Ladies' 
Frame sizes 16-22". Araya AP 21 
alloy rims. Shimano SIS index 
shifting. Black or taupestone. 
PIgK 
A 
WINNER 
Hilltop Grocery 
2390 Hemlock 
Thornhill 
635-4001 
, • I 
Royal Canadlan Legion 
Branch 13 Terrace 
FINEST STEAK IN TOWN 
First Friday of Every Month 
Juicy steak - baked potato - salad 
5:00 pm servings 
Members & Bonafide Guests We~come 
See You There/Music Every Weekend. 
TERRACE REGIONAL 
HEALTH CARE SOCIETY 
INTEGRATED HEALTH CARE SERVICES 
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1993 
7:00 RM. 
EDUCATION ROOM,;,MI~LS~, ~:~;~ 
, , ,  . . . .  ~, . ' :  ',- i "  ' , - '  .q' (~I ~'¢:,,:('.flt'! qf l )d ' ,  
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 1 
Current members of the Terrace Regional Health 
Care Society may renew their memberships on or 
before the Call to Order 
September 16, 1993 
New members who wish to have voting rights at 
the Annual General Meeting must become a 
member of the Terrace Regional Health Care 
Society on or before 
August 16, 1993 
Annual Memberships at a cost of $5, may be 
purchased at Patient Reception, Mills Memorial 
Hospital or the Front Desk, Terraceview Lodge. 
 tial Fashion Wear 
3 DAYS LEFT 
Summer Clearance Sale 
Sale  Ends  
Saturday ,  ?ugust 7 - -  
638-1773 • 
I 
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13 .~ ' .L~ A REMINDER TO OUR PAT IENTS 
ETTER ~!l~rti+~~!i~, We Have  Moved Dr. B. Prokopetz, D.D.S, Dr, P, Okimi, B,A., M,A.T,, D,M.D, 
4438 Lakelse Avenue Terrace, B,C., V8G 1P1 
638-8567 
Mon. 8 a,m,- 8 p.m,, Tue.-Thur, 8 a.m.- 4:30 p.m. 
Teacher didn't plan 
to leave this way 
An open letter to: 
Hen. Anita Hagen, 
Minister of Education, 
Victoria, B.C. 
Dear Ms. Hagen: 
In June of this year, I was diag- 
nosed as having a recurrence of 
cancer and decided to move 
closer to my children in the south 
of the province. 
I wanted to take early retire- 
ment under the new early retire- 
ment incentive plan. There are 
two dates each year to do so. One 
is July 1 (notice given by April 
30) and Dec. 31 (notice given by 
Oct. 3t). 
My diagnosis took place in 
June, too late for the July date. 
The president of the teachers' 
union approached the school dis- 
trlct superintendent about waiv- 
ing the April 30 notice date in 
view of the extenuating circum- 
stancXs. 
The secretary-treasurer r plied 
and said I should apply for the 
next effective date on Dec. 31. 
This would hart me financially as 
I will be 61 on Dec. 29. 
This means I will lose part of  
the retirement allowance which 
decreases by20 per cent each 
year from 100 per cent at age 60. 
I also wanted to retire in July, not 
in December, 
I felt I still had sufficient reason 
to pursue the matter so on June 
25 I wrote to the secretary- 
treasurer of School District 88 
with copies to the superintendent, 
the school board chairman and 
other interested parties. 
Before sending the letter, how- 
ever, I showed it Io one of the 
other trustees who encouraged me 
to believe that my request was not 
unreasonable. I am still waiting 
for a reply to my letter one month 
later, although I have learned ver- 
bally from a third party that my 
requesl has been denied. 
I realize that the matter was of 
much greater moment to me than 
to either the administrators or 
trustees and therefore they did not 
perceive the same urgency for a 
quick resolution. 
However, it is my opinion that 
public servants who are paid 
salaries of $100,000 or more, 
receive cars paid for out of public 
funds and have access to expense 
accounts larger than the salaries 
of some employees have an obli- 
gation to be sensitive to the needs 
of their staff membem. 
Although the trustee I ap- 
proached gave me a sympathetic 
hearing initially, he neglected to 
follow through or to keep me in- 
formed of the administrators' 
reaction to my request. 
The board chairman has given 
no indication that he has received 
my letter. I would suggest hat 
people who allow themselves to 
be elected to serve the corn- 
inanity have a duty to give 
priority to the affairs of those 
who appeal to them• 
I now understand that I have 
other options so the granting of 
my request isno longer elevant. 
However, that is not the point at 
A man called Mike 
Dear Sir:. All I know is that the man's 
On July 18 on the comer of name is Mike and that he is an 
Old Lakelse Road and Pa- ex-police officer. 
quarto my son was involved in My husband, myself and our 
a motor vehicle accident, families wish to thank him in 
A man and ~ wi~ s~toEpd. ':.. p~p?~:~" '~+ 
The man helped m~-~'? tiarc'::'=;:C.6iitaCt us at638-1794. 
forming CPR until the am- Barb Spisak, 
hulance arrived. Terrace, B.C. 
Issue. I know that I am not alone 
In being in a situation of putting 
~y life on hold wldle waiting for 
senior officials to make known a 
decision which will affect a 
course of action. 
The feelings of indignation, 
resentment, frustration and help- 
lessness that I have been experi- 
eming this past month are the 
kind of negative motions which 
~ve an adverse ffect not only 
on serious diseases but on the re. 
lationship between management 
and employees and are all too 
often taken to the bargaining 
table. 
As teachers, we try to inculcate 
i~ our students self-esteem, a 
respect for the rights and feelings 
of the individual and the impor- 
tance of good manners in our re- 
lationships with others. 
May I suggest that efforts to im- 
prove the system of barga!uing 
could begin with the practical im- 
plementation of these principles 
at all levels? 
This is not quite the way I 
wished to end my 21 years of ser- 
vice to this school district. This 
whole matter could have been 
resolved very quickly with either 
a personal contact or the courtesy 
of a written reply. 
No dollar value can be placed 
on the advantages to be gained 
from the exercise of kindness and 
consideration. 
Thank you foz your attention. 
Yours sincerely, 
Jo Falconer, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Please Volunteer 
Cal l  732-'133'I or 
'1.800-665-6526 
Fingers. 1' 1 crosses CAR RENTAL 
TERR~C]~-  I.~brary board ~ in1 a t ; ~ ; i i i l ; ~ i  members are spending their time 
hoping a proposed expansion pro- 
joct will come within budget. 
Tenders went out lastweek and 
estimates are due back tl~ middle 
of the month. 
The board wants to .add 10,000 . 
square feet of space and a base- 
ment. 
" I f  thebids come back below, 
that's fine. If they are high, we'll 
sit with the city and the regional 
district and decide what we 
should o next," board expansion 
chairman George Clark said last 
week. 
Regional district and city tax- 
lmyem last year approved borrow- 
ing $1.2 million for an expansion. 
The board ~d expected to get a 
$600,000 lottery grant o flesh out 
what was to be a $1.7-$1.8 mil- 
llonpmjeet 
But the . lo t te ry  grant program 
was c.t a year and a half ago and 
nothing has been announced to 
take its place. 
The board then t r immed its pro- 
jeer, taking out ~an elevator and 
plans for a finished basement in 
an attempt to cut costs. 
There's no word yet on a re- 
placement lottery grant program 
but Clark said it probably won't 
involve the large +amounts of 
money of past years. 
"We tl~nk the  days of big 
grants are gone forever. We think 
we'll seen lot 6f smedi grants in 
the $30,000 to $40,000 range," 
be ~ald. 
Although there were cuts made 
to the project, one aspect not 
reduced isits size. 
"The board was pretty adamant 
it did not want to reduce the 
square footage as any kind of 
compromise,'; said Clark. 
He added that the Ins t thing the 
board wanted was to  expand and 
then fltzd out in a coupieof years 
that the library was again too 
small. 
Clark noied that $300,000 to 
$400,090 of the project involves a
roof large enough to cover the ex- 
Btk~l  bu l ldh~-- '  " ,.,. 
tl~ro wo~Id ~till haW: to be  that"' ,  
Ire ~ i "  t~=Ud, M~dO R~ -'~ ! '  -=~:- - ' 
Park 
Repor t  
by  
Greg  McDona ld  
~..~,~-. 
B.C.'S GREATEST NATURAL RESOURCE 
Our vast green forests are British Columbia's; greatest natural resource, To quietly 
walk among the trees, to hear the sounds, to see the colours and the shapes, to breathe 
clean fresh air is to experience the forest, its peace and its solitude. 
This is how we think of our forests and this is one of the main reasons that B.C, Parks 
is there to protect hem for your and your grandchildren. 
Few parts of the world are so well clothed with trees as Is British Columbia. In fact our 
coastal forests exceed all others in the weight of trees that may be found on each hectare, 
Look about you when you are out in the forest and think of the Importance of trees to 
us all, Trees help to break the wind and conserve moisture; they capture the sun's energy 
and use thelr sugars and starches to feed the animal kingdom. Trees provide vital oxygen 
to breathe and furnish homes for bids, mammals and lesser creatures. 
British Columbia has about fifty kinds of native trees, learning to recognize trees is not 
always easy because trees look very much alike. The most common end effective way to 
Identify atree is to closely examine one of its leaves or a branch of its needles. 
To help you Identify leaves or needles ask yourself these questions: do the leaves 
consist of tiny overlapping scales Which are sharp or rounded? Another item to try and 
Identify is whether the needles ate in s hard or a Soft bundle, Other questions to ask are do 
the needles roll between your fingers? Are the needles curved, straight, equal or unequal? 
Are the cones located near the top or do they stand upright? Do the leaves have coarse 
lobes and radi~ng veins or broad leaves with fine or coarse teeth? 
One of the most prevalent trees in Lakelse Park is Western Red Cedar whlch is the 
official tree of the province. The tree Is a massive, durable tree of conical form with s flared 
b~se, In good moist sites, it can reach a helght of 60m with s diameter of 2m or more, 
Older trees often have dead tops and may be dense enough to Hde the trunk. 
West Coast Indians valued western red cedar bark highly, for making baskets, dothes 
mats, The reddish fragrant wood also used by the Indians for canoes and lodges. 
Another prevalent tree is the Western Hemlock, a tall tree reaching 51rn, The top 
always droops, enabling the tree to be easily recognized from a distance. The wood is !ight, 
rarely hard, with a whitetish wood, Early Canadian settler named the hemlock after e 
Europesn weed because of the similar ndour when the needles are crushed. 
To try and identify more trees this summer join the park interpreter at Lakelse Lake 
Park for a hike this summer through the old growth forest. 
See you in the Parkl 
LAKELSE LAKE PROVINCIAL 
PARK VISITORS PROGRAMS 
ALL EVENTS ARE FREE AUGUST EVERYONE WELCOME 
Thursday (August S) 
3:oo pm "Walk with the Giants: Come and meet he old men of the forest and see how 
the forest shapes our world, Hike, Meet at the Entrance sign. 
8;00 pm "Hug e Tree end Survive". How to suwive tfyou or your childrm get IosL A slide 
show and presentation, Meet at the Picnic shelter," 
3:00 pm 
8;00 pm 
Solid Pine 9 Piece 
BEDROOM 
SUITE 
Available in 4 colors Regular $1,700.00 
 r,m, (Au,,,,,,) NOW Only 
• Insects In and Out" See where those critters live In the foresL Examine 
different kinds of bugs and slugs in the forest. Picnic Shelter. 
'Whlstta Before You See Me'. "Ups for living in harmony with Bears, Skit and 
presentation~ A phitherdre, Free Hot Chocolate, 
Satuida~' (August ~ ":" : '  'i:':; i? ' ',i~:i ! , v 
Kids+come and find oUt I~ow you can 3:00 pm "Jerry's Rangers" be'a"EadhExp orer" 
and learn mere about safety inthe forest. 1 
10:00 prn "Walk on the Dark Side" Come and meet he old men of the forest and see how 
the forest shapes our wodd In the dark, Bring z flashlight Meet at the entrance 
sign near Highway 37. 
• - + + "  T.V. 3:00 pm "Quick Frozen Critters" CorneaM see if you could ~urvive in the fo~.. t. Meet at • e Host Site near ~ dart of the "lWin Spruce Trail, A program tor f~nll~. 
~:00 p~ "Nisga'a Lave Park. A look at one of the most Interesting new parks In B.C, 
, =599 8:CO p~ Rnd Me If You Can The expe~ from the Terrace search and Rescue group + will put on a demonstration. Members of the audience who are '!6 or cider may 
take part in the search. Picnic Shetten i ' 
FOR MORE [NFOR~TION ON PROGRAMS CALL B,C, PARKS i98-2277 
Our lot is overflowing! So, for a very short time we're offering you rock bottom prices on all 
used vehicles. That's right, make your best deal on any used vehicle on our lot. 
ImL  
++n',0e0n0e so,0, 
i 
'.!;;!':~! i :+ .+~. ~ : ; ! ! ! ~  . . . .  • .-... + .,=:~.,., 91 DODGE SHADOW l 
' 302 v8 automatic . Cassette deck - only 20,000 km's | .Edd,.mu=Edmon i Stereo Coet te  .++mer,,+ee' 1 
.V6,automatic •leatnerseats ~U !1 , 495°° '9, 795°° I . AIr conditioning . aluminum alloy wheels £ £  =14,, 
• Power windows, locks & mirrors 1 
92 co.m. LT rOYO= rmCEL I "'"AZD" me00 C..,LUS I I m FO.D mO,X4XL 
• 6 cylinder automatic..Nr conditioning .4 cylinder, 5 speed I "5 speed - 6 o/linder • 5 speed 
• Cassette •Anti.lock brakes . Air conditioning - Cassette | - AM/FM stereo . Cassette 
=13 395 °° 495°° I 295°° =14 995 °° 
i 
ORNHILL  MOTORS TH m 
+ ..... i , ~" 635-7286 S,C ,  OF ALER NO Y041 302R HWY.  16  EAST , 'TER~CIE ;  ~+ " ' ' " " ' " ' ' ' 
Hi-Fi Stereo Remote Control 
VIDEO 
CAMERA 
$899 °° 
I 
, . 
L 
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FEATURE HOME BY 
OF TERRACE ~O ~'11 e~nge cons~on. For details and a catalogue, c~ll 
Dorcy Delorme, Pacific Homes Representalive, 3700 
HowlhomeSt, Terroce V8G 5E2 Phone 635-5794 
"Country 
Estate" 
in town 
Over 1/2 acre of land- 
scaped yard complete 
with garden area, flower 
beds and children's play 
area. 
BETTER THAN 
BRAND NEW, this 3 year 
old home has many spe- 
cial features such as an 
eating island with stools 
and oak cabinets with a 
5-foot pantry cupboard. 
The large master suite 
(!5'x15') has his & her 
close!s and a large ensu- 
ite with soaker tub. All 
rooms are ample size. 
The formal dining room 
is a spacius 13'x13', 
~.largle enough to fit your 
~. china cabinet and a large 
ii dining table with ease. 
To view this spacious 
i +1,800 square foot 
i~ii~;home;::call ERIKAiltoday .~ 
ii~!.~t;~Re/Max of Terrace 
638 .1400 or evenings 
~at 635-4773. 
r LISTED AT $198,500 
MLS. 
i 
, tBBllBBIBBt I | 
I |eQ ~i : i r i l t t !  
. In Attendance 
~1; ! j  635-5619 
4934 Walsh Ave. 
Saturday 
August 7 
1 pm - 4 pm 
635-6361 
Independently Owned and Operate~ 
WELCOME DENNIS 
• ~i i~i~ii~iiiii~ ~ i 
DENNIS LISSIMORE 
63e.e09  / 
Formerly with Realty World Lakelse, Dennis ~ has joined 
CENTURY 21 Wightman & Smith Realty Ltd, . . . 
Stan Parker, president of CENTURY 21  Wightman & 
Smith Realty Ltd. welcomes Dennis to the GOLD TEAM. 
Denniswould like his.. clients• and friends to call in and get 
acquainted with his new office. 
f 
• T i ~ 
Office 635.6361, Dennis' Residence 638.8093 
, II 
Century 21 Wightman & Smith Realty Ltd. . 
3227 Kalum Street 
Terrace, BC . . . . .  . ,  
3824. Dejong EXC $279,000 
Z 
4923 Scott MLS $110,500 
2240 Spruce NLS $114,500 
3521 Cottonwood MLS $117,900 
I 
-~ 4945 Twedle ~L$ $137,900 I 
N - • i Lot 1, Woeste Rd. MLS $79,900 
4934 Lazelle EXC, 35,900 3604. Eby ML$ $119,900 
10.96 ac Close To City $39,900 ML~ . = - , , - - - - - - . - - -  
" Excellent~invesiment $i,l0~'pei~o: 
.3502 Hanson MLS $89,900 2074 Walnut MLS $148,500 
~ ; ,~ ,~ i~, ,  ........... sam 
4921 Scott MLS $118,50(~ . . . . .  
~i~'~,i,-. '~i~i ~.. 
--3766 Pine St MLS $96,500 
4910 Halhwell MLS $102,500 
Ol•a Power Verne Ferguson Brenda Erlckson Diana Wood 
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R EAL ESTAT 
.L~ = "~':- . _ ;~ , -~- -~ = - - _ ~ ' ~ - - ~ _  -~ 
-."_--~L-~ -',:-. • ~, ~_ .~ . . . .  ~ -  =._ 
.~  . _.<- :-,-.., .---t ~ .... ,:, ~.-- - - -  
..... ~.___'_,~,_-E~7.. ' , ,. _ - -: . . . .  , . .  
, o  
• . i[-]. 
SPECIAL FEATURES: 
~, stucco detail ing and low-rise windows will 
~LAN ' EINMASTER HOME DESIGN ,,,o.9o3o_I 
appeal to the most  discriminating 
homeowner.  
, i  staircase flows from large foyer to upper 
,t spacious living room with fireplace is 
adjacent to dining room with double french 
doors leading to sundeck. 
~, master suite boasts large walk-in closet 
and three.piece ensuite. 
v- handy main floor laundry room with 
ample cabinets. 
LOWER FLOOR PLAN 
BEDROOM I BEDROOM - -  li 1_ I :~-~UI  / 15' X 12' / " '  ' ~o, - I', IO l :~t ' r '~  BEDROOM I 
;'°"'":'° ' IOl~!P;"q', I -,o,,o 
Lt"MI-I:~",J I',I | I111111==I=~ r / ~o,~,~E. 
I " DINING ~ C ~  ~-~ 
ROOM . ~,!!.~,.",-le~ 0~,,ooo, \ 
~t[ / RooM ~'::,°,".. ~" t ' ;  ~.,-~ i ,,',,,' " , '  1 ½--F~'r--t~ FAMILY 
re- : : . "  - - , " " - '~==~' -~ ROOM / / ~ , ~  w,  1~' 
/ I .... ' : : " "  . . . . . .  '::-i~ ' :" - .... 
~} ,I 3 phc* , i  i "  II 
,, uxr mSHEO F'l,o.~" ~!  
II . . . . . . . . . .  l ; / ,1  t .  I - 
===,,  I~" I ~I 
1I II 'I J '-.' __=", P'J ======================= ~--'.- = 
I n .  
,~.~,, -~ | FOYER < 
| UNFINISHED | L, .cm:,o. 
• 1 
T~o-CAR 
6ARAGE 
22 '10  = 22 '10  
l ower  f loor  may be  f in i shed  at a la ter  date .  
i 
i . . . . . . . . . . .  i 
I I " I , .  
~--  . . . . .  = ~ '  i . - 1 
MAIN FLOOR PLAN 
1794 SQ. FT. (166.6 M ~1 
@ 
TOTAL:  1794 SQ.  FT.  (166.6 M ~) 
WIDTH: 49 '0"  (14.9) 
DEPTH: 42 '0"  (12.8 M)  
i~ouse  P lans  Ava i lab le  ThrOugh 
>r " 
MEMBER OF T IM.BR,MART$ LTO 
3 207 Munroe~ Terrace  
635-6273 
900 MLS 
4908 Medeek $112,000 MLS 
• :: " :i ?::i: 
260BKalurn $6 
• MEMBER 
~- Associate Broker Network 
, ,c/ 
........ 3B82 Mountainview 
:£~I::~$~ 
i~!L: ¸: , , /~  
3821 Dobble 
Ralph Godlinski 
.635-4950 
)MLS I " 
Lisa Godlinski Rusty LJungh 
635-4950 635-5754 
500 :41-1"2~¢d e--mOn $141,000 MLS 
Christel Giodlinski Sylvia Griffin 
635-5397 638-0484 
~,6-55 Otter Exdusiw 
, - '  iiii! i . . . . . .  : : i :  
i~;~ ~:'~::~i 
Joe Barbosa Ron Redden 
635.5604 638-1916 
Harner $t;  
*' '!:~ii~'}i'. 1 
Lynda Boyce 
638-1073 
~" i 
4817 Walsh $74,:900 MLS 
• : , ..:. ; ~ ~:~;:~?~ 
5217 Halliwell $129,900 MLS 
~: ,:~ 
;, ;,~ 
i;; !i~ 
Lyle Baker 
635-1277 
Ric Whi te  
635.6508 
Wightman & Smith Realty Ltd. 
3227 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. 
INDEPENDENTLY' OWNED. AND, OPERATED. ' ; : 
END THE RACE 
On four lovely wood~ acres with 1650 
sq. E full basement home, Features 7 
bedrooms, large family room and 
double garage beneath a large. 
sundeck, Usted at $134,900 MLS Call 
Dennis for more lr~, 
............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,,~;~ 
WEEKEND GETAWAYI 
Back to the basi=, this 2 bedroom, 
cute and cozy cottage makes an 
e~cellant getaway for the weekend. On 
10,52 acres, this Is a very nice 
relaxation spot CaJl Shaunce for more 
Informatt~ $25,900 I~LS 
Stan Parker 
.s,40m: 
---PRiVAC¥ WITH A VIEW 
Attractive large fully finished family 
home with panoramic view of the 
mou~ains and dvar Appm:¢ 3/4 acre 
land=caped lot located on quiet no thru 
street, Call Gordle Olson or more details 
and make your appointment io View. 
Pdced at $t94,000 Exdusive . 
EXQUISITE ELEGANCE 
Thls beaut fue egant 5 ~room home 
includes 3 baths, fam!ly room, dining 
room living room, 3103 sq, ft, of quality 
finishing for those who want he very 
best, Call Shaunce for: more 
Information, $250,000 ML$ ' : 
JUST• LISTED 
Nicely renovated 4 bedroom home with 
extra large 118 x 128,5 ft, lot in quiet 
location in town, Call Gordle Olson to 
view this great family home, Priced at 
$119,000 MLS 
i 
on a large lenca~ ~o~ r~ 
buildings and V~red sho 
roof, and 
--- MA~N-Y-Ex'J'~AS. GOOD I 5.45 ACRE HOBBY FARM 
VALUE J Excellent modular home with full 
1981 manufactured home well addition sitting on cement posts, Patio, 
maintained with addition and covered flower garden, 2 green houses, 2 
deck, All appliances Included, built-In vegetable gardens, chicken coups, barn 
china cabinets, fireplace, nicely set up to accommodate horses, New oil 
on a fenced lot Including storage furnace and cement septic tank set In 
buildi ndv~r~ dshop, new trussed nlce pad( like retting minutes from town, 
roof, lOtS of  parking. Private Toview cdlJohnAsking $109,000 MLS 
setting, Usted at $68,900, Call Laude 
forvlewlng. .' THORNHEiGHTS : " 
.... A great nelghboUlho0d and a great 
HORSESHOE CONVENIENCE home to raise yot~rfa~nilyin, Make yow arrangements o vlew this 4,5 year old, 
, finished, 4 Can be yours with this 1190 sq, ft,, full three lever split, Fully 
basement homei:locatad on quiet bedrooms, 1144 sq;: ~: rec morn, Cell 
street, dose t0 Pdmary School, "INs Jim tndayto makeyour appolntmantto 
home offers 3 bedm0rm, roe room with vtaw this home pdced at $117,500 MLS 
fireplace and wet bar, lergesundack, % 
andnatural 9as heat. This home is on CLEAR ACREAGE 
74 x 132 lot which Is fenced and has 
garden area and fruit trees. Call Jim for 1.98 acres. Cleared and within city 
your appoi~ment on this home pdced limits. Call "Ted 6.'=556t9 listed $33,000 
i at $115,000 ML$ r ML$ 
Jim Dully : Gordon Olson Laurie Forbes . Hans Stach 
' 635.6688 ,: . . . .  638,1945 ' :: 635.5382 . .  .... 635,5739 : 
EXCELLENT FAMILY HOME 
With a total of 2300 sq. fl,, this 4 
bedroom, 2 bathroom home on a 70 x 
132 ~. lot in the Horseshoe Is a must 
to see. Call Shaunce for mo,e 
Information. $128,000 MLS 
................ (~oN~ACTO----RS REDUCEDI 
5 bay shop, 2 (12) ft. and 3 (10) ft. A lovely 4 bedroom home located in the 
doors, All cement floors, Grease pit, Horseshoe just minutes from downtown, 
2800 sq. ft. office storage and parts Full basement, a large lot, and large' 
rooms, Can be run as v~om home garage ere just a few of the good 
bustne~as while living in attached features of this home, For more 
1200 sq, ~. residence, Vendor could information and to view, call Ted howl 
: take Small house In on trade, Call John 635-5619 Listed at $117,900 MLS 
asking $144,000 MLS 
, ,  LAKESHORE ACREAGE 
Located on KaJum Lake 9 acres of vacant 
land. Approx 700 ft, of lakeshore 
.i~,'~."~,',':',~..:~'~.:':~",~: :: " " . . . .  : I 
, :~ '~ ~'~.  frontage, Ideal for one's dream home or 
can be used for a summer etreat. Maps 
available. For more inform=ion, 9ire us a 
call. Asking $34,900 ML$ 
P~a, CE AND QUIET 
I Attractive 1200 sq, ft,, 3 bedroom 
bungalow located In town on a perk like 
setting of 1,5 acres, Vadous fruit trees, 
large garden area, and numerous 
outbuildings, Call Hans asking $119,000 
MLS 
REDUCED! 
This 12 x 68 mobile home on its own lot 
Renovated throughout Now ONLY 
$44,000 ML$ Call Shaunce for viewing. 
JACKPINE FLATS ESTATES 
Lot 9 on Sockeye CreekRoad. 2* 
acres, 70 ft. drilled well, piping In, 
vendor says Just needepump, po~ er 
polo hooked up to metal meter box, ~o 
septic. Build your house or put yc ur 
mobile on this lot,"To view call Jo m 
,~@Jng $23,900 I~LS 
STARTER HOME 
For the couple looking at Just st~ing 
out, we h.ve this 1293 aq. ft. basemenl 
home th~ has iot~ of potontlal for youl 
needs. Three bedrooms, natural gas 
heat, large 83 x 142 10L Located on the 
Bench, close to elementary school. 
Make your appointment o view this 
home pd~ed at $88,000 ML$ 
• er John Na Dennis Lissim0re Shaunce Kruisselbrink Ted Gun gY | 
. . . . . . . . .  
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EAL ESTATE 
FAMILY HOME 
FEATURES GAMES 
ROOM ON "THE MAI~ 
By. M, Tynan 
thAsFamily's going to love 
design! 
A fashionable exterior 
boasts a stucco finish with 
stately pillars, a multi-level 
roof, and feature windows 
with muntin bars. 
The living room, dining 
room, and kitchen, feature 
vaul ted cei l ings an 
unusual  but  attract ive 
feature for the kitchen. The 
living room receives plenty 
of natura l  light form 
surrounding windows and 
an overhead skylight. A 
french door provides ample 
room for a good sized suite 
and also has an overhead 
skylight. A french door 
leads into a gourmet style 
kitchen complete with lots 
of  cupboard  and  
counterspace, a work island, 
and a walk in pantry. An 
open p la~ for the 
kitchen/family room creates 
a huge area for informal 
gatherings. The games room 
is conveniently places on 
the main floor instead of 
upstairs to avoid extra 
traffic in the bedroom area. 
It can be e~tered from 
tnslde the hoase or from 
the back yard and provides 
ample room for a variety of 
games equipment. 
A curved staircase leads to 
a deluxe bedroom area. The 
master is particularly grand 
featuring a walk-in closet 
with a make-up vanity, and 
,.J 
' - - i  
I 
. I  
LHE C~ FL~:~R BEI*OJJ 
a five piece ensuite with a 
raised swirl tub. 
Plans for U.835 may be 
obtained for $475.00 for 
package of five complete sets 
of working prints and $45.00 
for each additional set of the 
same plan. Allow $15.00 extra 
to cover the cost of postage 
and handling ( B.C. residents 
add applicable sales tax to 
plan total) (All Canadian 
residents add 7% ~ GST to plan 
total ~ plus postage and 
'handling); ........ 
This Is one of our new 
designs. Many Innovative 
plans ere now available In our 
NEW Two Storey plan 
catalogue for $13.85 Including 
postage and handling and 7% 
GST. 
Please make all cheques, 
money order, and Visa or 
MasterCard authorizations 
payable to: 
"l'ha Terrace Standard Plan of 
the Week 
13659.108th Avenue 
Surrey B.C,, 'lrynan Weekly 
Features/Surrey 
V3T 2K4 
Copyright 1~$ 
Touche 
FINANCIAL DIFFICULTIES? 
Call us to arrange for a free 
consultation and a copy of our 
information booklet 
(6Q4) 5~.1111 
T'..o!l Free: 1-800.663.5103 
DELOITTE & TOUCHE INC. 
#800. 299 Victoria Street, 
Prince George, B.C., 
V2L 5B8 
I 
Q 
NEED To KNOW 
8oMETHINO ABOUT 
YoUR NEV/ 
c,,, COMMUNITY? 
i: Phone Eiaine 635;30!8 
Ph'gne Diana 638-8576 
Phone  GIIIlan 635-3044 
Our hostess will bring gifts and 
greetinis, along with helpful 
~i community Information. 
TYNAN DES IGN LTD. 
13689-1cath Avenue, Surrey, B.C. 
Phone: 881-5722 Fax: ~81-4822 
PLAN NO. U-835 
All plans copyright 
2853 SQ.FT. 
HASTER BE~GOH 
~'-O"X13'-O" 
BEDROGH 
~'-(~"X B'-6" 
E~;RCOH 
IO'-O'~<t2"2" 
E~DROOH 
1~,.4,,X¢5'.4 ,' 
I 
KITCHEN 
12'-O"Xi2'-6" 
DNIN~ RCOM I~IN FLOOR PLAN 1~'15 5~.  FT. l 
12'-O"×11'-O" 
. . . . .  ~ i~. :~ 
t LNN<3 ROGH 
mo'~' -4"  
TOTAL FLOOR AI~JSA 2~5~ EK;L F% I 
~,¢UI.1F.D CELIN~ 
i 
I 
l 
Call Joe Today/ 
4817 Walsh r4,90o MLS 
4690 Otter $73,500 MLS 
• .- • ~ . . :  ,.~i.~ 
~ ,.:. ,, : ,:,;!~i~.:~r.>' .~ 
3672 Balsam $116,500 MLS 
.-~:::l. ---~:,:'':: ...... " "  : " i : ' :  ~ . . . . .  : . . . .  
5008 Lanfear $124,000 EXC 
t~oOK ~t,5 
FAHLY R~H 
~'-O"XI3"-O" 
DElY~ 
4~'-O" 
GAHE5 R~H 0:=vl 
HELPFUL  H INTS TO 
REMEMBER 
USK - VACANT LOT 
Your perfect weekend retreat can 
be spent on this 1.62 acre parcel 
on the railway side of Usk. Mostly 
level with good seclusion. Asking 
$13,500 MLS 
Terrace Realty Ltd, 
MEMBER 
[ROYAL LEPAGE-- [ ]  
Associate Broker Network 
,~,1- 
WHEN YOU HAVE 
YOUR HOME LISTED/ I I   
FO R SALE  
v r Re lax . . .  l ive in your  house  
Keep lawns  tr im 
~:.~ Keeps,tools put away~-  ...... ~...,.,.~i 
V ~ Not i fy  your  sa les  rep if yoL 
town 
V ~ Leave  when potent ia l  
(if poss ib le)  
Joe Barbosa 
Res: 635-5604 
Bug: 638-0371 
buyers  come 
Drapes  open dur ing ~howing  !,~:~ 
~f Lights & radio on for showing  .... 
~ /Beds  made,  d i shes  out  of s ight  
~/Keep traff ic f low areas  open 
~/Save  all sa les  agent ' s  cards  
~/Keep pets  out  of the  way  
COUN'[RY LIVING CLOSE TO 
TOWN ON 2ACRES 
Recent renovations to this 5 bedroom 
home are ~tractive and homey, 
Beautiful tile floor throughout the 
dtchen and living room. Situated on 2 
acres in the Goesen Subdivision, 
=oseible In-law auite down. $110,000 
call Joy MLS 
OPEN HOUSE 
August 8 
1,3prn 
Kerm0de Park , 
Joy and Sheila in 
attendance 
COPPERSIDE ESTATES 
14 year old home is 2 x 6 constructed 
and in a good area of tt~ horseshoe. 
There's 3 bedrooms on the main floor, 
living room fireplace, 3 baths plus an 
ensuite. Fthlahod basement has a 
family room as well as a 1 bedroom 
sure with separm entrance, There's a
COMI~ERCIALVACANT LOT 
Located on the 4600' block of Park 
Ave., over 49 feet of frontage. Call 
Dava l for e~d location. Asking 
$31,g00ML$ 
WHY PAY RENT'/ " 
Just I~t~ a 2 bedroom condo unit 
with exerolse gym and racquet ball 
court, Close to hospital and shopping. 
Phone and ask for Derlck, 
:ant~stic income potential. Gorgeous 
2 storey full'/ finished home with 
revenue suite, Call Joy or Sheila 
REVENUE AND HOLDING 
PROPERTY 
At an affon~sble price. Th is  
comfortable hon~ in the Horseshoe 
area has revenue of $450 from 
downstairs suite, potential for $650. 
Mobile on la,'~scaped lot, natural gas 
heat - priced to sell, Call Sheila 
THRIVING BUSINESS 
SucceesM re~l business in the mall 
including fixtures and equipment 
$37,500 See Derick for details, 
NEW LIStiNG 
2 adjacent acreage parcels 1 mile 
Situated on R3 propert/ - listed at north of Terrace on MerkJey Drive Just 
$83,500, C=dlJoy before junoUon of Dover Rozu:l. "rhe~e 
. . . .  .. are beautiful pieces of property for 
:NEW LISTING $64,~00 only $32,500. Call Joy MLS 
Here is an opportunity to own " 
affordable cornrne~al property n an I LAKELSE LAKE VIEW 
area of established businesses, Level I Enjoy the view and serenity of the 
and par'dolly ©[eared, dty services I west.,sld,a ,of the la.keLThis ' lot is one 
available, Call Suzanne for d~tails, / from me ~a~e, Asl( ror vance. 
I 
NRS ,PROMISE  
• ~ .~¢,:. . . \=, t 
47N WEBER ~109,500 
bedroom home - dose to 
elementmy ednoels, new roof, new 
kitchen, new flooring, Call Shetla for 
an appoin~ent to view. 
ACREAGE IN TOWN 
This 2 ~crs parcel is located on the 
southside of town. Thls property has 
several m~ture fruit trees and cleared 
building site. offering lots of privacy. 
For more In/o, ca~l Dave MLS 
JUSTLISTED $17,000 
12 x 68 3 bedroom mobile has recently 
been p~Inte~l and offers a nice layout 
with newer carping throughout 
Features natural gas heat,/ridge and 
stove, This mobile is priced to selllll 
Call Suzarm~ for an appointment to 
view today, 
OF SERVICE  
HOME & ACREAGE I;139,900 MLS 
This custom home Is extremely well 
maintained end offers spectacular 
views of surrounding mountains. 
Features Include large counW kitchen, 
unique hunters den end formal sunken 
living room. Over 400 eq, ~ on 2 floors, 
located on approx. 5 acres, Potenthl 
for bed & breakfast or fishing lodge. 
Call Suzanre for morelnfo, 
PROPER~ ~ITH VIE~/ 
Treed lot on ,36 aues with a n~ca view 
from pmpedy. Dug well. Only $16,000 
Call Wand,:, MLS 
CUTE ~= COZY 
Bungalow on 1/2 acre $78,400 call 
Suzanne 
Dave Reynolds 
635.3126 1 
John Curds Joy Dove r . 
635-959B ' S3S-7070 . :'~ 
Wanda WeJberg Sha, Ua Love 
635-3734 635-3004 
I I I I I I  I I I  I III I 
~i~i ~,~ ~i~ I i~iii i~!/i!i/ii~'i~iiii!i~ii~il/i~'~'i ~ . . . . .  ~ " ~ ~ ~ ......... : : "  :~'~'~-i'~%!~?i~ !  ~?~ '~ 'i~ i~ ; ~'' ~ " . . . . .  
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' CO.RN 
ON COB 
U.S. 3rown 
BANG 
A 
IE 
BUICK _1 
. . I I  
Apple or Pumpkin 
Ready to Eat 
,I ~ Bulk 
LARGE 
EGGS 
~..~ . ea oz 
600 gm ~. Refills Included. 
D l : : l l ~  Imitation ;weet & Sour 
- -  - -  - -  - -  - -  B 
.AB CUB F F.OZE. 
MEAT i ' TREATS i Great forSalads :~, ~-~!i~ Pi iK Bulk- Natural or Regular Smooth or Crunchy Popsicles/Fudgesicles/Revels 
PUDDING 
" CHEESE,.'. FLAKES • CUPS t CHIPS  I 
ed,)" !" e , Select Varieties 4 Pack I ~~i 1Kg:Bag,i I ; . =  ea .~~ei"  
Reg. 4.45 454 gr Reg. 3:19 Reg. 3.39 Reg, 3.49 
19 9 3 OPEN _ : ' ~ 
Mon,- Fri, 9 am.:9 pm , 
CA,~AD/',JEUX DU Sat & Sun, 9am.6l)m : 
~\~ ~ GAMES.  PROUD TO BE A SPONSOR AND THE OFFICIAL FOOD SUPPLIER FOR THE CANADA GAMES~ . " " . . . .  
Skeena Mall . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~:  "~ '  ' 
i 
-FFECT RSDAY, DAY, SATURDAY, , i~  PRICES IN THU FRI 
/ m 
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What's 
Up 
I The Terrace Standard  offers What's Up as a public service to its 
readers ad community 
rganizations.- 
his column is intended 
for non-profit organiza- 
tions and those events 
for which there is no 
admission charge. 
Items will run two 
weeks before each event. 
We ask that items be 
submitted by noon on 
the friday before the 
issue in which it is to 
appear.  
For  other contr ibuted 
articles, the deadline is 
p.m. on the Thursday 
before the issue comes 
out.  
Submissions should he 
typed or printed neatly. 
JULY 31, 1993 " B .C .  
Seniors Games Soceity Zone 
10 is having a giant garage sale 
and hamburger stand at 
Safeway Parking lot from 
):00 am to 5:00 pm 
2p14 
AUGUST 3, 4 & 5, 1993 
-Terrace Pentecostal Church 
is having a childrcns program 
featuring a special music 
group at the Library band 
shell from 2:00 to 3:30 pm 
i 2p15 
AUGUST 9, 1993 " 
Family Matters Post-Partum 
group to be held Monday 
evenings from 8:00 to 9:30 
p.m. at the Skeena Health Unit 
at 3412 Kalum Street Terrace, 
B.C., parents .welcome, for 
more information phone 
Debra Pond Skeena Health 
• [ Unit638-3310 2p15 
I:" " "********** 
I MONTH OF AUGUST - 
T & K Singles, Aug 8, Picnic 
and swimming at 1:30, Aug 1~ 
Douglas channel charter 8:00 
a.m.;iAug 19 walk Japanese 
garden 8:00 p.m., Aug 21 Nit 
out: at Northern 8:00 p.m:, 
Aug 29 Baseball and Picnic., 
coffee meeting every Tues' at 
Mr. Mikes at 7:00 p.m. 
• OCTOBER 23, 1993 - The 
BCOAt)O Branch 73 is having 
an Annual Tea and Bazaar 
featu'ring year-round practical 
gifts and baked goods. It is. 
held at the Happy Gang 
: Centre, 3226 Kalum\Street, at 
1:30 p.m. 
LIVING WITH CANCER 
• self-help support for cancer 
.patients, family and friends, 
share personal experiences, 
and l concerns, information 
sharing meetings, 1st and 3rd 
Tuesday each month at 
womem centre 4542 Park ave, 
Terrace B.C. 
A PLACE TO GO When 
pregnant and needing support, 
B IRTHRIGHT of fers  
confidential and non- 
judgemental help to any 
woman distressed by an 
unplanned pregnancy, come in 
for a free pregnancy test, baby 
or maternity clothes, or just a 
friendly and sympathetic 
listener, office at No. 201, 
4")21 Lazelle Ave, (in the 
Tillicum Building), open 
11:00 a.m. to I p.m., Monday 
to Friday, 24-hour helpline 
635-3907 
TERRACE ART 
ASSOCIAT ION Summer 
workshops for July and 
'August, all workshops are 
held in the Terrace Public Art 
Gallery. 
4th TUESDAY OF EVERY 
MONTH - Alzheimers and 
Dementia support groups hold 
meeting at the mental health 
centre at 1 pro. on Tuesday. 
3RD THURSDAY OF the 
month B.C,P.A Advisory 
Comm, is having a meeting at 
200 A - 4630 Lazelle Ave at 
7:00 pro. 
********* t  
CRISIS L INE  is  open 24 
hours a day; for  anyone in 
ertsls. Call 635-4042.tfa 
• ,,• f '  7 
" .2' 
~7~ ," 
• i~. • ' 
:i:J' 
i~ii: 
".iiI 
CANADA WORLD YOUTH 
Globetrotting 
group arrives 
THEY DON'T really know 
each other yet. 
But you would hardly know it 
from the way they work together. 
The 14 Canada World Youth 
Days parade; 
In between painting flags of dif- 
ferent countries, the travellers 
took time Out to talk about com- 
ing to Terrace. 
"I love it," says Chad Walasek 
of Timmim, Ont:"ESpeeially the 
mountains . .~  I 've never seen 
them before. . 
Each  of  the seven Canadian 
participants 'are paired with a 
counterpart f om India. 
They stay for 10 weeks here in 
• Ter race , -  the Canadian host 
:: c6mmunlty - before going to In- 
diii for the same amount of time. 
Walasek: is paired with Rajeev 
': Sinha, and the two are working at 
Northern Native Broadcasting. 
,!. 'Each pair have work place- 
::~: meats throughout the time they 
are here. 
;Aaron R.eid, of Gibson's, is the 
closest cwY participant to home 
and the only one who knows the 
a~ea~ "
. . ,~'~ ,~>~, . , . ,  ' : :  ~,'~IHo was born in Kitimat and Ms 
: ~...:'~ ,, ~!~'i~!i~;~ '~:~:~,~i; "It,S great," he Says• " I  love it 
CANADA W~IqiLD YOUTH travellers Aaron Reid and Laksha Redcly put the:~inishing,:touehes on: ! ~Reid and' counterpart Laksha 
the globe that thS:.gtbdp t~sed to decorate a float in theRiVerb0at Days p arad0~last'Saturday. Reddy are working with the 
4 
27.: 
~?h., 
I 
~ , 
N 
@ 
\ 
%( 
) 
forests ministry, doing work in 
silviculture, monitoring and many 
other areas. 
Pascal Gauthier hails from Iber- 
ville, Quebec ~ just south of 
Montreal. 
participants . . . .  staying in Terrace for "When I was younger it was 
tze next two months arrived here mydream to go to India," he 
lastweek and got settled in with. said. "Now that dreamis coming 
tlieir host l~amilies, tree." 
wThey put a float together last He and counterpart Senthil R~a 
eek for Saturday's Riverboat start work Thursday at the Deep 
' - - "  
Queen 
Muriel 
crowned 
Muriel O'Boyle was named 
Riverboat Queen 1993 at a 
city hall ceremony July 29. 
" I  know Muriel will serve 
very well as our new River- 
boat Queen," said long time 
fi'iend Rusty Ljungh in 
paying tribute. 
Born in Amherst, Nova 
Scotia Muriel O'Boyle 
taught school there and 
later married Wendell 
O'Boyle. 
There are two children, 
Gavin of B.G. O'Boyle Ltd. 
and Joan, a teacher in Vic- 
toria. 
The family came west and 
settled first in Luseor, Al- 
berta • and then to the 
Hazeltons. 
A move to Terrace fol- 
lowed in 1953. IMur|el 
worked in the medical field 
and served as chairman of 
the school board. Wendell 
worked as a master mechan- 
ic at Columbia Cellulose. 
For seven years, 1Muriel 
was a matron for the Ter- 
race RCMP. 
"The  policy in the 
O'Boyle family home has al- 
ways been open door and 
many locals as well as 
strange~ have enjoyed their 
' h0spiiahty," said Rusty 
: Ljungh. 
Ljungh made particular 
mention of Muriel's years of 
volunteering at Terracevlew 
Lodge. 
The pair are now a regu- 
lar musical fi, xture at the 
lodge. 
Ljungh also noted that 
Muriel served as a friend 
when the Ltlunghs first 
moved to Terrace in 1963. 
Also present at the open- 
ing ceremonies were city 
freeman Vesta Douglas and 
alderman Bob Cooper, 
Music came courtesy the 
community band conducted 
by Geoff Parr. 
Ceremonies were moved 
into city:hall council cham- 
• hers becaase Of Inclement 
Creek Fish I-[atchery. 
Quebec City student Ve~'onique 
Bedard and Noreea Shanet John 
are working with the Terrace 
Anti-Poverty Group Society. 
Aleisha Howlctt, of Woodstock, 
Ont. and Indian counterpart Anita 
Menon are working with the 
mentally lmndicapped in the 
Choices program run by Terrace 
and District Community Services 
Society. 
Tia Loftsgard is here from 
Regina ~ the only Canada World 
Youth representative from the 
Prairies. 
She and Mamta Chauhan spend 
the first half of their time here 
working on the city parks and 
recreation department's 'Fun: in 
the Sun' summer daycamps for 
six- to 10-ycar-olds. For the sec- 
ond half they'll be working at the 
Kitimat-Stikin¢ Regional District. 
Lisa Bizeau, of Toronto, and 
Ramya Ramesh are workingwlth • 
seniors at Terraceview Lodge. 
The project leaders are Maria 
Cavezza nd Hemti Kinikar. 
/ 
The participants report he com- 
munity has been very friendly so 
far. 
COUNTRY LINE 
dancing was just just 
one of the opening 
ceremony activities 
that marked the start 
of Riverboat Days 
last Thursday, Also 
in attendance were 
Riverboat Queen 
Muriel O'Boyle with 
Rusty Ljungh (bot- 
tom left), and Gyzmo 
the Clown, who 
cozied up to the 
stuffed bear at city 
hall. 
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MUSIC 
• DIAMOND BACK is rocking up. Glgi's at the: Terrace Inn. 
LIl~rO will be playing easy listening dancing musico_n his 
keyboards inAngles Lounge WedneSday-Saturday st rtingat 7 p.m: 
VARIOUS LOCAL TALENT wiil be playing at Augtes Coffee 
House Thursdays at 8:30 p.m' 
• BOBBY BALL AND FRIENDS bring their old time country 
music to the gardens of Northern Lights Studio Sunday, 1-3 p.m. 
• COUNTRY PRIDE, MOONSHINE,  ROCKY TOP, 
JASON GIESBRECHT,  B ILL  HUNT, 1/2 WAY HAIRY,  
GYPSY MOTH and KYLE  VAUGHAN headline the Aug. 7 Wild 
Boar Roast and Music Fest at L,akelse Lake Lodge (formerly Oli's). 
Action starts at 2:00 p.m. Tix $15 ($7 adults and children) at Sight 
and Sound. 
• KARAOKE NIGHT is every Thursday (9 p.m. to I a.m.) and 
Sunday (8 p.m. to midnight) at George's Pub in the Northern Motor 
Inn, every Friday night (7 p.m. to 1 a.m.) at the Thornldll Neigh- 
bourhood Pub, and every Sunday (8 p.m. to midnight) and Monday 
(10 p.m, to 2 a.m.) at Hanky Party's in the Coast Inn of the West. 
MOVIES 
• JURASSIC PARK, directed by Steven Spielberg, plays at 
7:00 and 9:15 p.m. from Friday, July 30 until Aug, 12, Also playing 
is Andrew McCarthy and Jonathan Silverraan in WEEKEND AT 
BERNIE'S 2. 
Starting Fr iday 
• THE FIRM, starring Tom Cruise and Oenc Hackman, plays at 
8 p.m. only from Aug. 6-12. Also playing is JURASSIC PARK at 
7:00 p.m. and 9:15 p.m. 
ET CETERA 
• RIPPLES, a celebration of water, is the summer members, 
show now on display at the Terrace Public Art Gallery. Gallery 
hours are noon to 3 p.m. Tuesday'to Saturday, 7p.m~ to 9 p.m, from 
Tuesday to Thursday, and i to 4 p.m. Sunday. . . . . .  
Make the 'Scenel Call 638-7283 or fax to 638-8432 to add 
your event o the Standard's free entertainment!listings. The 
deadline is 51~: rn. ThUrsday for:the [ollowing week's paper. 
Piano teachers m eet guru 
FRIDAY THE 13th is a lucky day - -  at 
least if you're a piano teacher. 
Acclaimed piano composer and instructor 
Jane Magruth will hold a free workshop for 
piano teachers here Aug. 13. 
A native of South Carolina, Magrath 
received her doctorate of musical arts in 
1981. 
She has presented workshops, recitals and 
classes across the United States and 
abroad. Magrath has received numerous 
awards and research grants. 
She is associate professor and chair of  the 
piano department at the University of Olda- 
homa. Jane Magrath 
Magrath's lecture will include her Encore 
series~ Masterwork Classics, Practice and 
Performance, Technical skills, a~d the newly 
added Levels E and F in the prep coarse of 
Alfred's Basic Piano Library. 
She will offer her own teachfmg strategies 
for introducing motivating literature of the 
masters and way to help students progress 
in a logical manner while building a solid 
technical foundation. 
The workshop takes place from 9 a.m. to 
noon at the Northwest Academy of Per- 
forming Arts in the Tillicum Twin Theatres 
building. 
For more information on the workshop, 
contact Marilyn Kerr at 635-7829. 
Check In With Th!s Ad 
And Check Out Th,s Deal 
in Rwies ~ ~i~i9 
STEAK SANDWICH 
BED & BREAKFAS; 
i ...... . i~  I~;~.i~, -' CANADIAN.  
., '~( ; : . . i :  ~;, : :~0~: .  !~ I I~; '~: : , ; . ' - . : i :D00BLE OCCUPANCy 
i 
LE Sl"VB]O C~,.~;AL +,RE (;L';Cf ENTERPRISI3,::.tICOR l:ll~IS.',~.,;. AR~ON MIICHA~; ~,+ ..... 
dO.~k.MlEb.~ RICIIAI~I)GERE IOI)IEFOS[ER "y)+XI~II:RSBV HII.I.I'L'ILMA~,:4.~,~,I[SE~R[ION[$ 
~,+,+~. MARY McLkGLD; +,,, ~, DkN.~ +[LF+XIAX ..... >.,,, MAI~IIYS Vk~CE4[PdKLR ~,,,,+ P[T[R BOYLE 
m~,,o~+~ BRL'NO RUBEO ~a,. ,+.,.~++~ .=,,,, v;........... ~'r":" D),NIEL YI+3N[ ,,dE~X "CL+,LT~E C~RRIEIE 
t+~.,:+,. +++, PIIILIPPE ROU+E[OT .,,+,,,P,~'.,,,, RICIIkRI) (;[B[ + 51,~,GGI[ WIt l)i: ....... +,XlCllOtkS MES'ER 
'il'+rncrBms, ~ k Tin;,'Warm'r [ntatainmmlCompany 
~ :  00~"  
- -  . H I+1111 n I~]~l ]~ l l l l l l l l :  + .19~•,  X%'JIIICl l l ru++ ~ q 9tI.1 'W. ImCt  I h lm e V id  e l l  '+I~R#~I[I'I 1"401~ I ' / I~0  
 y iDEO FREE KID'S MOVIES 
' ANY OTHER RENTAL 
4721 Lakelse Ave. 635-4333 
I; 
/ . . /  Baby's Name= " ~ze~ 
.- P, amanjit ]L Kuiar 
Date & Time of Birth= 
June 12/93 at 9:15 a.m. 
Weight= 7 lbs2 oz Sex= Female 
Parents: Surjlt & Gurjit Ku l~ 
J i  Baby's Name: 
Jennifer Ajm Anderson 
]Date & ']]me of Birth= 
June 13/93 at 2".51 p.m. 
i i  Weight= 7 Ibs 1 oz Sex: Female 
Parents: Lianna & Mike 
Anderson; little slstet for Dastln 
. ,  ';. !!!Bab~'s Name, 
Baby's N=me= 
Michayla Dawn Burkett 
Date & "I1me of B~rth= ' 
July 2t/~ at 8:40 a.m, 
Weight= 8 Ibs Sex= Female 
Parents: Short 7Burkelt 
Baby's Name= 
Alyssa Paige 
Date & "lime of Bh-th~ 
July 23/93 at 1:21 a.m. 
Weight= 8 Ibs 1 oz Sex= Female 
Patents= Nola & Albert Watmou~h 
: :: .... "COm~:XNDTh~!~;: ":':i/ ~: . : 
From 11:30a .m.  to2 :OOl~rn l  ~ londay ' to  F r iday  ' ' " : : '~+': ' : ' "  " :: ...................... :'+ . . . . . .  =+ ~l AFull Breakfast 
F r iday  is Baron  o f  Beef  $5.95  + ~f Courtes,, Coffeein Room ' 
• . ' . ,~ [ j  .i VFamily~Plan Available 
=,  , , ~111. BY  Complimentary Pass to the Terrace Aquatic C' 
III NOW Olavlna  111 I fo '  swimming pool, saunas, whirlpool, weight ro, 
III : ~ ,  .=¢ ~=~ ' =lie V Nightly Entertainment 
Ill ~ f  ('~l('~l'_q " r ~ ; ~D0wntownLocation, Close to Shopping, j~' i SHADES SALE 
IlL i "= " " "  " ~ Banquet and Meeting Facilities O0 I ~',~fTr-~_ Receive 15.% When You Come In 
ill: DIAMOND BACK  T'S BREAKAWAY BONUS Wearmg Your Shades _ 
III ' ~ '  + Call u.  for complete Inform. 
I I I ,  I A - -  - -  - -  . - - . - -=- - .  I "roll Free1'S00-663-8156 or 604-635-S630 i ~ ~ 
: - - ~ I ~ j I ~ U  I ' 4551 Gre lgAve.  Terrace, BOV8G1M7 -rPmmAt'~l= t,,,~., 1-800-661-1990 Skeena Mall . 635-5236 
"MAKE 
THE 
SCENE" 
The City Scene - 
Terrace's Guide to 
Fun &Entertainment 
Add Your Event To 
The Standard'sFREE 
LISTING of Featured • 
Events 
It's easy to get your event. 
on the "City Scene" 
FAX 638-84,32, 
Phone 638-7283: : 
Drop off 4647:L~elle -
lowing weeks 1 
mt mgstreach 
o o .~r r i  . j r .  ~f~o 
\ 
i 
~e 
+.+ • L • ' , ' :  " 
+• ,• •7•+7 •• 
'• -v ,  
i ~ + FOOU run- , , : ' - - _ . - - - -  
Throughout-the summer, e~lo~ a 
Fresh ~ibu~ or s~mon dinner 
sad have CaeSar Salad FBEE 
0pen'/0aye AV~ee!Dinne r ~,.30 pro- ~1:0C 
Lunch MondaY/" Friday ~:30 am- 2:00 pm ,: : 
~A02 Lab, erie k'~e; Terrace 638-064~ 
. . . .  " I 
• 5 '+ '  
-YOUR GUIDE 
TO FINE 
DINING IN 
TERRAcEAND 
THORNHILL 
PhonGe~s ~ He//' Qere . 
332 Lak~l .. . .  ,,=_Mestaurant s.~ue~_ 
! :i:ill ¸ + 
+ , 
• • ? . 
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Don't suffer indignity 
iof food poisoning 
' 
: T T'S THE time of year to 
i 
1 . start doing more things 
start enjoying our sunny 
NorthWest weather, and 
. outdoors. 
• The family picnic is a time 
'. honoured and popular family ac- 
I 
, tivity. 
', But sadly, every year hundreds 
' of people suffer (how shall I put 
;it?) the indignity and discomfort 
'. of food poisoning. 
; All of this could be easily 
'.avoided by following a few 
'. stmple food safety rules: 
', 1. Keep HOT food HOT. (over 
:140 17) 
', 2. Keep COLD foods COLD. 
: (less than 40 17) 
3. Keep the food CLEAN, and 
everything that touches the food 
CLEAN. 
Let's look at why each of these 
rules are important. 
Food poisoning is caused by 
' bacteria. With some, the bacteria 
themselves make you sick (like 
• staph and salmonella bacteria). 
• They're found on skin, and in 
raw meat and poultry. 
• They can contaminate cutting 
' boards and cooking utensils, so 
: keep your equipment clean. 
Wash all cooking equipment 
and your hands after using them 
on one food before you use them 
on another. 
Other bacteria produce poisons 
that make us sick, like botulism 
and perfringens bacteria. These 
bacteria live in soil and dirty 
water. 
This is why it's so Important to 
keep all of our foods clean. 
Now these bacteria don't usual- 
ly cause any problems for us, be- 
cause there are so few of them. 
They start to cause problems 
when they reproduce. These little 
devils multiply like mad when the 
temperature is right. They like it 
to be between 20 and 40 degrees 
C (68 degrees and 104 degrees 
D. 
That's why we need to keep 
foods either hot or cold. 
Any cooking process like boil- 
ing, baking, frying, or roasting 
These little devils multiply 
like mad when the tempera- 
tur, e ~s right. They like it to 
be between 20 and 40 de- 
grees C (68 degrees and 
104 4egrees F). 
will kill the bacteria in foods. 
But some bacteria also have 
what are called spore cells. 
Cooking temperatures don't kill 
these spore cells. 
When the temperature r aches 
the pleasant, warm range between 
20 to 40 degrees again, the spore 
cells start o reproduce again. 
If we keep foods over 60 de- 
grees C (140 degrees 17) after 
they've been cooked (or if we eat 
them right after cooking), then 
bacteria don't have a chance to 
multiply. 
Bacteria also don't multiply 
very much when it's too cold for 
them. 
At fridge temperatures like 4 
degrees C (40 degrees F), bacteria 
hardly grow at all. 
So for our picnics, we need to 
think about he foods we use, and 
how to keep them HOT or 
COLD: 
~Think about the meats that 
you're going to take on your pie- 
nici: Are they going to be sewed 
hot, or cold? 
Cold meats like those in sand- 
wiehes, and meat rays need to be 
kept::cool while you're going to 
yO~:picnie. Think about having 
a cooler with some tee. 
I f  you're going to take raw 
meats along to be cooked at your 
picnic (like hamburgers or hot- 
dogs), be sure that they're cool 
along the way. And be sure that 
you cook the meat well once you 
get there - No rare burgersl 
Ready for 
a scramble? 
Undercooked hamburger and 
chicken are some of the com- 
monest causes of food poisoning. 
Make sure that there's no pink 
left in your meat when it's 
cooked. 
Think about the other cold 
foods that you take to your pie- 
nic. Are the salads crisp and 
cool, and fresh and clean? 
Has your milk or baby formula 
been kept in the cooler, or has it 
been sitting in the back window 
of the car? 
Sometimes we'll cook foods, 
and then want them cold for our 
picnic - foods like fried chicken, 
or potatoes for potato salad. Just 
be sure that after the food is 
cooked, that it's thoroughly 
chilled. 
Dividing it into small batches 
will help it cool faster. 
It's often a good idea to prepare 
tllese foods the day before the 
picnic, and chtll them overnight. 
L,astly, mayonnais6 is not the 
villain that many people think it 
is. Most mayonnaise contains 
added acid in the form of lemon 
juice or vinegar. That acid ac- 
tually slows bacterial growth. 
Tile salt in mayonnaise also 
slo~s growth. Adding mayon- 
naise to food can reduce food 
poisoning risks. 
So on your picnic, remember 
the golden rules of food safety: 
hot foods hot (well cooked, and 
then eaten rigllt away), cold foods 
cold (in a cooler, or on ice to be- 
low 4 degrees), and everything 
you eat to be clean, clean, clean. 
Gerry Kasten is a nutritionist a  
sathe Skeena Health Unit. 
THE BIG BROTHERS and 
Big Sisters will host their 
Fourth Annual Fun Scramble 
on Aug. 8th at 2 p.m. at the 
Skeena Valley Golf Course. 
The emph~is is on fun - -  
unique and humourous instruc- 
lions await golfers at each hole. 
It's a charity event and the 
proceeds go back to  the Big 
Brothers/Big Sisters organlza- 
11011. 
$25 gets you goll~ dinner and 
prizes, 
For  more information, call 
Elaine at 635-2965 or the golf 
course at 635-7.542. ~ 
ROGERS j r  8 
SUOA,,, 11 9 
10 kg. 
JELLY 67 , JARS 
Kerr• 
8 oz• 12's ea 
FRESH B.C. 
.imit 1. Over 
price 14.99 
leer rcc,,rded weather in- W e  at  h e r 
formation from Environment 
Canada, call 635-4192, W a  t c h 
LAST Max. Mln. Snow Rain Sun 
WEEK Temp. Temp. (e l )  (ram) (hrs) 
July 10 19.4 13.1 0 2.8 
July 11 25.2 10.9 0 'TRACE 
July 12 24.7 11.1 0 0 
July 13 25.4 12.3 0 0 
July 14 19.3 11.1 0 6.6 
July 15 20.6 12.3 0 3.4 
July 16 24.8 9.8 0 Trace 
• July 17 26.3 8.9 0 1.0 
July 18 24.4 12.2 0 0 
July 19 26.1 10.5 0 0 
July 20 25:9 11.8 0 0 
July 21 20.2 12.0 0 0.6 
July 22 18.1 12.4 0 0.2 
July 23 17.3 11.8 0 1.8 
LAST Max. M in .  Snow Rain 
YEAR Temp. Temp. (e ra )  (mm) 
July 10 24.2 13.0 0 1.0 11.6 
July 11 24.1 12.1 0 TRACE 7.4 
July 12 17.4 12.9 0 23.6 0.4 
July 13 13.7 10.3 0 3.2 0.1 
July 14 17.9 11.0 0 Trace 4.7 
July i5 18.8 10.6 0 :: Trace 0.6 
July 16 23.6 13.2 0 0 9.4 
July 17 25.7 11.0 0 0 14.6 
July 18 28.9 12.8 0 0 14.5 
July 19 30.3 15.1 0 0 14.8 
July 20 27.9 14.0 0 0 14.5 
July 21 24.1 10.7 0 0 14.6 
July 22 25.6 11.0 0 0 14.5 
July 23 24.7 12.0 0 0 3.8 
@ July 10, 1913 saw the 
warmest temperature in 
U.S. history when the 
thermometer reached56.7 
degrees C, or 134 degrees 
F!! This was bz Death Val- 
ley at the unlikely location 
8.5 of Greenland Ranch. This 
11.2 is also the warmest 
12.4 temperature ever measured 
2.4 in the western hemisphere. 
6.8 
11.9 @ On July 16, 1941 the 
warmest temperature in 
12.6 British Columbia's histotT 
22.5 was recorded at Lytto~t and I 
13.6 Lilloet shnultaneously I 
14.0 whenthe ,~ercuiy readie-d I 
8.8 44.4 degrees C. I 
0.3 • hi the cold weatherde- n 1.8 
partment, we remember the 
Sun coldest day ever recorded 
(hrs) July 21, 1983 at Vostok, 
Antarctica saw a minimum 
temperature of-89.6 de- 
grees Celsius. This is the 
cohlest temperature ver 
measured on Earth and it 
takes special equipment. 
The equivalent Fahrenheit 
value is 129 degrees below 
zeroI hnagine the wbTd 
Chilli 
Environment Canada's 
enviromnental citizenship 
messages courte.sy of the 
Terrace Weather Office. 
J 
- - -  ~i~!:~i i i  W eROuNO  
BEEF 
Regular Quality. 5 lb. chub for ,$4.95 
each. Limit 1. Works out to... 2. 18/kg 
s W-re. 
~ S  GEIOI/I r----- 
" . ~ ~ r ~ ' ~  ...................................... ON ITEMS WE 
WE HONOR ALL MAJOR FOOD COMPETITOR COUPONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~STOC. K . 
GRADE A 
EGGS 
Medium. White. Lucerne. 
Carton of 12. Limit 1. Over 
limit price $1.28 ea. ea 
FRYING 
CHICKEN 
Fresh. Whole Canada 
Grade A or Utility. 3 per ba,g.. 
,Limit 1 bag 2 .18 /kg  Ib 
OVEHJOY BREAD 
White or 60% 7 7 
Whole Wheat. 
450 g loaf. ea  
BULK WIENERS 
He*cer 99  Regular or 
Jumbo. 
2.18/kg Ib 
B.C. APRICOTS 
o d°°me r°e 6 ' 7 Litre Carry Carton. 9 
Limit 1. 
Over limit 
price $8.99 ea. 
~L_ ~ W e a t h e r  Permitt ng 
SOFT DRINKS 
Cragmont. 
Assorted Flavours 
CASE OF 12- 
355 mL tins 
plus Deposit. ., 
FRESH SHRIMPM|AT 
99 
B,C. 
1.32/ 100 g Ib 
B.C. BLUEBERRIES 
Limit 1 Box. 
Over Limit 
Price $10.99 ea. ea  
DIRECT 
PAYMENT 
Pall Cash 
Without 
CarruIng 
Cashl 
Advertised pri, in effect until closin ust 7, 1993 
F~b0urhood"'Sa~feway store. Quantity rights/esgr~ed= 
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SPORTS NEW S 
TERRACE STANDARD, MALCOLM BAXTER 638-7283 i 
Skeena Angler 
Rob 
Brown 
v .  
Scoreboard, 
Page B6 
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Where there is a fishing fleet here is 
a conservation problem: tuna fishers 
wipe out dolphin; Florida's shrimp 
fleet exterminates sea turtles and other 
creatures; Asian sea pirates kill mil- 
ltoos of tonnes of immature salmon, 
sea birds and marine mammals in 
their filament walls of death; the cod 
fishery off the Grand Banks is extinct 
and scientists worry that stocks have 
been fished beyond redemption. 
In Skeena, we have a fishing fleet 
and are also faced with a conservation 
problem. In their pursuit of artificially 
inflated runs of Babine sockeye, gill 
melters and seiners are pushing lesser 
stocks of salmon closer to oblivion. 
This ecologically disastrous effect 
of non-selective fisheries is well 
known by fisheries scientists. Two 
recent reports approved by the Pacific 
Salmon Assessment and Review 
Committee confirm the harvest rate of 
sockeye is also applicable to other, 
leas numerous tocks, and state the 
only way to deal with the problem is 
to reduce fishing pressure. Yet the 
logistics of implementing such a pro- 
gram are complex and difficult. 
There is little hard data on the effect 
of the high seas drift net fishery on 
our stocks, but we do know these 
"squidders" catch a frightening 
amount of salmon. There is good rea- 
son to suspect many of those fish are 
ours .  
Since drift matters fish international 
waters, international chin wags are the 
only means to deal with this dirty 
fishery. The Japanese have been per- 
suaded to take action against their 
squid fleet, but other Asian countries 
remain resistant to Westemrequests. 
We know that South East Alaskan 
fleets scoop our salmon. To deal ~ l~ '~ 
this, and the impact of our fisheries 
upon salmon headed stateside, our 
countries igned the Pacific Salmon 
Treaty. 
When the remaining fish reach the 
waters next o the mouths of our rivers 
they come under our control. But in- 
stead of getting simpler, the problems 
get worse. Federal fisheries managers 
must ensure that appetites of natives, 
sports fishers andthe market fishery 
are satisfied within the context of the 
DFO mandate. This states the health 
of salmon stocks supersedes the re- 
quirements of native food fishers, and 
that native needs come before those of 
sport and commercial fmhers, 
West Coast fisheries director David 
Bevan was faced with a. very low 
return of a key indicator spectra, 
namely stcelhead, and aware of the 
Department's pledge to reduce steel. 
head harvest by( 50 per cent over a 
three-year period. As a result, he an- 
nounced. :last weak that fmhing in 
areas near the mouth, of the Skeena 
River would be reduced to one day 
per week during August. 
The industry response was appalling 
and predictable. Some commercial 
fishermen promised to kill every steel- 
head brought aboard their boats. This 
Ignorant, retaliatory threat has bee~ 
uttered before; for veterans of Skeena 
fishery polities it has lost its shock 
value. Other industry types swore they 
would continue fishing in closed 
waters, and some threatened retalla. 
tlon against sport fishery. 
This ts  Incredible considering the 
bulkrOf the catch in any opening oc. 
curs in the first two days, with the ma- 
jority of fish boated ay one. The ha. 
tive fishery that traditionally fishes 
restriCted+areas c n.fish in adjacent 
+areas that are still open on those cru. 
,clai flint two days, 
Moreover, as of last week, over 1.3 
imlll!on soekeyea have hit the nets (the 
p redlcted catch for,this ycai" Was for 
.1.2:,+:~llion :i'sockeye~). Additionally, 
• this/July the fleet had more fishing 
timGithanp~loas Ventures. 
... The teal reason forthe ballistic reac.t 
tlon of  to l~van's announcement is' 
hat the industry has exerted a dis. 
mportlonalo influence upon the man- 
age-merit of the .: fishery, .until now. 
Dl~Odm0wsany  regime that ignores 
bi~llve'mlty +:~:and + . sustainablllty - is 
slmply:::~na~ptable in ~+1993,. The 
eo~ei'eiid fishlng Industry, wlth its" 
ou~oded",  fishing .... technologies, 
t~ lmn~:to  change+ + and lack of.in- 
[ nGn~0n, !Is i l~Ing pushed: out 0f othe, 
. dd~e~'s ~L~and meyrd0n+tLiike it ore, 
+ .% -:o ( , .  
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THEY ARE THE CHAMPIONS ~--- "The recent King of the Mountain race saw 
Richard Harrison (left) and Sue Sire pson claim the top t~mes'for the men's and 
women's categories, respectively, Over 60 people participated in + the annual 
event. The next race is the Boorntown Duathlon in Hazelton, August 14. 
Running king and queen c r  r . . . .  ned 
............... tim~ ~/er+ ca'thai-the Ha'~el~' m+"Hmt:maratnonmxewaea, Uct0per "~..L~. ,.. ul e  tunr~ng roy ~ , ........................ , ........ ,,~.:~,,.n:n.er-u.p,!.n overall • ... . . . . . . . . .  - ...... , ......... ,re,m-+ "," ,~, +,+, . . . . .  :" . . . . . . . .  
,. weel¢.,'following the'annual I(ilig of the" last year's!event, completing the mght- (49:24), Cheryl "Martcllo +(49:40)~ 3, ~ 
kilometre course in 38:46. Two Terraeites arc in the top position :Mountain footrace. 
Yet in many ways, this year's crop 
bore an uncanny resemblance to the pre- 
vious rulers. 
Perennial favourite Richard Harrison 
once again claimedthe + fastest time for 
the course, the bulk of which spread 
across Terrace mountain. 
"I was worried aheut!my legs being a 
little tired," admitted Harrison after he 
nabbed top spot with a time of 38 
minutes, 48 seconds. 
It's the ninth timelthe Smithers native 
has won the competition. 
However, his clocking was slower than 
last year's time of 37 minutes, 12 sec- 
onds. 
Harrison also owns the course record 
of 35.29. 
But he wasn't the only one to repeat 
his standing - Colin Parr once again fin- 
ished in second place with a time of 39 
minutes, 44 seconds. 
Peter Krouse finished in third place 
overall with a time of 40:06. Krouse also 
claimed third spot last year. 
Rounding 'out the top five were Gra- 
ham MacLean (40:32) and Brian Puhr. 
Fuhr's time of  41:02 enabled him to 
finish as the top male Masters (40 years 
and up) division finisher, while Maclean 
was awarded the title in the Jmlor male 
division (16-19 yrs.). - 
Siie Simpson was the top female run- 
ner, finishing the course in 47 minutes, 
• 27 seconds. This' also enabled Simpson 
to claim the best time tn the Master fe- 
male division (35 and up.) Her time was 
the 16th ~fastest overall. 
"(The race) war. good. - -  I felt really 
comfortable," said Simpson after cross- 
ing the finish line in front of the arena. 
Although Simpson had a time of 46:43 
last year, she then finished second to 
Rose-Marie Cheer of Prince Rupert. 
Rounding out the top five women's 
Soccer camp a success 
One of the world's most revered sport- Rupert, the Queen Charlottes, Srnithers 
ing events graced Terrace last week. and the Nags. There were even a couple 
Well, sort of. of playem from Vancouver and Langley. 
Each night, mini-World Cup matches Each day of the five.day canlp ran 
were held as part of a week-long co-ed from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. The kids practised 
soccer camp at Northwest Community until noon, and often weatswinumtng in 
College. mid.afternoon if they weren't playing 
The camp, described by assistant Jan more soccer. 
Cousins as "an Intensive week of soccer In the evening, players would break up 
for all skill levels," was hosted by the into squads designated as official World 
British Columbia Northern Soccer Aeaa- Cup teams, such as Argentina or Brazil. 
amy. It featured four highly experienced Every night, a nt0cl~ ~Vorld Cup was 
coaches and 55 soccer-mad kids. held to determine whtch c0nlingent 
Head coach Bruce Wilson has been would claim soccer supremacy. 
acknowledged as oneof  Canada's great However, the exerctsc wasn't just fun 
players. He was a 13-year professional in and games, as the gruelling pace ti- 
the N.A.S.L., and served as captain of lustrated. Each participant played three 
the Canadtan ational soccer team for 10 games in two hours, with a five-minute 
years. He is currently the head coach of break between matches and no sub- 
{he University of Victoria team. stitutes. 
When the kids weren't on the field, Wilson satd the camp was a runaway 
success due to the calibre of lnstmctiox~, 
good facilities and quality playing field. 
"In terms of running acamp, you basi- 
cally couldn't look for a better set-up," 
he said. 
The other coaches were Gerry Hcamy, 
Tony Enston and Daryl Wallace. 
Heaney is a former Scottish pro player 
and CS.A; certified coach. In eddition, 
he played [or the Vancouver Whitecaps. 
Etist0n, also:certified by the C.S.A., 
was coach of the Canada:Cup team front 
1984-87..He was also an under.X8 
provincial team player. 
:~ Wallace Olavcd as a 
they were often watching instructive soc- 
cer videos. 
While Wilson has run similar programs 
in Victoria, this was the first time such a 
camp was held in Terrace. 
But, according to Wilson, it's certainly 
not going to be the last. 
"This camp will probably grow and 
,grow fi'om hem on in," he said.. 
"I can't'see why this can't go on every 
yore. Tha level 'Of energy 1~ I+' eqnal+to : 
any other live-in campl, we vebe~n in;+ 
volved in." 
The camp fee was $250 - -  
professional c ludeda ball, shirt, outfll 
old signed+:up for • the c 
from various ;Northwe~it 
Dartieile Murdoch (54:49) and Z.suzsa 
Godor (58:26). 
Hagen's time awarded her with the top 
the Tulsa pass and meals, e 
~omers, :Wilson noted th 
:18 years enthusiasm. 
• spot in the female Open (20-34 yrs.) 
category, while Murdoch nabbed the 
Junior female (16-19 yrs.) title. 
In the Junior male (under 16 yrs.) divi- 
sion, Evan Warner finished on top with a 
in the northwest series, which has fea- 
tured four point races so far,this year. 
Sue Simpson is in top spot in the fe- 
male 40 and over category with 60 
points, while John Vellieux leads the 
male under-20 division with 52 points. 
Other locals in the top five of various 
lime of 58 minutes, five seconds. Categories are Jodi Whiting and Rachel 
The sun was out in full force for the Wllkerson (under 20), Sherri I-lamer and 
race, which featured 61 mnnem. Gaff Shensby (35 to 39), Marilyn Earl, 
Participants noted the course was quite Lyrme Eastman and Rose Schtbli (40 and 
dry. up), Gord Buxton'(20 to 39), Lan7 
"The eoume was just great - -  I think 
this is one of the best years," said race 
organizer and participant Ed Angoras. 
The King of the Mountain race was an 
event for which placement pints were 
awarded for the Northwest Road Run- 
nlng Series. 
Them are two more upcoming point 
mccs - the Fall Fair 5krn and 10kin mn 
in Smithers, Aug. 29, and the All Sea- 
B01ingbmke and Geoff Phillips (40 to 
44), Nell Fleischmann and Ed Amems 
(45 to 49), and Jack Worobey and Soren 
Schneider (50 and up). 
The next northwest race will be the 
B0omtown Duathlon in I--lazelton, Au- 
gust 14. Participants will mn 5kin, bike 
- 30 kin, and then finish the event with an- 
other 5kin run, 
For complete results of King of the 
Mountain, sea Scoreboard on p. ]36. 
-,  !i'U:SjN6!IHE'RHE.~ --:An en~uslastiC soccer camp member practises her 
to -bali:headihgtechniques during a morning workout session, The camp, which 
lg tan ~'om dOly 26~30, featured four coaches and 55 eager kids. 
I 
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I Sports 
e// / t  
I TONIGHT 
Youth Soccer 
UNDER 10s - 6:30 p.m. 
Surveyors v Shoppers 
Sk. Cellulose v Carlyle Shepherd 
Cent. Lions v Wildwood 
Copperstde v A.O.K. 
GIRLS - 6:30 P.M. 
"fide Lake v Richards 
:Pizza tlut v Terrace Travel 
Men's Slo.Pltch 
Playoff games tarting at 7:00 and 
8:15 p.m. 
THURSDAY~ AUGUST 5 
Youth Soccer 
Rnning v Bradys EC. 
Cedarland v Sight & Sound 
Bandstra v Co-op 
FRIDAY~ AUGUST 6 
Men's Sic.Pitch 
P!ayoff games tarting at 7:00 and 
8:15 p.m. 
SATURDAY) AUGUST 7 
Youth Soccer 
UNDER 8s - -  10:30 a.m. 
Dairy Queen v T. Chrysler 
Sk, Sawmills v. Totem Ford 
Cramptons v McAlpine 
UNDER 7s ~ 9:.30 a,m. 
All Seasons v Kinsmen 
Northern M.I. v Rotary 
Safeway v Vic Frocse 
Titden v Philpots 
Hiking 
l.xx:.ai club embarks on a three- 
hour hike at Mount Elizabeth in 
Kitimat. Meet at library a t 8:00 
a.m., or at Kitimat C of C sign at 
Highway and Forest Ave, at 9:00 
a.m. Call Vicki (635-2935) for 
more info. 
Running 
BOOMTOWN DUATHLON at 
Old Haz¢lton" 5kin ran, 40krn 
cycle, 5kin run. Information from 
Dave AUwood (842-5615) 
MONDAY~ AUGUST 9 
Youth Soccer 
UNDER 19s-- 6:30 p.m. 
Councillors v N. Drugs 
Manuels v Takhar 
Men's SIo-Pltch 
Playoff games tarting at 7:00 and 
8:15 p.m. 
Tennis 
TENNIS UNLIMITED four-day 
camp gets underway at the Hal- 
Iiwell Courts. For infonmation,. 
~]~one ctty recreation department 
at 638-4750. 
TUESDAY~ AUGUST 10 
Youth Soccer 
UNDER 15s-- 6:30 p.m. 
Overwaitca v Terrace Bulld~m 
Bavarian Inn v Sanb~rry 
C. United v A & W 
UNDER 13 GIRLS ~ 6:30 p.m. 
Braids v T, Shell 
SATURDAY~ AUGUST 14 
Soccer 
HAZELTON YPAA 01dtimem 
tournamant bcglns, ends Sunday. 
For information or to enter, phone 
Ken/Arlene Mordson at 842-5499 
/-xnoerson wins sole medal for 
Terrace in summer games 
The pickings were slim for lo- 
cal athletes at this year's B.C. 
Summer Games in Chilliwack. 
But the final results weren't due 
to a lack of effort or participants. 
A total of 41 local athletes at- 
tended the games, held July 22-2.5 
in Chilliwaek. 
However, only Cores Andemon 
was able to snag a medal. She 
claimed a bronze in the 
Equestrian competition for pole 
bending. 
That's a timed event in which 
the rider and home weave their 
way between upstanding poles. 
The 17-year-old Anderson was 
modest about her success. 
"It didn't really matter to me 
how I did just as long as my horse 
(named Contempt of Court) did 
his best," she said. 
Anderson, a member of the 
Totem Saddle Club, also placed 
5th and 6th in two equestrian 
events - -  the flag race and key 
hole race. 
Other local athletes participated 
in various events, including track, 
basketball, diving, parachuting, 
soccer, volleyball and watcrski- 
rag. 
Games participants were 
divided into eight geographic 
zones, which competed against 
each other. 
Terrace was included in zone 7, 
which represented northwestern 
B.C. 
Smithers and Kttimat, which 
belonged to the same zone, fared 
somewhat better in their final 
medal tallies. 
Smithereen Elsie Dahiie won a 
gold medal in a junior women's 
cycling race, . . . . . . . . . . .  
Dahiie also won a silver when 
her cycling team, including Jill " 
Saffcl and Jessica Tremblay, 
came second in a team time-trial. 
The men's soccer team from 
Smithers also won a silver medal. 
Kitimat entrants Daniel Illing 
and Robert Jones also claimed a 
couple of medals. Illing won a 
silver in the one-metre diving 
competition, while Jones wrapped 
up a bronze in parachuting. 
However, despite these suc- 
cesses and the other valiant ef- 
forts, Zone 7 finished in last place 
overall with a final medal count 
of 40. 
The top group was Zone 3 
(Fraser Valley), which over- 
powered the competition by win- 
ning a whopping 386 medals. 
Next was zone 6 (Vancouver Is' 
Fishy tales 
About 300 enthused fishermen 
and women, local and otherwise, 
had their lines bobbing and rods 
flexing during the second annual 
Fun Fishing Derby put on by 
Misty River Tackle. 
Shop owner Brian Patrick said 
that roughly 300 chinook salmon 
had been weighed in during the 
two-week competition, which ran 
f~om July 10-24. 
He noted that more fish were 
weighed in during those two 
weeks than during all of June, 
July and August last year. 
In the under-16 category, Amy 
Parfitt claimed top spot with a 
whopping 57 pound catch. She 
was followed by Keven Duarto 
(52 pds.), Daryl Muir (38 pds.) 
and Drew Meringer (35.5 pds.). 
Jacques Boudry caught he big- 
gest chinook in the adult 
category. The mig,hty specimen.. 
weighed m at a colossal 61.5 
pounds. Following Beudry were 
Darren Van Hem (60 pds.) along 
with A1 Penner and W.B. 
Mitchell, whose fishes both 
lipped the scale at 59 pounds. 
Patrick said the derby would 
continue as an annual event. 
, Ik -k* -k  
In other fishing news, Dave 
Waldo of Kitimat and Mike 
O'Callaghan of Spokane thought 
they ~ght  have stumbled upon a 
very special catch a couple of 
weeks ago down Douglas Chan- 
nel. 
Amy Parf l t t  
classified in Terrace as a coho 
.~aimon, the duo thought he fish 
n~'gh{'bc the biggest cdli0 Catch .... 
over. 
Sure enough, the fish weighed 
35 pounds, easily outdistancing 
the world record of 33.4 pounds. 
However, Waldo felt something 
was fishy about the affair. Sure 
enough, after having the catch re- 
examined by a biologist at a 
Kitimat hatchery, the fish turned 
out to bc an unusually la rge  
~eeder chinook, rather than a 
¢cord-breaking coho. 
Was he disappointed? 
"Ycah, a little bit. I had a pretty 
good idea it wasn't (a Coho)." 
Maybe next time. 
Cores Anderson 
land and central coast) with 318 
medals, zone 5 (Vancouver/ 
Squamish) with 219, zone 4 
(Fraser River/Delta) with 214, 
zone 2 (Thompson/Okanagan) 
with 17% zone 8 
(Caflhoo/Northeast) with 165, 
and zone 1 (Kootenays) with 57. 
For a complete medal summary, 
please see the scoreboard on p. 
B6. 
September _~ 
9th Anmlal 
Bicycle Trek 
for Life & Breath 
BUILD 
YOUR OWN 
PRIZE! 
RIVERSIDE 
GROCERIES  
1998 Queensway 
635-2800 
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Dr. Victor P. Hawes, Optometrist 
ANNOUNCES SUMMER HOURS 
BEGINNING JUNE 21 THIS OFFICE WILL BE 
CLOSED MONDAYS 
FOR APPOINTMENT PLEAS E CALL 
638-8055 ., 
The Monument  Ded icat ion  of 
TOM THORNHILL  
was moved to FRIDAY, JULY 30 
AT 7:00 P.M. 
The Kitimat-Stikine Regional District regrets 
any confusion this may have caused. 
LAKELSE LAKE LODGE 
WILD BOAR ROAST & 
MUM 
Sat. Aug 7 
at Lakelse Lake 
Starts at 2:00 p~ 
Music By: 
Country Pride, f 
Rocky top, Jasc 
Bill Hunt, 1/2 W 
Gypsy Moth, KI 
For the Kids 
Evan the Magic 
Peppi the Clow 
Adults $15.00 
Seniors and Youth (under 12) $7.00 
Tickets available at Sight & Sound in Terrace 
Bares Trophy Den Ki t imat Air B.C. Prince Rupert 
and Kellys in Smithers 
m m m m  m m m m m m m  mm mmmm m mmm mmmmmmmmmm m m m m m m  m mmm 
Congratulations to our Draw Winners 
"iickets Boar Roast & Music 
Fest T.Shirts 
Lesley Fisher 
Anne Skaalrud 
IJnda M. Fendck 
, . , , ,  
Laveme Kellu 
Sam Pennan 
Mrs. T. Foster 
Kim Goodall 
Candace Weller ) .......................................... , , ,  
Tickets and T.Shkts can be picked up at the 
Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle Ave. 
LIMITED CAMPING 
SPACE AVAILABLE 
Make Reservations or Purchase 
Your Tickets 
798-9541 
or 842-6511 and Nick Marshall at After having their specimen 
s42.646~. _10% Off With This Ad- 10% Off With This Ad - 10% Off With This Ad - 10% Off With This Ad - 10% Off With This Ad - 10% Off With This~ 
FACTORY DIRECT SUNDAY, AUGUST 15 ~ C~Sb C¢~.~h Speedway KIDDIES DAY at the Terrace o~ ~ o~ 
"- ^ IN 21 o oo,, ' rance Sale Starts Ju 
:3" 
formation, contact Rod Verstrate = . . . .  . See the retaining wall units. Now ~=r 
at 638-8141. Full available at Skeena Concrete E 
I~. =-,~:.".,;~ I~..,:.~lk-/~ products, ,I I - r  . ' .  :.. : ' . -  " • ~ /  ~<, ,  SATURDAY~ AUGUST 21 ~ Half ~"~ ~. j~  -Y  /
Volleyball 
ANNUAL VOLLEYFEST on i [~! -~ !,,~ /..~ 
,,,te~omorini ,'ar~. ~on~,.,. =- - i ; ,~k  sc0,~ ~.~,,. 
Sunday. For information phone ~. Block =,  ,,o0o o 
638-4?50. Registtalion deadline is , D ISCOUNTS ON Tripie ~/  ~B [ J~ ,  ~ ~ ' ~  
August 16. "O Bricks, Blocks, Masonry Chimneys, ~i i~t  "" ~ ~ "  Score. ~'~J = 
Goir = Reinforcing Steel, Cement. Lime, Grout, Knock Out [ ~"Corrugateo " ' ' 
HFA~T & STROKE FOUNDA- t,- Sono Tubes, Blasting Sand and 
"lION charity scramble.. I-- ,-- Many Other Construction Supplies. en .,., 3> 
Also Available Sarid and Gravel ~;~, ~.~~'~'~ -1~" SUNDAYI AUGUST 29 
SnowmeblUng 
2ND ANNUAL GP, ASS DRAGS 
(location to Ix: announced) begin 
12 noon. To register or for in- 
formation, phone Ron Nieaner 
(635-9270) or Trover Gibson 
(635.2909). 
TERRACE TE I~ IS  CLUB 
meet 'rues]Thuts/Stm at the Hal- 
llweli courts, 6 p.m. to dusk. Hew 
memebem welcome. For informa- 
tion. phone Nell (638-82,06) or 
Nancy (638-1514). 
To get an event on to the 
.Sports Menu, bring the 
details into the office at 
4647 Lazdle Ave., phone 
Malcolm at 638-7283 or 
fax them to 638-8432. 
To make next week's 
paper, submissions must be 
,~ by S p:m. FrU~v, 
::r 
-. ~ 'F lush  t,,,,,.~x" Triangle " ' . ~ ~  
~i~|~ 'l DRAIN ROCK o 
s,!~ l)~,.-.r,~, ..~.-,,, ,~  ~...z-j Cross O M ',~'~ Patio Blocks ,99.50/LOAD :~plit -. ' ;~ .~...- ' 
PUll I,t i' ~..~,r,,=:~ .', = ..I .,,, .-h 
"~.~/-~'. , . ' ;"  Caved Diamond CRUSH "~,,r-  ==; 
600 gal Septic Tank $80.00/LOAD 
now only $399,95 SPECIAL PRICE ON PAVING STONES -=. 
SCREENED , 3> 
PORTLAND "-~"~t TOPSOIL 6.3" 350 . . . . . .  i =. 
CEMENT ~ $1.00/ ' / '  F ) ' ....... "* '"'' , 
$7.95/Bag $80.00/I.OAD s,,,v,., Open Joints "7un ts perlrn2 
~, CALL US FOR ASPECIAL PRICE ON READY MIXED CONCRETE FOR 7 ~ ~1 ~t~/~ , I.~----1 t.~---I I~  I~1 -r=:-i i - - J  
ANY PROJECT -L_~-~ F-~, ~ ~ r--I - 
- .  p.O.E coo-o , , / -   RGE oR SMALL ,-- = .m , ~ I-L-L-1 ~ I=:=::1 I~1 I---  :E 
o 
o :::g 
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B,C. Summer Games medal 
results 
Gold Silver Bron2o Total 
Zone I 15 • 15 27 57 
Zone 2 54 50 73 177 
Zone 3 153 110 123 386 
Zone 4 69 74 71 214 
Zone 5 41 89 89 219 
Zone 6 146 - 100 + 72 + 318 
Zone 7 7 26 7 40 
Zone 8 71 62 32 165 
King of the Mountain 
Male Open (20-39) 
1- Richard Harrison 38:48 
2- Colin Parr 39:44 
3- Peter Krause 40:06 
4.- Michael Morse 42:47 
5- Eric D~on8 43:35 
6. Andy Thompson 45:41 
7- James Skinner 45:35 
8- Kevin Kelly 46:05 
9.. Sheldon Ryder 46:27 
10- Mike Cawley 49:17 
11- lan Schokidng 50:17 
12- Garnet Watson 51:09 
13- MarkKempschutr 52:45 
14- MartinVanded[erde 58:19 
15- Dave Malinowski 59:17 
16- Murray Warner 60:27 
17- Ray DeKergommeaux 73:50 
Female Open (20-34) 
1- Catherine Hagen 49:24 
2- Cheryl M~tello 49:.40 
3- Z~uzsa Godor 58:26 
4- Cards McLeod 59:36 
5- Klm Barnere 62:01 
6- Shatma Drcksea 1:18:56 
Male Masters (40 and up) 
i -  Bflnn Fuhr 41:02 
2- Ed An, eros 41:19 
3- David Shearer 44:42 
4- Oeoff Phillips 45:29 
5- LarryBolingbroke 48:44 
6- Neil Fleischmana 49:59 
7- Brian Lib,m~an 51:11 
8- Peter Nickerso. 54:51 
9- Ray Haman,on 56:24 
10- Ron Earl 75:51 
11- Ian Closs 1:21:25 
12- Dan Eastman 1:30:57 
13- Angus MacLeod 1:45:14 
Female Masters (35 and up) 
1- Sue Simpson 47:27 
2- Sherri Hamer 60:26 
3- Rose Schibli 67:10 
4- Marllya Earl 1:05:51 
5- Cathie Frez¢ll 1:21:26 
6- Lynne Eastman 1:25:31 
Male Junior (16-19) 
1- Graham MacLcan 40:32 
2- Daran Clark 42:43 
3- Rob MacLeod 49:04 
4- Justin Cheer 52:27 
Male Juvenile (under 16) 
1- Evan Warner 58:05 
2- Justin Keitch 59:18 
3. Danny Anserns 62:19 
4- Walter McMillan 62:56 
5- Dale ~'ouag 65:02 
6- J.J Boudreauit 73:50 
Tyler Sterner 73:50 
Female Junior (16-19) 
1- Daniclle Murdoch 
2- Jodi Whiting 75:04 
54:49 
Youth Soccer 
UNDER los DIVISION 
Copper,ida 5 Surveyors 0 
Cent, Lions 6 C. Shepherd 3 
Skeena Cell. 4 Wildwood 2 
A.G.K. bt Shoppers by default 
GIRLS UNDER 19s DIVISION 
'fide Lake 3 Pizza Hut 3 
Richard, I Terrace Travel 5 
FAX: 638-8432 
PHONE: 638-7263 
DROP UH =.~'- '<+"~"4647" ' '+"+:+"++":"~~+"'::Lazelle. • :+"+ +  ' ~ 
MODEM: 638-7247 after 6 p.m. 
Bring the world home by hosting an AFS 
high school exchange Student from one 
of 30 countries, By hosting b student for 
a full year, your family will help make this 
world a warmer place to live; 
GLOBAL WARMING 
. AFS STYLE 
c+ AFS 
AUGUST 1993 
Champs! 
FIRST-PLACE FL IGHTS - -  Above are the Triple Cullers, 
who won the recent 3-0n-3 basketball tournament at TNJ 
Sound. The Cullers beat out 15 other teams for the grand 
prize - three return flights to Vancouver. From left are Garth 
Schmidt, Chris Visserman and Satnan Manhas. 
Are you Interested in pursu ing  a cha l leng ing  career  In 
the communi ty  cor rec t ions  f ie ld? This  Intens ive 75 day  
program may be of Interest  to youl  
Graduates of the program wi// be granted certificates of achievement 
which wi// be a recognized standard for entry into community 
program worker ales with a variety of employers, e.g. Probation 
Officer/Fami/y Court Counse//or. 
Minimum qualifications for prog ram entry: 
University graduation in a related discipline (e.g. social work, 
criminology, sociology, psychology); 
OR 
Completion of two years study at a recognized college or 
university in related field (e.g. criminology, psychology, 
sociology) plus five years varied experience as Corrections 
worker or work in related field; 
AND 
Canadian Citizen or permanent resident; 
Successful completion of the Justice Institute's Prerequisite 
Modules, 
Note: As the number of seats are limited, preference may be given to 
applicants with related work experience and/or education. 
PREREQUISITE MODULES SCHEDULE 
VANCOUVER (Part time) September 21 - November 13, 1993 
(Application Deadline: August 16, 1993) 
PRINCE GEORGE (Days) October 4 - October 22, 1993 
(Application Deadline: September 3, 1993) 
VANCOUVER (Days) October 18 - November 5, 1993 
(Application Deadline: September 10, 1993) 
VICTORIA [Days) November 1 - November 23, 1993 
(Application Deadline: Se ptember 24, 1993) 
COMMUNITY PROGRAM WORKER'S COURSE, 
SCHEDULE 
VANCOUVER (Full time) January 10, 1994 
VANCOUVER (Part time) February 1, 1994 
We welcome applications from all individuals including women, 
visible minorities and Aboriginal people. 
FOR AN INFORMATION PACKAGE 
PLEASE CALL: 222-7291 
Steroids alter moods 
(Below, the third and fmal edi- 
tion in a series of articles by 
LORNE CLARKE o£ the 
8ratthers Interior News examini- 
ng the consteroid use by young 
athletes.) 
A ground breaking study pro- 
vides proof that anaboltc steroids 
- -  the t~0e taken by athletes and 
body builders - -  will alter mood 
and behavior, researchers say. 
National Institute of Mental 
"The response to anabolic 
steroids by members of the study 
group was highly variable, rang- 
ing f~om negligible to dramatic," 
said Dr. Tung-Hag Su at the 
NIMH Biological Psychiatry 
Branch in Bethesda, Maryland. 
In a recent edition of the Jour- 
nai of the American Medical As- 
sociation, researchers stated that+ 
the effects were seen regardless 
of a subject's previous medical, 
Health researchers tested how 20 family or environmental history. 
healthy, non-athletic men reacted Dr. Richard Goldberg, 
during a two-week period when chairman of psychiatry at 
taking either hormone capsules or Georgetown University Medical 
a placebo. Centre in Washington, D.C., said 
Scientists studied the subjects 
and measured behavior during the 
14-day period. 
Patients on high doses of 
steroids measured mood swings 
- -  either increased euphoria, en- 
ergy and sexual arousal or in- 
creased irritability, violent feel- 
ings and hostility. They also suf- 
fered from impaired thought pro- 
C¢SSes. 
Despite the findings, which 
wore measurable and statistically 
significant, researchers called 
them "subtle." 
the study confirms sovoral anec- 
dotal reports which have been 
done over the past few years. 
Dr. Owcr~ Wolkowitz of the 
University of CaUfomia, San 
Francisco, who helped author the 
study, said a~bolic steroids ap- 
pear to change the level of key 
chemicals in the brain that regu- 
late mood and behavior. 
"We know from aldmai studios 
that steroids can alter brain 
noqmpeptid¢ levels, and those 
substancesare behaviorally ac- 
five," Wolkowitz said. 
CFNR RADIO 
BINGO 
Played every Friday at 9:30 a.m. on 9.90 AM Radio 
in Terrace and 96.1 FM Radio in the Nass Valley 
I VARIABLE  GAME FORMAT - T ICKETS ONLY $1.00 
2 games with $1,000 3-up tickets 
• Jackpot every week for $2.00 
Every Friday Is yore chance to win thousands of dollars on CFNR 
Radio Bingo! Pick up your cards todayl In Terrace It: 
"rite House of Slmolghets, Northern Drugs, Sheffield and Sons, Northern Health Care, 
West End Chevron, East End Chevron, B & G Grocery, Wayside Grocer/, Terrace Shell 
• uxI Carwash, Hilltop Grocep/, Copperslde Wee, Jams & Gold, =wetl as, Sybil Morven of 
Terrace, Rhode Seymour of ICutselas, and Della S¢odane at Nodhem Native Broadcasting, 
[n New Aiyansh at the New Alyansh Co-up Store, In Kitimat from Darelens Steer, In 
~timaat Village from Robeda Grant, in Greenville from Run Samwe, In Gitwinksihlkw 
from Merci Moore, 
Call 638-8137 for more info. 
i i i i  
e 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
to Jerome 
upon reaching that magic age, from 
his friends who have passed 50. 
Jerome hopes that many of this friends will 
stop by his home between 7:00 p.m. and 9:00 
p.m. on 
TUESDAY, AUGUST 10 
for cake and refreshments 
(rain or shine) 
_m 
PALACE AUGUST 1993 
~ ~ - - -  =~[ J~ JM-~I  " n  i ' : l :qeT-~, 'n  1 . , ' f _ , l l l J ' - I l L 'V I  
3 4 Terrace 5 Terrace Big 7 Sknen' Ve'Y 747 Air 6 Brothers & Recycling 
Kermode Peaks Cadets Big Sisters KImmen Club 
• +?:: 
" " ~-  ,hUrt. I ) ' . ' ! '  I -,iw[|
1 2 Terrac eP~'~tt Condition 
r=~, Minor 
Advancement Hockey 
st EdnceUos bTo,e,  Association 
B 
PMenil Coalition 
t0¢ ~e 
Advancement 
tl Education 
b Tar i f f  CO 
15 .. 16+r.c i 
Pwmb Co|UUOn 
m the Minor 
Advancement Hockey 
el Educatioe k Ts|rac= Association 
22 23Terrac e 
Friendship 
Society 
9 ~ 10 
Terrace 
Minor Kerm0de 
Hockey Friendship 
Association , Soc!ety 
P=+~tsCoa, Uee 
ht~e 
Advtacemeat 
slEd,caUse 
bTu|sce 
Gymnastics 
Club 
Terrace 
Anti.Poverty 
2 Terrace 
Utile 
Theatre 
7,  . . , ) .  
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
24 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
CounclI.Terrac= 
Kitsumkslm Shames Mounttin '
Sisterhood & Eiders Ski Club 
13 Canadian 1 zt Terra.A, --r Assodatlon 
m ~  
Paraplegic Terrace Soccer 
Niaga't Tdbal Terrace Figure 
Skating 
Ter raca  
Anti.Poverty 
11 
Terrace 
Kitimat Shrine 
Club 
Minor 
Baseball 
Association 
30  Terrace 
;. -Minor 
Baseball, 
Association 
29 
l a  Order of ~.l Royal 20  Canadian 
Purple Paraplegic 
Terrace Nisg,'a Tribal 
A,tl.Poverty Council.Terrace 
1 Terrace 
Terrace Miner 
Softball 
Terrace Rgure 
Skating 
18 
Terrace 
& District 
S,P,C,A, 
31 
Terrace K'sen 
Community House 
,Band Society 
25 26 E,k, '27 ' ,.,,., Tats° ~_.~ (~IG eddie Club #425 Canadian 
Terrace Paraplegic Klnette Club 
Blueback Terrace Nltgt'a Tribal Terrace Search 
Swim Club Antt.Povedy CounclI.Terrtce ~ Rescue 
. , • | . . . .  , , , , 
I ' I : I 
m , . . 
$aL Afternoon Games : Doors 11:30 a,m. Games 12:45 
Evening Games ' Dooi's'4:3Oi~.m~ '~~ ~anies 6:i5 i 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night• Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 10:00 p.m. 
T.V. MONITORS SMOKEREMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Legion, Terrace . 635-2411 
.m , .  
J 
Receive a WarnT" 2000 Ib winch with the purchase of a 
4.wheel drive Big Bear m or Kodiak Bear m. 
®=,==" YAMAHA 
Buy a new current o'r non-current Yamaha YFM350FW Big Bear or YFM400FW Kodiak Bear and receive a Wan 2000 Ib 
electric winch. Installation of the winch is the responsibility of the purchaser, Proper installation is critical, if installing winch on 
an AW we recommend an authorized Yamaha dealer perform the work, See your dealer for complete details. Yamaha 
recommends that ag ATV dders take a C.A.T.V. training coursel For your safety always wear a helmet, eye protection and 
protective dothing. Never carry passengers. Respect he environment, The A'rV's pictured above are for adult use only. 
l KF__ IN I 'S  MAF l l  N IF_  i 
Ken Giibson 4946 Grelg Ave Trevor Gibson 
686-29oo 
I I II 1 .  I 
I 
J J 
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Ready for iiftoff 
A COPPERSIDE PLAYER winds up and gets ready 
tomake contact with the hall during a wet and wild 
3uly 28 evening. The match pitted #1 Copperside 
versus #2 Surveyors, and resulted in a 5-0 win for the 
first.place team. For more sports scores, see the 
scoreboard on p. B6. 
Soccer fans had lots to cheer about during River- 
boat Days - the Youth Soccer Tournament was held 
all day Saturday and Sunday at Christy Park. There 
were lots of other sports events as well, including the 
Slo.Pitch tournament, races at the Speedway, the 
Senior's Mile and the 9th annual Slingers Race. 
Make sure to check out next week's sports section for 
lots of photos and results. 
! . J 
• -+ . . 
8 Glasses A Day 
Water Facts 
, ~ = ,9 '~ What Is Meant By Hard Water'. 
~ 'Hardness' of water generally relates to the presence of 
calcium and magnesium in water, Water 'hardness' can 
refer to the water's ability to produce a lather when using 
soap• The minerals in the water will react with the soap and 
produce 'curds' which are difficult to dissolve. The harder 
the water, the more difficulty in producing lather. 
Hard water may also result in scale deposits on your 
pipes where as 'soft' water may have a corrosive effect on 
metal plumbing. Hard water also leaves spots on dishes 
• , i and rings around the bathtub. 
: Well water is more commonly affected by hardness. 
• More of a concern with water hardness are offensive tastes 
and odors or discoloration of clothes and household fixtures 
,caused by iron or meanest in the water supply, 
Are You In teres ted  in post -Seconclary Educat ion?  
The KitsumKalum 
Native Public 
inistration 
Programme 
S+no~v accept ing  applications for  students who would l ike 
:o upgrade  the i r  educat ion  in the  area of business and 
)ubl ic  administrat ion. 
';Irhe Native Public Administration Programme (N.P.A.P.I Is a first year J 
collegeprogramme which IS accredited with the Vancouver community 
College In Vancouver. The purpose of the N.P.A.P. Is to train students 
to assume administrative positions within either business or 
governmental organizations. " • -' 
The N.P.A.P. offers seven courses per semester. These Include: 
ptrst semester SecOnd Semester 
• Native Legal Issues • Native SellF~;overnment 
• Business Mathematics • Business Law 
• Business communleaUons • Introduction to Public speaking 
• Intro. to Accounting • Applied Accounting in a Native 
• PUbliC Administration and :Setting 
Intergovernmental Relations : Effective Supervision 
• Intro. to  computers Applied computers 
nNordperfest) (LOTUS 1-2-3, Bedford) 
• Intro. to Cdn. Business • community Management Skills 
All courses are college-level, and are very Intensive. In addition, 
students are expected to undertake a four-week work experience 
practlcum each semester. 
ENTRANCE REOUIREMENTS: 
The Kltsumkalum Native Public Admlnlstreti0n Programme is open to 
students of Native ancestr~ who: 
• are 19 years of age or older;, 
• nave completed grade 12 or equivalent, or meet  the Mature Student 
entry recluirements; 
• have at least a c average in Grade 12 English and Math; 
• have a personal Interview end academic assessment; 
• meet CEIC entrance requirements; 
have a career interest in business, finance, administration, 
management, commerce, or a related field; 
have a stable financial, soclal, and eCOltomic situation prior to 
entering the programme; 
• have no dlfflcultleslProblents with substance abuse. 
I f  you feel that you meet these requirements, and are Interested In the 
Native PUblic Administration Programme, Information and application 
packages can be obtained by contacting 
Laura Miller or Tom ~eegar  
at 
:>" .  ~/ . :~ .~ ,~ 635-6177 
o 
Expecting s ,+-.. 
Company 
Th is  • = 
Summer? 
Here's A Great Idea..i 
. '~vt t  " . ,  , , + . , . .~_~_ : / .  7_Z  - :-- . - - . , . .~ /  • .;~. ., 
, '  t., 
~, "~----~-,% 
~': .:. _ ~, --~ .,,v,..,~ '~ 
FUTON SOFA BEDS 
+FR 0 ...... M + =37 ........ 5 00 ,+++  
COMFORT 
o Sleep on the natural comfort of 100% cotton 
, The foam inserts increase the life of your futon by adding 
shape, seating comfort and loft 
AFFORDABILITY 
, Realize the variety of combinations available to you 
. Design your own look at your own price 
VERSATILITY 
, The designer fabric cover is removable and washable 
i ,  . The frames convert easily frprrj.~ ~a l~i~e.~l~ r.~,"~=~ 
• Futonfurmture is ready to assernme ana easy to move 
QUALITY 
. The futon frames are made fronl only the highest quality 
solid pine, oak or maple 
COUNTRYWIDE 
FURNITURE & APPLIANCES 
SINCE 1963 
Sofa Bed 
with spring filled 
mattress 
s599's [ 
CHARGE PLAN 
4501 Lakelse 
Terrace, BO 
63r:,. 1158 
Owned and Operated by 
Totem Furniture & Appliance Ltd, 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
--I 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 5 RM. 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADUNES: When a star holiday falls on a Saturday, 
Sunday or Monday, ~e deadline Is Thursdsy at 5 p,m, for all dlsplay and 
classified ads, 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 L.,e#.ELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1S8 
All classified and classified tsplay ads must be prepaid by either cash, Vlsa or Mastercard. 
When phoning in ads please have your Visa or Mastercard number ready. 
20 words (first insertion) $5.62 plus 13¢ for edditlom[ words, *(Additional insertions) $3.6B 
plus 10¢ for additional words. $12.00 for 3 weeks (not exceedlng 20 words, non.oommerdaJ). 
Prices Indude 7% G.S.T. Birthday and Anniversary $21.40 up to 3 col. Inch (additJonaJ Inches 
at $8.89 each). Classified Display $8.89 per inch (.635¢ per line). 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
I, Renl Estate 
2. Mobile Homes 
3. For Rent 
4. Wanted to Rent 
6. For Sale Mist. 
6. Warded Misc. 
7. For Rent Misc. 
8 Cats for Sa]e 
9. Trucks for Sale 
10. AJrcr~ft 
11. Recreatlonal 
Vehicles 
12. Motorcycles 
13. Snowmobiles 
14. Boats & Marine 
15. Machinery 
16. Farm Produce 
17. Garage Sales 
18. Business Services 
19. Lost & Found 
20. Pets & Livestock 
21. Help Wanted 
22. Oateem 
23. Work Wanted 
24. Notices 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
28. Pemona]s 
27, Announcements 
28. Card of'thanks 
29. In Memodam 
30. Obitu~ee 
31. Auction S~Jes 
32. Legal Notices 
33. Trsvel 
The Tertece Standard reten~ez the right to 
dall]fy Id l  under appropriate headings and to 
eat rate= therefore and to detarmlne page 
looeeort 
The Terrlce Standard remind,, adverttcera 
thatb re ega nat the provincial Human Rtght= Act 
to dlicdminate on the basle of children, marts 
itatt~ and emp oyment when placing "For Rent" 
ad~ Landlords c~n I t l te  • no-amokng 
preference. 
The "retrace Standard reserves the rlght to 
revlse, edit, da=aity or ralact any advertlement 
end to tee,In any answers directed to the New= 
Box Reply Service, and to repay the customer 
the 8urn psId lot the 8dvertleernont and box 
tenlaL Box repllem on "Hold" Instructions ot picked 
up Within 10 dayl of expiry of en advedlement 
win be destroyed unleic maglng Imt~udkinl are 
recelved. Thoce mwerlng Box Numbers are 
mquelted not to lend origin 'd document= o
aveld IoN. 
All daln~ or at,ore In edvartfRrnent= must be 
reodved by the pubiC, he, within 30 day= -tier the 
~zt pub!reaSon. 
II le mg,eed by the edveRleer ,equeetlng 
el~¢e that the Itablilty or the Terrace Standard In 
the avent or lagute to pubilah en adve~aement 
as pub ched eheH be I[m]ted to the emount pa;d 
by the Idveltleer for only o r~. Incorrect Insertlo. n
for the po~on or the advemmng cpace occupea 
by the Incorrect ot omitted Item only, and that 
the e Ihell be no Ilablllty in any event grente, 
It'~an the amount pald for such aoverti ng. 
1. REAL ESTATE 
iii 
1. REAL ESTATE 
CLASSIFIED -ADVERTISING WORKS! 
You're reading this aren't you? 638- 
77SAVE, thl 
ADAMS LAKE STORE LOCATED Af 
Adams Lake, B.C. 1/2 hour from Salmon 
Arm - 45 rain. from Kamloops, 10 min. 
from Shuewap Lakes. Fully renovated 
with very attractive living quarters. Show- 
ing excellent return in an area cf growth 
and terrific limate. Start the New Year on 
apositive note. Phone 1.679-8904. tfn37 
REDUCED 6 BEDROOM, 2 BATH'- 
ROOM, Ranch style, house in Thomhill 
w/garage, natural gas heat, fire place in 
Mng room, full finished basement, has 
large rec room with pool table.(optional) 
all situated on a ~e lot with fruit trees 
includes fridge and stove $120,000,or will 
consider partial trade for mobile home. 
638.8348 6p9 
FOR SALE: Three bedroom home. 1,05u 
i l l  
2 STOREY DUPLEX. 3 Bedrooms, 11/2 sq. ft. in Granisle; asking $; 
includes ffidge, stove and built i 
baths, 1150 sq, ft. units, n/g 5 appliances, washer, call 697.2745 
landscaped, 2 years old $149,500, 635. 
9008 after 5nm 3p14 HOUSE FOR SALE in Houston, 1 
r ' - - "  "- e in ft, finished garage, shop and car[: 
3fRED B M :: ~,1,~r=aCr " ' . . . . . . . . .  
inornnnl, q ~ -  ~:,lgltlgliUlilllll;llp_ - ,': "--. . . . . . . .  . ........ ,. . . .  a J~ ,~ j~!  .~,,.,~_,. . . . . . .  . ..... earkin , $90,000,.call 845 3420 
newwnyt stome,~l~*4,worK, snop wnn - g 
cement floor, Information 635.7495 3p14 14o ACRES Riverfront with yea 
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE 1500 sq. ft. 
taitily and spare rooms, In basement, 
wood/ele~io forced air heaL 6 1/2 acres. 
large deck, carport $76,500. South 
Hazelton 842.6675 4p13 
BY OWNER 1400 sq. It. 3 bedroom 1 1/2 
bathroom, modular home on 1/2 ac~e fully 
landscaped lot, outbuildings. Include 
20x24 garage. 10x12 storage building, no 
vendors please 69,900 to view phone 
635.2753 and leave message, tfn 
FOR SALE LARGE Fully se~tced lot, 
75'x122' in good area, Top soil placed, 
will consider framing house 635- 
7556 3p14 
2 ACRE LOT, ~ck Pine Flats, well 
treads, 635.2274 13p14 
BEAUTIFUL LOG HOME; 3000 square 
feet, 117 acree, 3/4 mile lakeshore, zoned 
subdivision $2.50,000,694-3317 4p14 
APPROX 1/3 Acre, bottom Lanfear hill 
$35,000 firm, 638.2091 or 1.874- 
87O9 3p14 
creek 831-9900 leave message. 
NEW USTING: House for sale in I 
1139 sq. ft; 4 bedroom; gar_  
appliances included, finished basement; 
good location, easy access to school call 
845-2079. 
NEWLY RENOVATED, 5 Bedroom housel 
shop and fruit trees, n/g heat and water, 
4511 Graham, call 635-5745. 
2 BEDROOM HOME ON 1/2 acre in' 
Thornhill, 4 appliances, n/g wood heat, 
new vinyl siding "16x24 wed( shops with 
cement floor, information 635-7495. 
12 WIDE MOBILE Home, dean, goed 
condition, reasonably pdced, 6354705. 
INVESTMENT, COMMERCIAL 
& INDUSTRIAL 
FOR SALE 
Neat downtown core-, 11 un~ 3 storey 
walk-up ep~trnent building • excellent 
return on Investment extensive 
renovation and upgrading. Only $279,000 
ALS 
Thornhill • 3600 ~. ft. warehouse on .6 
acres • dock level end 14' clear height, 
Excellent truck/repair shop. $99,000 MLS 
Downtown ¢ommeml¢ building - 6000 SOl. 
ft. (3000 ma~n - 3000 2rid) Pdme Io¢¢lon. 
Re;~dy for renev~n9, Pdced to sell, Only 
$119,000 MLS 
U/D Duplex near courthouse/ 
govemrmnt offtces. $1100 per month 
revenue. F.xter~lve upgnsdlng completed. 
Only $89,900 MLS 
Thomhill - 2 large apmtrnents above maln 
floor cornmerdaJ on approx. 1/2 acre. 
Excellent revenue oppodunity. $119,900 
MLS 
FOR LEASE 
Across from 6keer= Mail • 2 Bays approx. 
1500 sq. fl. Rrdsh to suit. Available 
Immedi~ely, $12.00 p.e.f. 
Remtxm'~ • downtown - ready to go~ Rent 
negotiable. NI equipment eve.~ble with 
favorable terms. 
For further information call 
your Terrace I;C, & I. 
Specialist 
Steve Cook 
at 638-1400 ,days or 
638:0047 after hours. 
Re]Max o f  
Ter race  
Joyce  F ind lay  
638-1400 or  
635 .2697 
4413 MARONEY EXC $149,900 
New - owner must move, No OST, 1270 
sq. ft., 2 full bath=, great lot, bullt4n 
N~pllar~, full basement. 
2606 & 08 EVERGREEN EXC 
$165,000 
Tired of looking into your nel9hboum back 
yard? Tired of not enough space to park? 
Con~lder this double lot on no.~m street. 
House has petentll to rant out upper and 
lower floors. Also 2 bay shop with 220 
wldng. 
3604 EBY MLS REDUCEDIII 
$119r900 
Ownem leaving town, would like to aes 
offers. Agro~t house and loll 
3521 COTTONWOOD MLS 
REDUCEDlll $117,900 
A fresh coat of paint on the great family 
home, end It's ready to 9ol Only 12 yearn 
old, yen/10debt ~cl open with p~o doom 
to wrap ~round eck hem kitchen and 
1522,1 MOUNTAIN VISTA EXC 
$1~oo 
Pride of ownemhlp b reflected In all 
;~pe~ of the 3.5 yr dd home, Beautiful 
w!d dow~ 
i . i  
4916 GRAHAM MLS $6&900 
A fixer upper on i great lot (65 x 371) in = 
4403 BIRCH MLS $1e9,008 
34evel split - 2 dura deck deck~ to take 
advantage of the spectacular vlsw of 
: Few iskuld/~keer ~' River. Lergl~jreer 
1. REAL ESTATE 
| 
REDUCED 6 Bedroom, 2 bathroom, ranch 
style, house in Thomhiil w/garage, natural 
gas heat, fire place in living room, full 
finished basement, has large rec room 
with pool table (optional) all situated on a 
large lot with fruit trees includes fridge and 
stove 120,000 or will consider partial trade 
for mobile home. 
1300 SQ FT. 3 Bedroom house, large 
kitchen, natural gas heat & fireplace, 
sundeck; fruit bees; landscaped fully 
fenced back yard, close to schools quiet 
neighborhood. $85,900, 638.0089. 
2 ACRE IN GOSSAN Sub, with 3 bedroom 
house, quiet and private, asking $79,900 
635.7657. 
2 ACRE LOTS IN Jackpine flats off Old 
Lakelse Lake Road, asking $20,000, 
phone 635-5913. 
SPACIOUS HOME IN HORSESHOE, 
Carport, fruit trees, daylight basement, 2 
baths, 5 bedrooms, vaulted ceiling in living 
room $124,900, to view 63B-8421. 
3 BEDROOM 2700 sq. it. house on 8 1/2 
acres. 3 kms. from Smithers en Boyle Rd. 
":avity fed spring water, spectacular view. 
Monthly income from trailer pad. Reduced 
to $142,000, 847.4704. 
3. FOR RENT 
2 BEDROOM DUPLEX With fJI 
basement, fridge & stove included, 
situated in the downtown area. Ideally 
suited for a worklng couple. $600 per 
month, no pets, references required, for 
appointment to view phone 638.1522 
between 6 pm- 9 pro. 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featur- 
ing 1150.1300 sq. ft. plus basement, 2 
baths, private yard, carport and satellite 
W Houston. Phone 845-3161. 31~ 
ROOMS FOR RENT, includes furniture, 
hydro, gas, cable, washer/dryer, parking, 
about 10 minutes from town. Singles only 
$400/month, 635-5537, 2 references 
required, tfn 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT right down 
town, fridge/stove, security entrance, 
paved parking, on site management 635- 
7957 tfn 
2 BEDROOM Duplex, complete with 
fddge, stove, washer/dryer, wag to wall 
carpeting, dose to hospital, no pets, 635- 
3796 3p14 
ROOM-MATE WANTED Share 12x68' 
trailer, be over 30 and working, for more 
information call 638-8160. 
ROOM AND BOARD $275, utilities 
included, leave me~age at 635-7202. 
CABIN ON BABINE LAKE at 5 Mile. Water 
access, back mad access. Propane fights, 
frldge and stove. Comes most~ furnished, 
$27,500. Will also rent, 647.3555. 
RIVERFRONT PROPERTY' 3 bedroom 
homo on 1.01 aaes near Sr~thers. Great 
view. Small barn, Cedar playhouse. Must 
be seen to sp[~reoiate, 847.5799. 
4 BEDROOM HOUSE on 314 acre in 
South Hazelton with large shop. $80,000. 
842.5310.- 
320 BEAUTIFUL ACRES, ranch style 
home on pdvate lake. lawns, hay, 
pasture, mail at gate, school bus, outside 
heating, all buildings wired, 694-3693- 
WANTED TO 
BUY 
A Lakelse beach frontage 
property, with or without 
cabin. 
624-5151 
with panoramic view of the Skeena 
River and Sleeping Beauty 
Mountaln. $35,000 EXCL. Call 
John Evans NOW at Re/Max of 
Terrace 63B-1400 or e36.8882. 
I Near new executive home, 
Near sch0ols, Many excellent 
features, $189,900 EXCL. 
Call ,John Evans 638-1400 
2. Mobile Homes 
1970 AMBASSADCR Mobile home ask. 
ing $10,O00 635.4894 tfn 
12 WIDE MOBILE HOME, Clean, good 
condition, reasonably pdced, 8354705. 
1974 12x68, 3 Bedroom mobile home on 
pad in town. 6x10 addition n/g, 4 
appliances, $23,000 obo, call 638.8061, 
1978 14X10 MOBILE with large addition, 
Asking $35,C00.00. If Interested ~1 692. 
7622.- 
i i  
3. FOR RENT 
d FOR RENT: One room, student preferr 
computer avagable, 638-0514. 
ROOM ~D BOARD For working person~ 
call 638.8293. 
2 BEDROOM TRAILER, nfg heat, I~und~ 
room, Woodland heights railer court, call 
635-9415, 
ROOMS FOR RENT, indudes furniture, 
hydro, gas, cable, washer/dryer, parking, 
about 10 minutes from town. Singles only 
$400/month, 635.5537, 2 references re. 
quire& 
AVAILABLE SEPT. 1 Spadous one 
bedroom apmb'nent dose to downtown 
$475 per month & utilities. Has washer/. 
dryer hookup. On site management. Non- 
smokers. References required. Suitable 
for quiet professional couple. 635.3401. 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES 
featuring 1150-1300 sq. fL plus basement, 
2 baths, private yard, carport and satellite 
TV Houston. Phone 845-3161. 
1 BEDROOM APAR1"~ENT right 
downtown, fridge/stove, security entrance, 
paved parking, on site management 635. 
7957. 
2 BEDROOM BASEMENT suite: 
Fridge/stove. Horseshoe area. Non. 
smokers. No pets. $550/month. 635-6123 
ONE BEDROOM top floor of house 5 
appl., large sundeck, gas fireplace, 
suitable for prof. couple, in Horseshoe 
$650.O0/month, eat included, phone 638. 
1026 available Aug. lf33.. 
CENTRALLY LOCATED 3 Bedroom 
townhouse, w/w carpet, fridge, stove, 
fenced yard, 2 bedroom basement suite, 
fr d e stove :washer dryer :.636;,:i g , ,.. ,.; . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . .  .o....-., .~, 
1505 .::.:...::.. :.--~- - ~p16~ 
For Lease  
or Rent 
Large Warehouse Space 
good location, good zoning. 
Formerly Copper Mountain 
Electronics 
Also 
Office/Warehouse Space 
formerly• Nlsga'a School Board Ofll~ 
Good for Store front on Grleg 
Call 638-8398 
FOR LEASE 
OFFICE - RE'rAIL - CLINIC SPACE 
Central location, off street perking, 
1,400 sq. ft. ground floor 
AVAILABLE I 
IMMEDIATELY 
CALL: 
635-2252 (days) 
635-5531 (evenings) 
FOR 
HI=NI  
4818 Hwy. 16 West 
Service/Lt. 
Industrial 
Bays  
880 to 7200 sq. ft, 
Phone  635 .7459 
Progressive Ventures 
3, FOR RENT 
ii pl. 
Under  New 
Manaqement .  
Summit Square 
Apartments 
One/Two Bedroom 
Units 
Quiet & Clean 
Racquetball Courts 
Gymn~siurn 
Call Ray Warner 
635-5968 
2607 Pear St. 
I 
4. WANTED TO RENT 
WOULD UKE TO RENT A 2-3 bedroom 
house with shop for carpentry in or out of 
town references available, call 635-6277. 
N/S, N/D, Professional adults seeks to rent 
3 bedroom accommodation in Terrace, 
needed by Aug 26/93, caJi 638-8822 or 
(work) 635-6924. 
ROOM AND BOARD Needed for College 
student, Sept 93 - Mar 94, 638-1463 after 
6 p.m. i 
5. FOR SALE MISC. 
ii 
KIRBY DESCEND II VACUUM Qemer, 
has shampooer and supplies. Originally 
$2300, now $1000, Electrolux.power 
head, originally $800, now $500. Both 
new, moving must sell!! 638-1253. 
ONE 1926 "Howard" piano price $1,900 
good condition, phone 635.5205. 
RELOCATION SALE, Trucks, camperized 
van, used cars, auto parts, Chev Ford, 
ask-we may have, call 638-1977.- 
2 GIRLS BIKES, PORTABLE SeMng 
machine, short box canopy, studded 
winter tires 75x15, 2 wicker hanging 
lamps, 846-9751. 
CREAM AND BROWN Bed-chesterfield, 
$40..0 go!d coloured,swag lamp $10.00: 
TWIN STORAGE BED BOXwlth maltress 
$150.00. Swing set with slide' $50.00. 
double sinks with four sets and arbodte 
$150.00. 632.5325. 
FOR SALE-  SOUD BIRCH Ctdna 
Cabinet, new condition, $1200,00 635- 
2643.- 
BULKLEY VALLEY EARTHWORM 
Hatchery, Imported, domestic hybrid 
wigglers, soil improvement, breeding 
stock, baits, castings, composting, school 
projects, call Paul Coutier at 845.7783 
(Houston) or fax 845-7783. 
ASSORTED BAND EQUIPMENT for sale 
JBL speaker, TOA 16 channel board, 
1500 watt amp, lighting system and more! 
5. FOR SALE MISC. 
ii 
CASH & CARRY Cabinet Warehouse. 
Huge savings, warehouee pdcing cabi- 
nets by Kitchen Craft of Canada. 3566 
Maseey Dr. Pdnce George 561-2240; Fax 
561.2250, tfn 
DOUBLE BED, BOX SPRING, Mattrees 
and night table all in good condition, 
250.00 caJI 635.2753 and leave mes- 
sage. 
PRE-FABBED UTIUTY Sheds, garages, 
workshops, also trailer skirting joey 
shacke, snowrools, deck and fences, Did< 
Bakker 638-1768 evenings. 6c13 
FOR SALE NEW POTATOES, 25 cents a 
pound, beets 40 cents a pound, ,~'nles 
Meat MaNet, Dutch Valley 635-2774 3p14 
CANADIAN MADE PIANO For sale 
$1500, 635-9634 3p14 
ONE QUEEN SIZE Sealy posturpedic 
mattress and box spring, mint condition 
350 635-7465 3p14 
CEDAR SIDING 
OUR SPECIALTY 
• Rough 
rxe * Plain 
~ • Timbers 
lX8, lx8, lxlO • Beams 
H CHA, N," .Roun, 
Fence 
lxe, ix., posts 
.Other 
IX4, lxe fencing 
material 
Top-quality Tight Knot - 
Interior & Exterior 
, Cedar 
• Pine 2x4 or  
• Cottonwood x6 or  x8 
• Cedar & SPF 
Compare Our Prices 
DEPENDABLE 
LUMBER 
Box 7 
Hazelton, B.C. 842-5660 
6. WANTED MISC. 
WANTED: BOAT RACK To fit box of full 
size chev pick up truck. 638-1423. 
IF YOU ARE BUYING or selling chil. 
dren's furniture, check with the Product 
Safety Branch of consumer & Corporate 
Affairs Canada (604) 666.5003 to ensure 
it meets current Safety Standards. The 
sale of non compliant products not only 
could result in a tragic accident but also b 
a,'~olatioh ~of the Hazardous' Products :
• - . ""::-L n.:' 
USED AUTO PARTS Chev ford and oth'- 
ers, truck, vans you ask, w'e may have 
638.1977 6c12 
HAVE TRADERS FOR Mickey mouse, 
ronald McDonald burger k ing 
memorableia 846-9751, will also trade 
b~llie glass things for these. 4p14 
7. FOR RENT MISC. 
WAREHOUSE FOR RENT. W'dh retail 
shop, 635.1570 after 5:30 p.m. or leave 
message.- 
ROOM MATE WANTED TO Share 2 bed- 
room apartment female preferred. Leave 
message or call after 6pm, 635-71253p14 
635-5674 3p14 / 
ADVANCED ULTRALIGHT Aircraft I~ts, I Kermode Park Mini 
rans high performance aircraft, build your- ~ Storage | 
self from 75 hrs assembling time, contact 
u~traAeroLtd.695-6607 4p14 / 4310 Marsh Crescent i 
FULL SIZE GRIZZLY Bear rug with I I 
mounted head, asking $3500 to view 635-5350 
635-2151 3pl 4 ., 
WIND SURFER WIth sail, marts medium 
wetsuit and above ground carport storage 
unit, $750 obo, pool table, best offer 635- 
6717 3p14 
1/2 PRICE SALE NORMA May's collect- 
ibles, Telkwa 846-9751 July 15, to August 
31 clearing out my craft things, 
handpalnted xmas carc, old buttons 
etc. 4p14 
qATURAL GAS FURNACE Used only 2 
ears $700,635.7674 or 1.874-8709 3p14 
8. CARS FOR SALE 
i1 
1989 FIREBIRD, Never been winter 
driven. Low mileage, some warrant still 
left. Excellent condition, $14,000 T-Roof, 
call 638-1253, 
198B MERCURY TOPAZ Sport edition, 
power windows, power seat, arn~ 
cassette, 5 speed, e.r.c. $3,800, obo 638- 
1115. 
- :IR' VO0 ) $;A. 5S  
The Terrace Community 
Correctional Centre 
has moved and is now located at 3120 
Braun Street, Terrace, B.C. 
Firewood orders can be made by phoning 
638-3227. 
I 
1 BEDROOM CABIN, Fully furnished on 
Bobslen crescent, $400/rnonthty 150 
damage deposit, no pets, phone after 6pm 
635.7004. 
2 BEDROOM TRAILER MTH 2 bedroom 
addition on private IoL In Jackpine fiats. 
$600/month plus $300 security 635.5913. 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
CORNER OF KALU~I & ScoTr 
Close To Town And Schools 
Fridge, sieve, heat and hot water 
Included. Carpellng, ~Porage apace. 
References required. 
t Bedroom Apt, S4SO.O0 
2 Bedroom Apt 1=1150.00 
e Bedroom Apt, $e5o.oo 
No Pets. (When Available) 
PHONE OFFICE 635-5224 
j •  WEST RIDGE 
* - -  ,:,o. ESTATES II 
• -~: ' I: ~'--1~7=~, - ~,,'-~z." .~,,,:. l \ \~, - [  ~. Phasel 199a II 
,1~oo . . . .  -'4"l~l. s j~ . f I " -  I ~..~l "i -~/~' ~ ' .  ~'(~~  ~ ' New6 st In o..,t exc us"ve i s I i 
c..~_ L : , .  £, '.L .. :~.. , subdiv sion in Terrace now I |  
• Lt I : '  i ] :  ] :  ! ' J "  accepting offers to purchase | | 
. ! : l  .. - , .~- , ,  ' -~ . -~-  -;.,,-'~ , . . . . . . . .  X ~ \  View roe  coInletel 
,~: :i: .-:~ ~! i~ ~ serviced large city lots 
"~J~ I~ -- J't: ,~'~'~1 ~ F~::'~.~,~'l~. overlooking downtown l /  
- .~. .  . . . . . . . . .  :i- . . . . .  ,~'~ ~-:.~'.1, • . I i  I- .,~.....,,.:,.... For more information/I 
" I~ I ,H-'~ ; ~ ,~ ~,' '"~ ' :~ ,~," ,  /.'~ "~:'~ :'~ .... ' ~ " . 
4 6:38-0660or / I  
I 
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" FOI~ ' 8. CARS SALE 11. RECREATIONAL 
I I I  
1989 CHEVY CAVALIER, Mint condition VEHICLES 
nd system p/w, p/l, sunroof, 50,000 kin, 8' FRONTIER CAMPER, Very clean e.c. 
$10,000,call635-3456. well cared for, 3 way fridge, stove, 
1990 TOYOTA TERCEL, 4 speed, furnace, S1,900635.9069. 
Excellent condition, $70,000 km., $5900, PRICE REDUCEDI 1985 triple E class C 
638-1511.- - motorhome, 281t, rear bedroom, sleeps 6, 
two air conditioners, generator, low 
mileage. Ford Chassis, 460 motor, 847- 
940£ 
1989 PONTIAC SUNBIRD G.T. Turbo, 
silver, 5:spd,:tilt' ps/pb, 170 hp, excellent 
condition, 64,000 km, $9,800 firm, call 
Nella 692-4277 home; 692.2277 work. 
1981 TOYOTA TERCEL, Excellent 
running condition $1000, obo, 638-0352 
1981 OMEGA WITH 1984 motor, great on 
gas, good tires, winter plug, also shod box 
canopy, studded winter tires 75x15. 846. 
9751. 
1985 SUBARU 4 wheel drive station 
wagon, 9300 km. Good condition, great 
femi~ and wifiter car, $4750.00 OBO 635- 
9035- 
1987 DODGE SHADOW Turbo, b~ck, 4 
door, sunroof, 5 Speed, 63,000 km. Private 
635.2509. 
1992 GEO STORMGSI yellow 12,000 km. 
p/s, arn/fm cassette, auto waffan~y, 
$13,500. Phone 847.4626 (home) or 847- 
2929.- 
MUST SELL .1972 Chevy Vega. complete 
with Hooker Headers, Possi, 350, 3000 
stall, Tach, and much more. $2500 after 
5:00 p.m. 635.9009.- 
EXCELLENT BUYI 1968 Mustang 302 
rebuilt, four barrel holley-carb, dual 
exhaust. Lots of engine chrome. Must sell, 
$4200 or offers! Phone 695-6607.- 
1985 22 L PLYMOUTH VOYAGER, 7 
passenger mini bus, 168,000 kin: G.C. 
$5500. OBO. Must sell. Phone 635-2880 
or 635-3669. Ask for Dick.- 
1985 NISSAN SENIRA, 4 speed. G.C. 
But needs a new engine. 1988 Suzuki 
Quadrunner, 250 cc 2 wheel drive 
$2100.00 or trade for older truck 635-4311 
after 5:30 p.m.- 
1985 GL Subaru Sedan, 4 door auto. Low 
mileage. Asking $5500.00 Call 635-6205. 
1987 HONDA PRELUDE SI, Air 
conditioning, stereo sunroof, power 
steering, 5 speed, clean, must sell, 
$6400.00, call BliI at 635-3323- 
1991 TOYOTA TERCEL S model 4 speed, 
34,000 km, $7,950, call Saturday or 
Sunday before 6pm only, 638-1536. 
FOR SALE 1981 Chev Caprice classic, 
a/c, p/w, p/s, pro, in very good condition 
phone 638.6692 leave message. 6pll 
1988 IROC Z'camaro. Excellent condi- 
tion, no' rust, $7,900 635-6945 3p14 
1985 CHEV CELEBRITYStation•.wagon 
60,q~..,.,l~p .,ye~ good conditJon:~,~:op, 
6~S,,~6~3 . . . . . . . . . .  ~p!.4~ 
1990:MUSTANG GT,.Red, loaded, 
30,000 kms, exceitent condition, as~ng 
$i4,900, 1986 Volkswagen Sdffo¢co, 
very good shape,asking $6000, call 635- 
1367 3p14 
1989 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN auto 
air cruise, power window and locks and 
lots of other extras $13,000 638- 
0818 3p14 
1985 FORD ESCORT 5 speed manual 
trans, good condition, $2000 obo, 638- 
0818 3/)14 
1979 VOLKSWAGON CONVERTABLE, 
Excellent condition, collectors item, 
$10,000 638.0694, serious inquiries 
only. 3p14 
1968 MUSTANG, Excellent condition one 
owner, sedous enquires only, call 635. 
5490 8p14 
1987 NISSAN MULTI. (small minl-van), 
excellent condition, 47,000 miles, .asking 
$5695, call 638-0109 3p14 
I 
9. TRUCKSFOR SALE 
I 
FOR SALE. 22FT Du'ckworth, 351 Ford, 
• freshwater cooled, 3.stage Hamilton jet, 
VHF radio, compass, Bennett drn tabs, 
pump protector, reverse splash guard, 
• heater, 370 actual hours, galvanized trallar 
$18,000, phone I, Qtirnat 632-2151 ask for 
Paul or Rene. 
1991 CHEVY S-10, 29,000 km, $8,400, 5 
speed, 2 wheel drive, canopy, radio/tape 
deck, 638-1536. 
1995 G.M.C. 1/2 TON 2 W.D. p/u 305 
a~0, ps, pb, am/fro ross, limited slip diff, 
tilt steering 124,000 kms, odginal owner, 
3,500 obo, call 695-8434. 
76 CHEV PICKUP. In good running 
condition $700,635.9069. 
1966 BRONCO, 3 speed, 6 cyl, mostly 
original, restorable, a few dents, runs 
good, Comes with 4 extra tires, $1,500 
firm, carl 587.9846 after 6 pm 4p13 
1989 CHEV SUBURBAN 4x4 tow 
peckage, re=' heat, p.s.p.b., p.w., p.d.I. 
auto,., 0/d, ::barn doors, captain seats, 
$12,400,638.6413 
1986 DODGE 4X4 PICKUP, VG, auto: 
New tl~:~, muffler and battery. Very dean 
and well maintained, $6,200,638-0171.- 
1989 FORD RANGER, &Cab auto, 2.9 li- 
tre 6 cyl, excellent condition, phone 635- 
~14;  
1986 VVV WESTFAUA Camper, automatic 
full service history avagable, many extras; 
excellent condition $14,500, phone 635- 
7842 (evenings) 
1981-BLUEBIRD 66 Passenger bus on 
prupane, all new rubber, excellent 
Condition $7,500, 635-7250 or 635.7823. 
1977 ROAD RANGER 23' Travel trailer, 
air, awning, antenna, $7,500 obo, call 638. 
1511. 
1989 DONAIR Tent Trailer- sleeps 6, has 
3 way fridge, stove & furnace. Excellent 
condition $4500.00 OBO, 627-7955.- 
1978 WINNEBAGO BRAVE 27' Class A 
50,000 miles, dodge 440 cu. in engine, 
sleeps 6. Air condition. Onan genera]or, 
$15,000. Private 635.2509. 
9.6' BIGFOOT CAMPER Deluxe. c/w hot 
water, shower, oven, range, hydraulic 
jacks, awning and more, phone 695-6334 
$9500.00 OBO, Bums Lake. NO GST.- 
1989 LYNX PROWLER 5th wheel, 18.5 
ft. 4 burner stove, oven, shower, queen 
size bed. Uke new asking $10,000 642- 
5246 evenings. 4p14 
FOR SALE 1992 Corsair filth wheel 25.5 
ft. brand new condition, $25,000 632- 
4253 after 5pro 3p14 
BI  I 
12. MOTORCYCLES 
I 
1986 HARLEY DAVIDSON Low rider 
FXRs. On~] has 13,600 k~, serious 
inquiries onty, call after 6pm 635.7651. 
1979 HONDA CB 750 K, Good condition, 
very dependable, front fairing & tank bag 
included, $1500 obo, call Unda 635-6290 
FOR SALE- 1988 Honda Hawk G7647 
Model, immaculate condition, 1157 kin. 
Asking $3500.00. Call 638-8411.. 
SUZUKI 650 Temptation Street Bike 
$1200, 842-5310, 
14. BOATS & MARINE 
I - -  i 
12FT RAFT ELECTRIC Motor and baltew, 
costs $650 sale for $350. View at 
~mbedand Trailer, Sp. C-T-2. Uke new, 
used only oncel 
23 FT BAY UNER With trailer, command 
bddge, 350 engine with engine alarm. 280 
I~g, one..sparQ,.leg .with housin~];::'fullyi 
equipped. :.Ns0 "a" f2"ft "a]uminiJM" boat, 
used for tours, $1200, call 635.5302: 
14. BOATS & MARINE '" 
1ST JET' BOKT, ,Nmar Jet line, 3 stage, 
Hemllto, let, 351 engine, 10 hours on 
reguilt remove~le cabin, 20 horse 
power, kicker, dual axle, 80 gallon, fuel 
tanker, $24,500 632.7310 6p12 
1981 22FT Champion, c/b, rebuilt rnerc, 
485 I.B., obo fully camperized cabin with 
bus heater. 2 d/s, vhf, stereo, d/rigs, 
tenders, bligepump% etu. Galvanized elz 
loader tandem trailer, immaculate 
$20,000, call 635-5371. 
FOR PARTS: A 1969 Evinrude 85 hp 
motor without leg, engine running, cell 
845.2890 (workdays) 41)13 
~968 30' CHRIS CRY,  gm diesel, all 
he ex~a% head elecldcs, 9' dingy, 2 eta. 
tim stesdng stove, bbq, lots of sta]nleas 
down riggers $21,000 obo, 847- 
4312 41)13 
f978 16' GULFSTRE/~n 165 hp met, 
some water ddlng equipment, hull In 
excellent shape, with t'ailer $6000 847- 
4312 4p13 
1980 26' REINELL On t'ailer, twin 470 
" marc cruisers, rebuilt engines and leg, 
new canvas top, VHS CB Loran depth 
sounder, sea sport, fish finder, $25,000 
obo, 842.6281 eves. 4p13 
1980 HONDO Hull 19 ft, freshened [.S ~' 
high performance, 454 Jet ddvs' 75 mph, 
oh/tandem ~eller, 10,000 firm, 1-695. 
6653 evenings. 4p13 
26' CAMPION Inboard, outboard, cabin 
cruiser, e/c new engine, leg, many exb'es, 
for Inquiries and viewing 627.1213 days 
or 624.3952 3p14 
1976 .. 2# FT, FIBREFORM boat, loaded 
end ready to go; will consider 18 ft, to 22 
ft, tandem ~avel ~eller on ~'ade $14,000, 
call 645.3299 between 6-9 pro. 4p15 
Box 22, 
IMPROVING Terrace, B,C. Major Credit Cards 
YOUR V8G 4A2 Accepted 
ODDS 
AGAINST Majode Park Your donation is 
tax deductible 
CANADA'S 638-1167 
,.I/1 KILLER 
~~ L:~ rY0ur in Memoriam gift 16 a lasting tribute. Please send your 
~:: donation to th6 address above, along with th6 name and 
! ! addressed the name and address of the next-of-k!n,for an 
,',,admowledgementcard, '. : :~ ,  
15. MACHINERY 
ALL STEEL SAWMILL Has hydraulic 
carriage, 52" blade, and 454 chev power 
plant. Also backhoe attachment for John 
Deem 450. Ca11638-035!. 
HOT AUBUST DEALS. 10 Backhoes 
$10,000 and up, water trucks, dump 
trucks, end-dun~ps, belly dumps, loaders, 
excavators, low beds, bob cats, tilt b'ailers, 
crew cabs, mechanics trucks, work vans, 
gen sets, phone 493-6791 
WANTED SMALL CRAWLER Tractor 
Caterpillar, John Oeere, etc. 632-6510 
leave message.- 
450 TIMBER JACK Slddder, a-1 shape, 
two new tres, o~er two tires a~e 50 60% 
new batteries, spare chokers, parts and 
litters one set of chain% $11,500 plus 
GST, call 846-5600 @13 
1981 INTERNATIONAL 5 ton ~uck, 20 
box, 5.speed, 2 axle, averythlng works, 
good o0ndlti~, 344 ou. In, indusldat 
motor ~000, 846-5983 if no answer 
leave message. 4p13 
50 HP Tractor wl~) front end loader, 3-pt 
hitch, chalne 6' rotoililer, good shape, 
$6500847-4312 @13 
~RVICE TRUCK: Ford dl~el, welder; 
compressor, radio, etc. call 635. 
7447 4c13 
SQUARE BAILERS 330 New Holland, 
3364 John Deers 831-9900 leave mes. 
sage. 3p14 
J.D. 350 CRAWLER With blade and 
wind;, $12,500 J.D. 450 crawler loader 
c~v 1 5/8 yard bucket, $15,500 both In 
excellent cencUtion low houre 695-6562 
Bume Lake. @14 
i i i i  i 
15. MACHINERY 
D6-9V CAT NEEDS Soma work, can be 
llxed on my properly, come see end 
make me an offer, 694.3456 4p14 
95 HP 3 PRASE 6ORMAN Rupp Sub. 
merslble water pump c/W conb'd pane{ 
and 100 ft cable, euitsble for Irrlgatlon or 
pond dewatedng, newvalue $25,000 ask. 
ing $6000 obo, also honda portable hr. 
esty pump c/W 100 It, new hose $450 
695-6562 @14 
CLARK FORKLIFT For ~le, propane 
operaled, needs eo~e work, also pallet 
jack, 635.1570 after 5:30 pro. 3p15 
16. FARM PRODUCE 
HAY FOR SALE; Square bales; 45 to 55 
pounds; sold by the bale or ton, call 845- 
7867. 
HAY FOR SALE New crop. Brorne- 
Alfalfa, Timothy, Alslke-Rome, Clover- 
Timo~y, Cummins Ranch, Hwy 16 Wm~ 
South Haze~lon, Dellvary Available, 842- 
5316 9p9 
I ~LL HAVE SQUARE Bales ~om the 
field for sale, order now, later I can 
deliver 694-,3456 4p14 
i i  
17. GARAGE SALES 
THE TERRACE VIEW LODGE IS Holding 
a garage sale on Saturday August 7, 1993 
from 9:0O am - 1:00 pm, rain or shine, at 
the Terrace View Lodge, patio area 4103 
North Sparks Street in Tenace, all 
proceeds direded to tha Terracevlew 
Lodge Bus Fund, for more information 
contact 638-0223, ext 21. Donattons 
welcome. 
LOOKING TO MAYJE ROOM In your 
garage? Advertise your g~age sale In the 
Classifieds 638-SAVE tfn 
i I • 
18. BUSINESS SERVICES 
REBUILT AUTOMATIC TRANSIVlIS:" 
SlONS & parts. We rebuild standmd 
transmlsdons, b'anefer cases and rear 
ends. Bel-elr Autemofive Auto Parts and 
Service. Ph. 846-5101, Telkwa 13.(3. 161fn 
TERRA BOBCAT Services . backhoe, 
levelling, sweeper, angte broom, earth 
auger, back filling, (residential) commer- 
cial, 638.8638, mobile 638-3808 12p5 
PILOT CAR, Fully licensed, insured, 
bonded, available one hour notice. Expe- 
rienced ddvers call 638.8398 lctfn 
LOST: 3 HEART FRAME Daniel/Hill wed- 
ding In Prince Rupert on July 10, for Infor- 
mation or mistakenly taken call 635-7819 
or 624-6767 $50 reward 2p15 
JULY  31 - AUG.  9 
CALL  AVON NOWl  
Your own cosmetics & Fashion 
Business with the hours & profits 
you want .... 
It can be youm. Call Todayl 
Call: Sherril1635-2131 
Coastal glounta|n 
Flight Centre 
*Aircraft Charter 
* Flight Seeing Trips 
* recreational and career training 
Start anytime and finish at 
your own pace 
* four seat aircraft for rent 
Ph: 635-1 355 
i 
and Renovations -'11 
30 Yeas Experience ]l 
Terrace, BC ~ 
635-3937 
i .  "1 PAINTING 
Fast- Cheap- Fast " 
Residential- Commercial 
Kevln Turner. 849-5888 
ATTENTION.  
l BAND STUDENTS J 
EXCELLENT SALES 
& RENTAL RATES ON 
BAND INSTRUMENTS 
~ll To, Fr. 1-800- 667-7888 
i!"!l!!l!!~!!!l'ff~:!ml~qPql 
   KID'S 
CASTLE 
(LICENCED) '.t.b.~,~ 
PRESCHOOl. & DAYCARE 
For children 2'½ to 5 
638-8890 
10. LOST & FOUND 
$200 REWARD FOR THE Return or 
information leading to the return of small 
golden cocker spaniel that went missing 
on Spa,ks and Kaium, night of July 14, 
1993, answer to Molly, 635-2328. 
FOUND A SET OF KEYS mostly GM k(~ys 
found between PetreCan & Clark Sh'eet in 
Thomhlil. Ph. 635-4165.- 
ili:, iN i   iiil i ili;[iiiiiiii l ! liiii 
Full Bookkeeping Services 
Financial Services 
, b ~ ~ ~ ,  ,:.,,, iFederal.:&.,P;,rovincial ..... ,.~. '.-, , . . : :~~,ggB,~ ' ' ~. -... ,., ,~ . . . . .  ~-.4~:~,' .~: '~c4.d~,~'v.,, ;,; ',. ', ,',.,-~... 
t . . . . . . . . . . .  T~ ~161urns 
Jan Lok, CMA 635-7795 
COZY CORNER 
FIREPLACE 
SPECIALTIES LTD. 
R4al & Barb LaFrance 
3756 giv~Ir D. "~,ye. '. 
Terrace,,B;C., VSG 3N9 
(604) 635-6477 
I flOURS 
Tues. to Sat. 
2pm -9pm 
Kermode i  
~ Brewing  Co.  
4450A Craig Ave. 
W Terrace, BC 
635-5757 
Now Everyone Can Brew 
Commercial Quality Beer & 
Wine For 1/2 The Cost DRIFTWOOD VENTURES 
SCOTT S, SCHIELKE j ~ ' ~ .  
• " ~ , : J J . , '~m~. . ,  J ' q _ ~ /  
3354 River Drive 
- . ~  Terrace, B.C, VSG 3P1 
;. ~t [ .~:  Phone/Fax (604) 636-8~.73 mm~.  
" : .~  1-800-663-1288 , ~  
CAM-TOWN CONTRA¢i'ING 
GENERAL CONTRACTOR 
~~' ;~"""" "~-  CALL BOB FORAN ESTIMATE 
Phone 638-1011 
• ~ ~  Fax 635-5810 
~ ~  . . . .  30 Years Experience 
Construction and Inspection 
30 Years Experience - Construction & Inspection 
. Hous~ :oiNng 
, Fully Insured 
HELPING HANDS 
HOME CARE 
• Handyman Services 
• Bonded 
Phone 638-8677 
Mobile 638-5844 
• Renovations • Home Repairs 
• Sundecks • Finishing Carpentry 
Construction 
Quafity Workmanship at Reasonable Rates 
Phone 
GEORGE PAULITSCHKE 635-9063 
HANDY GUYS 
~;,,~q No J'ob Too Big or SmaN Do,~, ~ ~r 
~¢~,~,w Handy Guys Does It All ~: I  ape 
Call 638-1282 Seniors Rates 
Bornite Mountain 
Enterprises 
'ResidentJalCarpentry Contracting' ! ~ ~  
Let Us Bui ld Your 
Summer  Project 
Henry A. Doherty 
i (604) 635-7119 
• Hunt ing • F ish ing  • Camping  Supp l ies  
Skeena Mall 635-1175 
Stuff 'n" Such CRAFT SUPPLIES 
461I Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 153 
(604) 635-4324 Suzanne Turner, owner 
TATTOO STUDIO % All Styles of-Tattoos - Black Art - Traditional - Tribal Art - Oriental - Custom Designs- Health Inspected 4650C LAKELSE AVE. 
TERRACE, B.C. 
PHONE 638-0852 
I~age B10-  The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, August 4, 1993 
CALL 
638-SAVE 
T ION AD .. 
V' BUY V' SELL V' RENT I /TRADE 
18. BUSINESS SERVICES 
i 
DRYTOP 
GUTTERS 
Specializing in 5" continuous 
steel nr aluminum gutters. 
Installation, repairs & 
cleaning. 
SERVING TERRACE 
& KmMAT 
Roofing and Siding 
Installation and Repairs 
Call Steve 638.0838 
19. LOST & FOUND 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a 
Lost and Found Classllled. Phone 638. 
SAVE Fdday 5pro. 
FOUND NEAR Paquet~e ave, one girls 
bicycle, claim by describing 638. 
7238 2t)15 
BEST: BLACK Wallet In vadnity of g r~ 
area around arena, reward offered for 
return, 635-9359 2p15 
LOST LADLES GOLD RING, Sentimanh] 
value, lost In Skenna Mall or vadnlty 632- 
6695 2p15 
LOST UTILE GIRLS Gold necklace will, 
2 charms, 638.1388 after 3pm 21)15 
i i i  
20. PETS & LIVESTOCK 
AppAL"---OOSNARAB 10 yr, gelding 15,3hh 
x.pony dub. Very loving, to good home, 
phone 846-5300 evenings. 
DOG AND CAT Grooming, Lisa 635-5764 
FOR SALE CKC Registerable Sable or b- 
lack and tan German Shepherd pups, 
$300-$600. Sedous inquiries only. Please 
phone 635.2363 Fax 635.7007. 
DOG AND CAT Groomlng, all breeds, 
home or pick Up and delivery, call Usa at 
635-5764 6o12 
WELL TRAINED Q.H, Gelding 12 yams', 
4 year old mare started under saddle, 4 
year dd appaloosa mare, very pretty, 
847.8968 or see Linda st the fair- 
grounds 4p14 
198612 FT, HORSE Trailer, good condl- 
lion, ~00O call, 845-3305 (Houston) 4p15 
FOR SALE: 2 1/2 year old dairy cow, 
good disposition and health, produce~:2 
'"g~lon safoea'delecblc homepastourlssr 
phone 638-1492 3p15 
MINATURE SCHNAUZERS For sale c~Jl 
Jacqu1692.33b0, .: 4p15 
21. HELP WANTED 
I 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds 
advertisers that the human dghta cede In 
Bdt~sh Columbia bblde publication of 
any advertisement In connection with 
employment which dlscdmlatos against 
any person because of odgln, or requl!es 
a job applicant to furnish any mmrmaton 
concerning race, religion, colour, ancse- 
W, place of edgln,or political belief. 
Renders: In ads where 'male' Is referred 
to, please re a, d also as /amBle' and 
whore 'female S used, read also as 
~na]e'. ~ :., : :  
WOOLWORTHS ACCEPTS APPLICA- 
"lIONS for employment every Wednesday 
for an application & lnte~ew please 
apply to Persona] Office ctfn 
21. HELP WANTED 
i i i  
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANTS For 
Discovery Toys needed in your area, edu- 
cati0nai toys, books and games, caJl Jan 
in Sml~ers for further details, 847. 
2949 4p13 
STAY HAT HOME MOMS want to have 
fun, earn extra money and earn free edu- 
catianal toys, books and games,home 
damonsb'ations or catalogs phone orders, 
discovery toys wants you, low start up 
cost, call Jan 847.2949 (Smlthers) 4p13 
BACKHOE, GRADER, CAT Operators 
wanted, must be experienced, reply to 
Box 58, 4647 Lazelle Ave, Terrace B.C, 
V8G 188 6p15 
D.8K OPERATOR Required Immediately, 
must, must be experienced In road build- 
Ing, 635-2340 3p15 
REQUIRE RELIABLE Sabyslttor starting 
~ptember, references r~lulred, 638- 
0552 3p15 
FLOWERS ALA-CAHTE Require part-" 
time possibly full time flodst, willing to 
b'aln, should have some artiMlc ability, 
apply to Flowers Ale.Carte In the ~keena 
Mall, 21)15 
BABYSITTER NEEDED For 2 children (1 
toddler, 1 school age) near Uplands 
school, 638-0717 31)15_ 
23. WORK WANTED 
i i i  
FOR HIRE: DEUMBER, Call 997-4422. 
GRANDMOTHER WILL BABYSIT In her 
home. Copper Mountain School area. 
Mon-Fri, Ages 2yrsto older, 635.5318. 
DRILLER/BLASTER Avm'lable, electdcal 
ticket 22.12 years coastal expedence, Will 
travel, phone 624-6483 or fax 624-6394 
anytime. ~
NEED ODD JOSS DONE Around you~ 
home will paint, wash windows, fencing, 
lawn and garden care, you want it done? 
Give us a call 635-3790. 
CARPENTER WITH Tr - -a~5 yrs 
experience, will do cerpenW phone 638- 
0136 31)14 
WILL DO RENOVATIONS and housing 
framing 635.7556 31)14 
ARE YOU SEEKING SOMEONE Reliable 
to provide quality housecleaning? Call 
Kata]yna 638-8904 3p14 
MOTHER OF 2 (1 1/2 and 3)in 1he 
Horseshoe area, requires perma- 
nent/part-time house babysitter with own 
vehicle, salary negotiable, contact 635. 
6717 31)14 
I Journeyman Carpente~- - I  
i W~i do finishing, renovalbns, Indall cabinets, I:
I ~ ,~,~,  ~o~u~,~ I, 
I Preflnlshed Hardwood Flooring.. I ~ 
I Malple, bkch, ash, oak Availabis In natural and/  
I radius =bum. (No taxiing mqulmo') Size ~,'x i 
| 2w'orsUr I 
I CALL 635-6277 (leave a message) I 
23. WORK WANTED 
i 
REPLYING TO A FILE NUMBER? Please 
I~e sure you have the correct box number 
as given in the ad, Address to: File , The 
Terrace 5'tandard, 4647 Lazelle, Ave,, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S8. Please do not 
Include bulk goods or money to Box 
replies. 
WORK WANTED - I will work for any Tar'- 
race and area business. I am a tireless 
~es representative. I work 7 days a 
week; days and evenings. I will present 
your sales or service message to 18000 
potential customers every week. My past 
history proves I spent an average of 3 1/2 
days with each consumer in your market. 
I am The Terrace Standard, Call me, I will 
work for you. Standard Advertising 638. 
7283. 1/n 
GOING ON VACATION Need a break? 
Let us help water your garden, walk the 
dog, feed the cat, cut the grass, depend- 
able experienced child sitters Bob and 
Maxine 638-8648 3p15 
24. NOTICES 
PRO-LIFE EDUCATION available to gen- 
eral public; videos, pamphlets, lending 
library, dealing with human life Issues 
such as abortion and euthanasia. Student 
enquldes welcome. Call 635-3646. 5ffn 
BORED? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURI=', 
exdtament, perhaps a 1]'epical Island? 
Call Elan Travel at 635.8181 and catch 
• e apldti 5tfn 
CORRECTION 
In this week's 'Back to Class' flyer the 
'Spodking' Sleeping Bag featured on 
Page 5 is unavailable, however it io being 
replaced by the *Hiker' Sleeping Bag. sell- 
ing for $19.97. 
The Mini Blinds acid on Page 1 are also 
available in rose colour and the 72x84" 
measurement in the mini blind chad refers 
to the Patio Door Blind, not a mini blind. 
We apologize for any ]ncenvenlence this 
may, have caused. 
Kmart Canada Umlted 
If you're reliable, then we have an 
excel!ent opportunity to make 
addltmnal raceme in your spare 
t, me. 
If you or someone you know is 
interested, then 
TODAY! 
BACK UP CARRIERS 
NEEDED: 
V' 170 - Cedar Ores. Peddnl, 
Johnstone, Birch Hill 
v' 4000 - 4600 Oueensway 
Area 
V' Kltsumkalum Reserve 
v'Copper River Estates 
give us a call 
v"  Ko foed ,  Wren ,  
De Jard lns  a rea .  
BACK UP 
CARRIERS ARE 
NEEDED FOR ALL 
OF THE UPLANDS 
AND THORNHILL 
AREAS. 
Terrace Standard 
638-7283 
BCYCNA 
BRIT ISH 
COLUMSlA  
ANDYUKON 
COMMUNITY  
NEWSPAPERS 
Th~se ads appear in more than 100 community newspapers In B.C. and Yukon 
and reach more than 3 million readers. 
DEPENDABLE,: EXPERIENCED Handy: A~SOC~A'nON 
man available for small Jobs, painting, - a 
drywall, spraying, renovations, reason- AUCTION 
ablerate~ ssnl0rd'~zenaapedalrateca]l GUN AUCTION featuring, 
Donovan 635-3442 : 3P!~4~~.~ i ~ Tom.i;B~.n.g~[~::,iQ;~t~!~.~ 
. . . . . . . .  • . . . . . .  *Y - (  • "~ ' ;Y~.7  
: /  Wi~st Inn; Red  D~}~;~ ~ Aft.;, 
Plctoral catalogue $20. 
Phone (403)347-7301, Fax 
347-7633, Bud Haynes Auc- 
tioneers, 
AUTO 
[XZXXXXXZXXXX:ZXXXZXX] 
Looking for 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Support 
Program can help you make 
the right choice for your child. 
For information on choosing 
Care and availableoptions ~ call 
Coco at'638-1113. 
A free service provided by the Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre and funded 
by the MinisW of Women's Equality. 
[x.zzZXX .X..z.XX .. _XXXZZx: 
The Kitsumkalum 
 tive Public 
ministration 
Programme 
would like to thank the following businesses and 
organizations for taking student practi,cum placements 
-First Nations womens 
Group (Prince Rupertl 
-the Kitsumkalum Band 
• NOrthern Native 
Broadcasting 
.Smlthers Friendship 
from our programme: 
• the Skeena Health Unit 
• the Department of Indian 
and Northern Affairs 
• F_T. Kenney SChOOl 
.Terrace Anti-PovertY 
• Northwest Band Social 
• . • - °  , 
$75,0001 Serious inquiries 5 yrs raoncat~on experience, 
only, Days ,(6.04)338-4350. Shift work will apply, Please 
Nights (604)335-2333, pend.resume _& references 
to: Human Hesource r.e 
TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR THE BCYCNA AT (604) 669-9222. _ I 
ENGINES FROM $995. for 
cars and trucks. Corn plate 
rebuildswith new parts, 6Yr/ 
120,O00 KM Warranty, 20% 
Down- Payments later, Bond 
Mechanical 8 a.m. - 8 p.m. 7 
Days. 872-0641. 
HEALTH 
HERPES.CURE "MoneY 
,.back..guarantee, ..For, inform. 
matioO;send S.A.S.E. to: Per~ 
fact:Health Sales, Box 153§, 
1139 L0nedale Ave::=Nbrth 
Vancouver, B.C. V7M 2H4. 
SKIN LASER 'SURGERY for 
the non-scarring removal of 
spider veins, birthmarks, tat- 
toes, agespots. CalltheSkin 
CANADA ENG.INES LTD. 
Quality Guaranteed Rebuilds. 
6 Cyl from $995. - V8 from 
$1,095.6 yr. 120,O00 Km lim- 
ited warranty. 580-1050 or 1 - 
800-665-3570, 12345-114 
Ave. Surrey, BCAA Ap- 
proved, 
F-250, 4XJ's, Cummins Die- 
sel, Explorers, Rangers, 
Ti'ucks, Up to $1500. cash 
rebate, "O'  down O.A,C., 
Payments from $189/month. 
Phone Grant collect 538- 
9778. Dealer #8367, 
BUILDING SUPPUES 
DOORS!WINDOWSllntertor 
end exterior wood, metal end 
French Doors, wood win- 
dows, skylights, MORE1 Call 
collect to WALKER DOOR 
and WINDOW in Vancouver 
• at (604)266-1101; 
BUSINESS 
BUSINESS iN THE GLUE? 
Small business turnaround 
export,' Fast objective pro- 
fessional. Business Plans, 
Budgets, Marketing, Financ- 
Ing Pr~pbsals: Will travel. 
Call/Fax John. (604)743- 
9371, Box414, Duncan, B.C, 
V9L 3X5, 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
$$$ OPPORTUNITY $$$ Hot 
tub rental business, Starting 
at $1,995. Recover invest- 
ment with 10 rentals. Full- 
time or  supplement current 
Inooi~ e. Call 1-800-665-3132 
PROFIT WITH THE LAND 
DEVELOPERSI 900 people 
per week are crowding into 
the last remaining space In 
the Lower Mainland of B.C, 
The Greater Vancouver Re- 
gional District says that "At 
expected rates of develop- 
ment, the land currently Iden- 
tified for slnglefamlly housing 
will be bull! to capacity by 
about 2006. Find out how 
you can profit from thls land 
squeeze, Call for free bro- 
chure (604)681-7787 or 1-' 
800-668.3565. ' . 
BUSINESS PERSONALS 
Intimacy for the 90's, Pretty 
ladies share their X-citing 
photos and private fantasies," 
For  discreet Info write: 
KAREN, ~ Box 670-GB, 
Kelowne, B.C. VIY 7P4, 
Adults Only Please1 
EDUCATION 
OUT OF WORK? Need a 
Job? Apartment/Condo- 
minium Managers needed 
through0utB.C, We will train 
you at hemal Start today, 
R.M.T.I, 681-5456 or 1-800- 
665-8339. 
FREE 'CAREER OPPORTU- 
NITIES' GUIDE. Train-at- 
home careers: Accounting, 
AIrconditloning, Bookkeeping, 
Business, Electronics, Law 
Enforcement, Medical Sec- 
retary, Peralegal, Travel Etc. 
404-999 Canada PI,, Vancou- 
ver (604)685-8923, IA. 
LEARN STONE MASONRY. 
2 Week CAREER course In 
Stone Masonry andSmall 
Business or one day basic 
Stone Masonry Course; Gift 
#FA93-O03, P,O, Box 8, Laser Centre at Arbutus in 
Salmon Arm B.C, VIE4N2or Vancouver at 731-5512 for 
Fax 632-5537. No phone information, 
calls please. 
HELP WANTED 
• FINANCE 
G.ovarnmentGrants & Loans, MARKETING MANAGER re- 
Billions of dollars are made qu red by growing Skidool Sea-Do0 Dealer, This peal- 
available to new and existing tlon needs an agressive self- 
B.C. businesses. The Brad starter with experience In 
Book can show you how to get your share, Call now I Snowmobiling and personal 
I water craft,' Sand resume to: 
(604)756-2721. ' I H," Bepple, 421 McGIII Rd., 
• FOR SALE MISC. I Kamloops, B.C. V2C IMJ, 
,= ;ptlc Tanks D.Boxes . . . . .  " 
impout . chambers / BUTCHERwithManagement 
I :)LYETHLENE WATER / Skills required. Apply with 
TANKS, pumps, fittings, AnY resume to: McDonald's Store 
water related products Ltd.,Box 98;New Hazeltdn, 
MANUFACTURED by B.C. VOJ 2JO 0r call John 
CANWESTPLASTICS, SUR- 842-5558 days, 842-5568 
HEY Toil-free pager 1-977- evenings; 
~983 call today 596.0608. KITCHEN CABINETS 
NINTENDO, Super- 
NINTENDO, Genesis, Sage, 
Gameboy~ Game,Geer car- 
tridges. Sage C.D.'s. New/ 
Used. We buy, sell. Free 
price Ilstsl AJ s Video Game 
EJ<change (Canada's Larg- 
est)l 1-800-463-7529 (1-800- 
GOD-PLAY). 
Lovestuff & Llhgerle Ltd., 114- 
2015t Fraser I-hNy. Langley, 
B.C. V3A 4E4.1 (604)633- 
4660, ADULTS.ONLY. Free 
catalogue. Lotions, Novel- 
ties Enclose $4~postage & 
handlin~], refundable on first 
purchase. 
WATERI WATERI WATERI 
It's going to be a dry summerl' 
Ask for colour :brochure. 
3.C.'s largest manufacturer 
)f pol 'ethylene water/stoP 
~ge m ~d septic.tanks. Pre- 
nler Plastics, ;/107-917 
CABINETS 1/2 PRICE. In 
stock, countertops/venities 
also. Kitchen Craft Factory 
ou{let, Cash andCarry Cabi- 
net Warehouses, 4278 
Lougheed,' Burnaby 298- 
9277, 1868 Spell Rd., 
Kelowna 860-6638. 800 
Cloverdale, Victoria 389- 
1114, 
MACHINERY 
PACIFIC FORKLIFT SALES 
LTD, (Eat, 1972), Dozens of 
good used forklifts available. 
LP, Gas, Diesel, Electric, We 
BuyTod (604) 533-5331, Fax 
(604)533.4563. Eves Terry 
S mpson (604)535-1381. 
MOBILE HOMES 
MQBILE /MODULAR 
HOMES Factory Direct. 'Cus- 
tom Built'. Priced from $41. 
workers ASSOciation centre 
.Department of Highways .Nisga'a ElementarY/ 
secondarY School -B.C. Hydro 
-Nlsga's Terrace Local -Kermode Friendship 
centre -the KIspIox Band 
.MuksJ(um-OI Housing Society .the KitSelSs Band 
.McEwsn MotOrs .canada Employment 
-House of Sim-oi-gltets Centre 
.Terrace RCMP .workers compensation 
-the Cltsnmaax Band Board 
.Punster ACcounting 
Your continued support in the training and education of 
our students Is greatly appreciated. 
for Information. cedificates available, Cell 
Anyone Interested In Vinyl Kootenay Stone ,Masonry 
Floorngforsundeckswlththe Training, Box 486, Salmo, 
Ideaofstartlngthelrowndeal" B,C, VO61ZO, 357-9515, 
ershlp please call 420-9876. EMPLOYMENTOPP. 
FORLEASE: ResodonVan- One of the Fastest Growing 
couvar Island on Island High- Companies intheworld needs 
way, Fanny Bay, Waterfront sales personnel, Company 
Marlna, Restaurant RVPark, hasonlybeeninCenedaslnce 
13 Cabins," 3-year"lease. June/93, Phone Ken 
. Beautiful and profitable. (604)682-1122 for li-derVlew. 
(6~)~5-2~.~.  
$2,000, OR MORE DAIL~' DOUGMARBHALLMOTOR 
from your talephone answer" Cty, 11044-100 Street, 
ng machine by using my free Grands Pralr e,;ABT8V 2N1. 
tepee, i Its easy. Cat for GM ~ DealerShip requires 
Licenced Auto Technic an 
Cliveden; Delta, -V3M 6E8.' 
1-800-661.4473, 
STEEL BUiLD, - E; en 
with Dofasco raising prices 
we're maintaining ours until 
invent )rydepleted. Q25'X30' 
$4,96:!.; S30'XJO' $6,454.; 
Includ ng Db0rs;-Endwalls, 
GST, Freight to Vancou~/er, 
Future 1.800.666-5111, 
URINEtERASE GUARAN- 
TEES REMOVAL urine (dog, 
caL. human) stains, odoure, 
Regardless stain egel Free 
brochurel Reldell Chemicals 
sq.fl~. Top dollar for trades, 
Many used units available.' 
Noble Hem es (403) 447-3414, 
1993 REGENT 14' wide 3 
bedroom, 2 beth,, $45,900. 
Including delivery to Central 
B,C. Also, used 14' wide 
mobiles starting $10,000. 
Homes canada i403)286- 
2488., 
NOTICE 
i 
POETRY CONTEST.S12,000 
n prizes, Possible publice- 
t on Send one original poem 
20 lines or less to: National 
3: 
Amazing Recorded Details. (416)609-7084, (416)(~09- with GM,trelnlng. Contact J, Ud. Box 7500, London, Ont. LlbreP/Of Poetry, Box 704- RIDGE chrysler. [ 
~609-7042,  i Hunt (403)532-9_333, NSYJXS, : I NO, OwlngsMills, Md21117' 
' :  EVERY WEEKEND IT'S SOMETHING NEWZ c_  HECK 
I - ,  . OUT OUI  ONGOING  EKEN D PROMOTI0  
, ~ I1~ ~o.~,1 . [1_ .e  w~. th  a locat ion  and  a se ]ectXOnou o ;a~thathere iS  secondelse? t ,o  none ,  ~ ~ | :  ~."~.- 
JLI.UJL UX 0PEN7 DAYS A WEEK UNTIL 11 P,M, NoW OpEN SUNDA =A_T9 ,nM,nl 
$225 '-2w 0 
$4.00 each additional 
- I 
PERSONAL 
SENIORS don't have 
~.impotent, Men1 If you 
up to it, contact Peffo(,t 
• Medical, Box418,Vatm 
-B.C:' VOE"2ZO, To!.-IJ 
800-663-0121. No ag, 
Money-back guarant e 
IS YOUR BODY A"  
WASTE DUMP? Bo()i 
thinking ability:. Reed 
Body, Clear. Mind"; 
Hubbard$28. Dianetb 
W. Hastings, Vancouvq 
1L5 681-0318. 
WHEN YOUR CHILD 
WHAT IS GOD? How 
answer? Learn a p, 
spiritual exercise. • It v 
you' find your own ar 
Call ECKANKAR Infc 
800-667-2990, 
REAL ESTATE 
NEW HOMES C.I 
Standards from $5. = 
Quality engineers 
houses factory-built 1 
site. 2X6 walls. FI 
insulation, Showhon 
Mac Hom.e Sales,- 
(604) 597-2181. 
BY OWNER: App 
Acres, Zoned R5 Mu 
Ily Peachtand B.C. 
ramlc view of Lake Ok 
Phone'. (604)76; 
(604)767-2465. 
B.C, LAND, For= 
Owner, 100 PrOl 
Oceanfront, Lel 
Streams; Ranchlanc 
throughout B,C; 1F, 
300 Acre parcels; 
available, Free I~ 
Niho Land & Cattle C 
433-5545. 
SERVICES 
Major ICBC motor v, 
jury claims, Joel A 
trial lawyer for 24 y( 
free: 1-800-665-11: 
tlngency, fees a~ 
Simon, Wener & At 
TRAVEL! 
*'*A GETAWAY A" 
TLER** Weekend 
days stay with **S( 
Condo Rentals**.'S 
Pool, Jecuzzl & Sat 
NIGHT FREE 1.1 
5529, 
TRUCKS 
Logan Coach,. 
Aluminum, Horse 
Trailers, Starting 
month. Dodge C 
Diesel, Club & red 
Financing at 5.9% 
HOLMES, 649-898 
-H  ~. / 
"1 
I 
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ZION BAPTIST CHURCH I
2911 $ .Sparks  St. 638-1336 [ I '~  HEALING CENTRE 
' ; l ISummer meditation classes 7:30 
e=4SSundey School (all ages) I I Monday to Thursday drop In. 
! Retlexotogy, aromatherapy, spiritual 10:55 Worship Service 
Ichannel readings and metaphysical i PaStor. Ron J. err ]l IIhealingbooks and-bYitems.app°intment': Open 
13611 Cot tonwoo d 635-7776 
Come Join Our Global Family 
SUNDAY 
AM- Worship Services 
10:00 (July & August) 
Child care and Sunday School 
through grade three 
Family Bible School will be 
cancelled until September 
WEEKLY 
Pioneer Girls, Youth Ministries, Home 
Bible Studies & Ladies Time Out 
ALLIANCE CHURCH 
4923Agar Ave. 
For more information 
Phone 635'7727 or 635-7725 
+ 
Happy 26th 
Birthday Barble 
Sweetheart, we've lost our son, 
someone who was very dear, 
someone who was very special 
to us. I know your so unhappy 
and that your very sad. This is 
your special day, so let's make 
the best of it. Let's make this 
birthday memorable in honor of 
our baby boy Kieran. We all 
love you so much. 
XXXO00 
Forever & Always 
Tom, Meg, Kurt, Friends& 
Family & Of Course, 
Our son Ki 
I 
; Skeena Valley Fall Fair 11 
September II 
Thornhill Community Grounds I I  
Info: Looking for people interested in renting out booths orlllll 
running concessions at the fair, Preference for Fair I| 
Grounds booths or booths outside the hall will be first come II 
first served. We need merchandisers, retailers or foodl!! Forl| 
information, please contact: Leo Dejong at 635-7286. : I I  
L Submissions to be in by August 1, 1993~  
I I  I II I I I 
22. CAREERS 22. CAREERS 
I I II ' ' | I  I I" ' [ I 
Canada's oldest Toyota •dealership has an 
immediate opening •for a full time 
salesperson. Must have a grade 12 
education, good communication skills and 
be  abieto deal effectively with the public. 
Some cOmputer skills would be an asset. 
• ;.:; i: :: .... SEND RESUMETO: 
• : * * SALES MANAGER 
TERRACE MOTORS TOYOTA 
4912 HIGHWAY 16 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1L8 
i ~I 
i • i• :::•: 
~!i ~  :! i;~ .''~ ~ : 
F- - -  
/ 
TRclNS caNaDa CREDIT 
COIPOI IT ION 
MANAGEMENT TRAINEE 
An attractive opportunity for a management rainee who wishes to build a 
secure future In the challenglng environment of consumer finance. 
IF 'YOU 
-have at least grade 12 education. 
-enjoy meeting and dealing with people. 
-are determined to earn a management position. 
-willing to relocate, 
-have a valid drivers Ilcence, : .... 
.previous sales experience. 
, WE OFFER 
;a thoreugh on the job training program, : 
-advancement opportunities based on merit. . 
-a good salary and benefits package. 
Plan for a successful and rewarding future with one of the largest and most 
diversified financial organization in Canada. 
" Oarren M. Smith 
TRANS CANADA CREDIT CORPORATION 
4548 Lakelae Ave., Terrace, B.C. 63,~10, VeG IP8 
"A Northwest Financial Company" 
I I  I I  I 
.~! ' Largest Import Dealer in theNorthwest 
requires 
.: SALES 
REPRESENTATIVE 
:Must be neat In appearance, reliable, must have 
minimum grade 12 education and able to deal 
:effectively with the public. 
We offer a good benefits package and excellent 
earnings potential. 
Resume required, For appointment cOntact... 
THORNHILL MOTORS ~ 
• : 3040 Hwy. 16 E. " 
' ~ Terrace. B.C. 
+..- -:i: ":: _::.' 
.,. Here WE GROWAgain! . _ 
If ~ r  senior consultant 
no#available for a new 
UNIGLOBE ~ u m  three years experience ~J 
i ~ u t  not ess~ntla=. Sa!ar~ B 
UN ,OBE 
T ~ e r  Street, Vancouver, ~j 
B.C. V6E 2R1 • ' 
i • I I i |1  i 
Kincolith Band council 
KINCOUTH, B.C. V0V 180 
  JOB OPENING Kincolith Band Council General Delivery 
K~ncelith, B.C. V0V 1B0 
Finance Clerk (Accounts Payable) position 
Application Deadline: August 5,1993 at 12:00 p.m. 
Screening of Applications to follow the next day August 6,1993, along ~th 
a selec~on. 
All applicaeons must include a Resume with the application for screening 
purposes. Wages will be set upon the qualifications of the Successful 
Applicant. 
For more information or a description of the job 
Please contact: - Harry Moore - Band Manager 
- Desmond R Barton. Finance 
Management Unit/Councillor 
or - Kurt A. Nelson - Finance Clerk 
at (604) 326-4212 or (604) 624-3651 
I 
22. CAREERS 22. cAREERS 
i i 
POSITION VACANT 
Government of British Columbia 
Ministry of Health 
Llcenslng officer 3, Auxillary . . . . .  ...... 
Skeena Health Unit. Terrace . 
Hours of Work: Part-Time, 35 hour= biweekly 
Salary: $19.94 • $22.76/hr 
This position's primary function is the inspection and licensing of new and existing 
child care facilities uch as group day care, family day care, nursery schools, child. 
minding, out-of-school care, and children's residential programs, This position is one 
of st least 2 Ucensing officer positions responsible for delivering:a comprehensive 
Community Ca~e Fadlities Ucensing program; The Community Care Facilities 
Branch is responsible for the administration f the Community Care Facilities Act & 
Regulations and to ensure the protecUon of vulnerable clients and care facilities, 
The catchment area for this position is primarily Terrace-Kit/mat, nd includes ome 
outlying areas. 
Applicants require an understanding of the Community Care Fadlilies Act & 
Regulations, public heait~ and safety practices, a working knowledge of 
developmentally appropriate practices and program standards for Early Childhood 
Education, and familiarity with current childcare initiatives inB,C. 
Registered Nurse's or Public Health. Inspector's diploma and experience, basic 
knowledge of Natural Justice, good administrative skills, ability 1o problem.solve, 
and strong interpersonal skills would be an asset. Ministry Operational requirements 
for travel must be met. : 
Lesser qualified candidates may be appointed at a lower classification. 
: 3412 Kalum Street : : 
• :::Terrace; BC 
• : V8G 4T2 
Closing Dater August 30,1993 
For fudher information cM- 638-3,168 
I I  I I I  I I I  I 
FREE 
2 W.ek Td=l 
H ViCtor P. Ha e , OPTOMETRleJT 
,11 I i ~ I I  
#1- 4748 ~eise!A'~e ' :; :;;: 
Terrace, BC 
VSG 1R6 
- ' ,' ' Fax ,: : ~~638;808~,~; ' , 
Modem 638-8697 
CANADA LTD 
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS LTD. 
(i!.¢~ ° Autotel Rental 
. Marine Security 
• . Home Automation/Security 
' No. 4- 5002 Pohle 638-0261 
Arctic Cat Neld Enterpr ises Ltd. 
Evlnrude 
Kawasaki The Recreation Specialists 
Suzuki 4925 C Kelth Ave., 
LawnBoy Terrace, B,C. VSG 1K7 
H.O. Waterskis ~ ~=~tPhone 635.3478 
& Accessories , ~ ~ 5 . 5 0 5 0 ,  . 
Certified Mechan lc l :~/~pr  ~ ' l | ( . I j '~ l l~ ,~ ' Jesse Cosgrove 
Fred Dunn ~ "t~'~_____~.~,~ r Msrk Neld 
Willie DeHoog ~ Tim Link 
RAMUS BROTHERS 
MAINTENANCE & REPAIR SERVICES 
,/Total Renovation & Maintenance ~, '~: . ,  "--. 
.-~..I..~ SKEENA" I V' Cladding & Sheet Metal Specialist Home euilde~s' 
I Association o! 
/ Residential & Commercial LBr/tlsh Colum.b!~ 
p.. 638-8822 fax 638-O878 
* Certified Tradesman 
Env i roShade 
All Enviroshede products are 
made of high quality Solartex TM 
UV, a knitted outdoor fabric that 
will not fade, mold, mildew, rot 
or tear. 
Enviroshade is the leader In 
Shadehouses for all occasions. 
BURDE'I-r DISTRIBUTORS (1977) LTD. 
4759 Highway 16 W. Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 1 N3 
PHONE .......... 635-2816 
FAX ................ 638-1180 
When you gotta' have it, We'll deliver~tl 
"Our expediting service will save your company money" 
CHIMO DELIVERY 638-8530 
NEID EMTERPRISES UD. 
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
& MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS - BOAT REPAIRS 
ALUMINUM FABRICATION - GAS TANKS • TOOL BOXES 
RUNNING BOARDS - BOX LINERS 
200 TON IylETAL BENDING PRESS 
JIM NEID 
TEL (604) 635-4843 
FAX (604) 635.5050 
'5 LOWRIE AVENUE 
:rACE, 8.C, VSG 3Y8 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD.  
Tar,ace Ctemalotlum 4626 Davis Ave, Terrace 
D/rectors: 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANE'I'rE SCHULMEIsTER 
e,o.=a P~'~'~ 24 HOUR 
~, m onumentS Answering and Pager Service 
Te,race, KmmaL S in , t i tus  635-2444 
& Pnnce Rupert 
Fu.~,Itl $~r~,¢0 
A ~loC,OllOn 
.~,~ • wincli~hield Re l~air/Replacements 
~:~,"~, ,~ ' - "  • Auto Glass 
~.W~.- , 'K '~,  . iCBC Rep.aoemeo,~ 
~ - ' t , ~ ' . ~  • Windows 
• S.,ed on,,. 
..... C S GLASS LTD 
-~-~,~ . 3720 River 0dye Terrace 
~%Y 632.~800;in Terrace :638,800'i~ 
TOLSEC 
LOCK & KEY 
CERTIFIED 
LOCKSMITHS 
3238 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, 8.C. 
638-0241 
TOLL FREE - |.e00-4a1.2676., , 
SAM THE WOOD MAN 
Call Sam 
SpeCial/stAll Types of Wood Floor 
Laying, Sanding and Finishing 
:: .: i: R ;R I3  site.19; COmpl ? ~+!~ Phi~635~532~i ~; iTe~h~e; B;C~ V8G ,4R6 i~i~ i 
, ;, . . . . .  .. - ;  ~': ;;,!i :~:i,;:.,~ :~:> ! :. :~, 'A i "~::~.i ~:-,: ::~;~i~'~h ~Z ~;,~Li'. ~,':-;i~ ~ .~;~ b,: ;' ';/~ ~'  
t I 
i ' f  
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CTION AD CALL V/SA 
- - -  638-SAVE j  ~ '  BUY ~ SELL i /RENT V' TRADE '- J 
I I  
Happy 40th 
Anniversary 
Ed and Pat Willms 
(August 1st) 
Congratu/ations 
With Love, 
All the Kids 
i 
25. BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
I I  
1987 MACK REBUILT 500, 90 univision 
supertrain, w/tarps, belts, etc. Contracts, H 
plate for general freight B.C. Aria. Asking 
$85,000 .firm, 8474129 Serious inquiries 
only. 
SHARE YOUR LOVE FOR CHILDREN By 
servicing your area with educational 
DISCOVERY TOYS, flexible hours, no 
sales quota, Pare 632-5588. 
GHOSTFIELDS WOOD DESIGNS, Con. 
lracting for log, conventional nd alterna- 
tive homes, roofs, restorations, kitchens 
stairs an fumlshlngs, offers innovative 
wea~er proof door and window installa- 
tion for log barnes cornputer video model- 
Ing call soon for 1994 Frank Posselt 1.- 
694-3763 fax 1-694-3704 4pl 3 
WILDERNESS HORSEBACK TRAIL 
Rdldng and camping, stildne spatslzl, 
edzlza, cassl~ moun~ns, for details 
phone Edc Havard 1.234-3051 evenings, 
and weekends or weekdays 1-234- 
3331 4p13 
$16,20 PER HOUR, Assemble electronic 
droult boards from yo~r home. Easyl No 
~ling, no experience necessary, for.free 
Information send SASA HomeworKers 
Network of Canada 6021 Yonge St'eet, 
Suite 1012 Dept Cll, Toronto Ontado, 
M2M 3W2 . . . .  3p14 
SOLAR POWER IS I'IEREi Cut your die. 
sel generating bills by 1/2 for residential, 
homesteads, collages, camps, ,r.v.b.oat 
etc. Pays for itself in 5 years or less, mp 
v4nd and micro-hydro generators, Wdze 
to ~az north, B~zce Buller, Southbank 
B.C, VOJ 2PO, 1-694-3645 : 4p15 
RETAIL AND OFFICE Space available ~z~ 
~e Houston mal l , . r~ le ,  [.a~s, for 
Intonation p i~e ~l r~r t '~t  635- 
. 4p15 6 3 1 ~  .;.' ,~P~ ~, 
25. BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
PILOT CAR Fully licensed, Insured, 
bonded, available one hour notice, expe- 
danced ddvers, call 638-8398 lc~n 
SOUVENIF~ GIFT, SMOKE Shop wi~ 
lottery retail In very busy mall located In 
Terrace B.C., phone 635-9661 (days) and 
635-7644 (evenings), serious Inquiries 
only please. 10p9 
PRIME VENDING ROUTES In Terrace, 
high rebJrns guaranteed, call 1-800.387. 
Cash. 3p15 
26. Personals 
S.F. SEEKING MALE Companion 30-40 
yearn of age, out going person who 
enjoys the outdoors, children, traveling, 
&D. and having fun, photo please reply 
to Box 53 4647 Lazelle Ave, Terrace B.C. 
VSG 188 3p15 
28. CARD OF THANKS 
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES, for your free 
copy of Crisis of Consdence by Raymond 
Franz, leave your name and number at 1. 
847.5758. 29tfr 
The irvine and Sandhals families would 
like to thank the Doctor's, nurses and staff' 
of the Mills Memorial Hospital and the 
Health Care Nurses along with the good 
people with home care who tried to make 
Odny's life a little easier during her long 
fight with A.L S. 
Any donations to A.LS, research would 
be greatly appreciated. Thank you, 
26. Personals 
ATI'RACTIVE, KIND, GENTLE WOMh~q 
MALE 32, SEEKS A Female companion to Is looking for attractive gentlemen with 
share a 20x50 house trailer, still in repair, some attributes, must love music, and love 
In time I will have much comfort to offer to dance. Must have good sense of 
you. I'm romantic, loyal, a good listener humour. Send photo and phone # to file # 
and a gentleman I am. Call 638-1224 for 200, c/o Terrace Standard 4647 Lazelle 
an appointment Ave, Terrace VSG 1S8. 
27. ANNOUNCEMENTS 
.~ Bill & Joan Todd 
are pleased to 
announce the mardage 
of their daughter 
Tracey Elaine 
to 
Michael John 
Wood 
The Kitsumkalum 
August 21, 1993 
in 
~_j~Nanaimo, B,C. 
Native Public 
Administration 
Programme 
has successfully completed its second year of courses. We 
would like to thank the continued support of the following 
businesses and organizations: 
-Terrace Co-op 
-G & H Marketing Ent. 
-Copperside Foods 
-J & F Distributors 
-Shoppers Drug Mart 
-Kyah Wiget Education Soc. 
-House of Sim-oi-ghets 
-the Gitlakdamix Band 
.Kitsumkalum/MuKs-Ku m-el 
Sisterhood 
,,r. I ,  ,?.r~, ~ 
-Canada Safeway 
-Overwaitea Foods 
-McDOnalds 
-Daybreak Farms 
-Terrace Fireball 
-Spee-Dee Printers 
-life Kitsumkalum Band 
-the Lax kw'alaams Band 
I Scouts ,,,our goals are as | 
limitless a  space~ 
29. IN MEMORIAM 
i 
26. PERSONALS 
ARE YOU SEARCHING FOR /~ 
Meaningful relationship, companionship, 
new friends or that spedat person? We 
operate a confidential introduction service 
for selective unattached adults. For more 
information ~dte to: Singles at Heart, Box 
137 Marysville B.O. VOB-tZO, or call 
(604) 427.4378. 
I ~  In Loving Memory 
of 
KIERAN SHEA SP ISAK 
OcL 9, 1991 to July 18, 199& 
Kleran passed away suddenly on Sunday, July 18, 1993 due to atraglc, 
but accidental death. Our little boy, Kieran, will always be held near and close 
within our hearts. We will cherish his memories; he will always be 
remembered., dearly. Sadly and painfully he will be missed by his father and 
confidante, Thomas; his soulmate and mother, Barble; his best friend and 
sweet sister Megan; the precious great grandparents Roy & Jesse Franks, 
Joe McCarron; all of his adoring and treasured grandparents - James" & Vicky 
McCarron, Bert & Marlorie Splsak, John & Eduarta Scares, George & 
Theresa McNalr; as well as all of his aunts, uncles, cousins, nlece~, 
nephews, friends and loved ones. We will remember him forever. 
Kieran died too soon. He was loved by all. His kindness, his gentleness 
and his purity touched the lives of everyone he met. We will cherish the 
happy memories of times spend with him - especially those memories with 
his sister Megan. He was a good boy. We laughed with him when he was 
happy and we cried with him when he was sad. We will miss the many hours 
spent snuggling, cuddling, and receiving the love that he gave us. We are 
eternally grateful that God gave us a true, tiny treasure - even if it was just for 
a short time. Kisran is gone, but he will never be forgotten. Now he is a 
bright, shir~ing star in a place where we will all see him again. In loving 
memory of Kieran. 
A Mother's Poem 
~ itle d~m', my ~ b~y blue, 
/~ em~ d a d~id, 0h I~aan, how I I~y~ 
I rd~s For bro~ eyes and y~ dark wavy hair, 
~e bughter, the saxjgrn§, a,'xl your itle fufu bez, 
The spedal bo~l between a mCh~ and her s~ ts so predous 
so l~e 
And Oafs why llis agori+~ pab lm ledi~j*111 t~e a rile 
Mo, Oa@ an~ Me~ ~ e~ b~au~ we mi.you so 
mud~ 
My s~eet ch~.d~l te~re, Iv, ish youweneame, so
~tl ~d fed yo~touch. 
SON: 
¥0u ~t ~ ~e has 0f peq~le ale0md us f= talks a~d mi~ 
yo~ I~w ,h= pe~le w=e upse~ you ¢0ukllil ~r 
face *th pratt/mle¢ 
Petrie ~ ~tt~e ~b d wo~s ~I lint he pain~ 
9etbelter. 
~the teas t~t rdl down my f~ just m~e I~hgs 
wetWandwett¢ 
Y.,wme a ~f~m0mmy ~nt~m heaven ~,  
A pu~ so so~ so s~eel, mommies r~e'~e d~, 
~t ,~ ~ ~u're g~e ,e wll ~w~s rm ~ 
(~r pr~i~s m=.~ ~etha f~eva mrl ~ .  
.~m 
I love you so much. I'm sad, I'm hurling and my pain Is unbearable ... it 
runs deep. The best thing that ever happened to me was you ... and now 
you're gone. I find strength and peace in knowing that you left us to be In a 
better place. For you my son, I will try to be strong. I love you. I ~NIII never 
forget you, and your loving memory will last in my heart forever, I wish you 
were here son. I will meet you in Heaven soon. 
We will always remember, treasure and love our precious boy, our 
sweet little man, Kleran. 
If you want to say something In his honor and can't, please write a 
letter and give a picture for his scrapbook. This token of love will be kept 
In his keepsake album and will be held close at heart. 
Love Forever and Always 
~. Mommy 
NOTICE 
F SH NEAR S R 
Nild stocks of salmon and steelhead are endangered and face extinction. Every wild stock in the 
Jecline, except for the enhanced Babine sockeye run. 
ntense over fishin ] of the enhanced Babine sockeye results in excessive incideni 
3teelhead Society of B.C, has for years lead an effort to resolve the pioblem but theD 
~bismally to enforce their own mandate to manage the resource. . . . .  
~,11 Skeena River Watershed stock have been seriously impacted 
ION 
Skeena Watershed are on a 
. . . .  . '  . - . 
]'he Department Of Fisheries and Oceans must immediately reduce commercial openings and close permanently specific areas 
~.ritienl tn ~.nsure the safe oassaae of endan.qered stocks. 
Department of Fisheries and Oceans Department of Fisheries and Oceans ~ ~ . 
Pacific Regional Office i ~ Centennial Towers ~ ~i ::.ii , Helmut Glesbref'h' 
~::~ 4th Floor ; i : :i~ , ParkAv, Harbour Centre ! :~.i 
KKr, W,.~t Hn~tinn.~ £t. ,lth Rnnr 3tario ' 
. . . .  "6 ~ :!~;i i: ii 
dir 
~' ,';';=:; at=on; ,,,~ 
B.C, ' ntario!; 
v0 i .... 
THE STEELH  DSOCl EA i 
,B,C. 
v8e lV5' 
iseof Commons 
~ament Budd=nq 
' :. " '  : Bulkley Me!! 
oF B.C r i m  ~: 
i 
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29. IN MEMORIAM e" '~  ~,~ ' 
~ MEMORY Of 
~i~ Michael Bator 
i today;,JulY 31,  1989Our  heads ful of ~ !~ ~ ~ i ! i t ~ e ° ° ~  i " ~  @ 
'The Doors of Heaven "~' 
' pened' four year ago "~ ~ ~ .  Sc0uts...0ur goals are as (~'-;t,~'.~';,~',=,,, t ~ (~ ;,~;~%~t ~=~, 
.~i~ ,, ,v, .~,,~ . . . . .  ~=.. , r t .~, ,~, , ,~ ~ e n g  P 993 fl11994. This hm~less as space s.~=~= ~ ~ ~ NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION l ove  our tears of 
~.~.~ • '~:"is"d~d"ed"l n' 'v~ ou s' I~g s on a cost -'.... NOTICE INVmNG APPUCA.'nON FOR "nMBER SALE UCENCE 
V'~ sadness, Thoughts of P';' ~ 635  7868 - : r ; - -~-"  ____  able formers /~  _ _ ~  FORTIMeERSALELICEN E...u A4 .= 
!astingmemories for us ; EnJ0y the mystique of the QUEEN ~fo~ga~asle~o~cr~0~[~ Fever, P.O ,~/~=,~=. , .~ ,~~ ~ Pursuent to secA~ l"=lB"%f the Forest Act, ~;~::~;eS:~l~sliBon°lt~bFa°~:ec;~ 
~. to share. ~ CHARLOTTE ISLANDS with 5 days and Box 474, Kltimat B,C., vgc 2R9 1@6 ,,,'~ . . . . . .  t sealed tender applications will be accepted by tho District Manager, Kalum Foreet 
~, Love Dad,.Doris Laurie 
~,,." .' and the Sperma~ '.~.~;. or 32, LEGAL NOTICES 
~,. ,  Family. ~ 
30. OBITUARIES 
4 nights of relaxation. Depart from 
Terrace Wednesday, July 28 
Wednesday, August 25. Includes all 
transpodation, shared accommodations, 
sightseeing, $664,50 per person. 
Also booking day tripe: Tseax Lava 
Beds, Shames Mountain, Stewart, 
Prince Rupert, Hazelton, Kltwancool, 
Kitimat and customized tours of your 
choice. 
635-6181 T.,W, 
I 
ELAN TRAVEL 
SOUTHERN CARIBBEAN - 3 
sailings from Nov, 3 to Dec. 5 from 
1394.00 USD per person. 10 day 
cruise Includes Air from Seattle, 
SAN FRANCISCO Howard 
Johnsons at Rsherman'e Wharf 2 
nights from 449.00 CAD per person 
from Vancouver. 
FLY VANCOUVER TO DENMARK - 
It's on sale, Aug.20 - 27, Aug. 93 - 
$999.OO CAD. 
HAWAII - Ist night free with 
Outrigger Hotels. Outrigger Reef, 
from Vancouver to Waikiki Incl. Air 
and Hotel $619.O0 CAD per person. 
24 HRS. 635-6181 
m 
JUUI 
32. LEGAL NOTICES 32. LEGAL NOTICES 
CALL  FOR PROPOSALS 
The Ministry of Health and Ministry Responsible for Seniors, 
: Mental Health Services, invites innovative proposals to provide 
semi.independent living support services for 3 individuals in the 
~Terrace area. 
, The successful contractor will ensure that all staff providing 
services have at least two years experience working with adults 
with mental health issues and have a familiarity with all relevant 
community resources. 
i~ Information packages are available at the Terrace Mental Health 
Centre 202-3412 Kalum Street, Terrace, B,C. VBG 4T2, phone 
638~3325.  
Proposals will be accepted until 4:30 on August 3 0, 1993 at the 
: above adcLress. The lowest or any proposal will not necessarily be 
:~ accepted.: 
.... l "Mr:Nell Taylor ............................. 
, i . . -D i rector  . . . . .  , . . . .  
~. Terrace Mental He~l[H'cer~tre ~ ....... :' ......... :........ 
::, 32. LegalNotices 
TENDERS 
r. INV ITED 
•Terrace Regional Health 
Care Society invites 
tenders for the Grounds 
Development  of the 
.proposed Special Care Unit 
at TerraceviewLodge. 
Contract ,~ specifications 
available upon request from 
Geniene:.  Suther land ,  
Administrative Assistan!,. 
Terraceview Lodge. Signed 
and Sealed tenders to be 
received, by Geniene 
Sutherland, Terraceview 
Lodge, 4103 Sparks St,, 
Terrace, B,C., V8G 5G9, by 
12:00  noon, Monday, 
August 16/93. 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Ubrery Addition and Renovations 
Terrace, B,C. 
D~;~zz~t,~jL~ugust 9, ~3 
Tandem Due:Thursday, August 26, 1993 
C~ of Terrace 
3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C, VBG 2XB 
Telephone 635.6311 
Fax 635 -3467 
Arch~ AlanSoutar Ltd. 
4506 Lskelce Avenue 
Terrace, B,C, V8G IP3 
Telephone 638.8780 
Fax 638.2056 
'~wi l l  be received by owner 
D~ents may be obt~lned from the 
AcNt~ 
R~n Denosit: $200 refundable 
y~ Contract documents on view at 
, Amalgamated Construction 
• ~, ~ ~ , ,  Vancouver 
Tonace ConstructionAssock~Jon 
Prince George Construction 
AsSods~on 
NO Bid Deocsltow 
Bid Bond mul~ :. 
' / [ "  ' I 
PUBL IC  NOTICE  
The City of •Prince Rupert is accepting proposals to 
acquire or refurbish the 1902 Passenger Car located on 
City property on the waterfront adjacent to the Kwinitsa 
Station, 
All proposals should include a detailed plan and 
description outlining the use for the car. 
All pr0posa!s will be evaluated on the basis of proposed 
use, benefit to the community and tourism industry and 
price offered. 
This is not a tender or an offer to sell the passenger car. 
The highest or any proposal will not necessarily be 
accepted. 
Proposals will be received by the City of Prince Rupert, 
Economic Development and Tourism,424-3rd Ave. West, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. V8J 1L7, no later than 4:30 pm on 
Monday, August 16, 1993. 
Please call E. Pucci for more information, phone 624-3106 
~!;~ INVITATION 
~A~ ~,:'~ TO TENDER 
. ~of  . 
SANITARY ; ~ 
~ ' sANITARY LANDFILL  t 
-~ CONTRACT 
Tender forms and specifications may be picked up 
at the Public Works Yard, 5003 Graham Avenue 
between 7:00 a.m. and•3:00 p.m., Monday to 
Friday. 
The City 'of Terrace will accept bids until August 6, 
1993 at 3:00 p.m. For further information contact 
: e at 635 6311~ " """" ,?"'~' '~:~: D Gar .  - 228.~ .:~:,.:._ ..... ~_.-:._ _:~z,
The City of Terrace 
CITY OF 
TERRACE 
ITERRACEI PUBL IC  NOTICE  
REZONING APPLICATION 
TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to 
amend the City of Terrace Zoning By-law No. 401-1966, and 
amendments thereto. 
THE sUBJECT PROPERTY: 
The application affects the area, within the City of Terrace 
described as: 
Southern portion of Lot A, District Lot 360, Range 5, 
Coast District, Plan 4981 :: 
and shown shaded on the accompanying map. 
_.J__L , " I v= I ...__J L--... 
" - - -  :; 
,:i:.l : . . . .  :, ]!! 
i ~  1 , ,  
The intent of this Z0nin~l Amendment' appiic~at!oh:lS: to 
change the zoning of the subject proper{y '; . : ' i  ': 
FROM:  Ught Industrial (M1) ' 
TO:  Mu l t i . Fami ly  Res ident ia l  (R3)  
! 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BY-LAW MAY BE 
INSPECTED in the reception area at the City of Terrace 
Public Works Building at 5003 Grahan~ •Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C, between the hours of 8:00 a.m, and 4:00 p.m, each day 
from Wednesday, July 28th, 1993 to Monday, August 9th, 
1993 excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and the August 2nd, 
1993, holiday, 
Any person(s) wishing .to volce their op in ions  
regarding this Application may do so, In writing, and/or 
In person, AT THE SPECIAL COUNCIL  MEET ING TO BE 
HELD IN  THE MUNIC IPAL  COUNCIL  CHAMBERS AT 7:30 
P.M.,  ON MONDAY,  AUGUST 9TH,  1993,  
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE 
MUNIC IPAL  ACT, R.S.B.C., 1979, AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETO. . .  - - " 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordl'ngly. 
E,R. HALLSOR 
.I 
I i 
'1 q 
.I 
• I 
I 
I 
I 
by the District Manager, Kalum Forest 
Disb'ict, Terrace, British Columbia, up to 
0:30 am, on the 26th day ot Augusl, 1993, 
to be opened at 00:30 a.m., on the 26th 
day of August, 1993, for a Timber Sale 
Licence to authorize the harvesting ol 
25.171 cubic metres, more or less, of 
timber located in the vicinity of Arbour 
Mainline (7 kin) in the l(elum Timber 
Supply Area. 
TOTAL VOLUME: 25,171 cubic metre=, 
more o~ lese 
SPECIES: Hemlock 79%, Balsam 21%, 
TERM: One (t) Year 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $0.79 
Bidding is restricted to persons registered 
in the Small Business Forest Enterprise 
Program, Category One (1) and/or Two 
(2), 
Particulars may be obtained from the 
District Manager, Kalum Forest District, at 
#200.5220 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, British 
Columbia, VgG 1L1. 
District, Terrace, British Columbia. up to 
10:30 am, on the 20th day of August, 
1993, to be opened at 11:30 a.m., on the 
26th day of August, 1993, Ior a Timber 
Sale Llcence to authorize the harvesting 
el 11,458 cubic metres, more or less, of 
timber located In the vicinity of Arbour 
Mainline (3,5 kin} In the I(eium Timber 
Supply Area;- 
TOTAL VOLUME: 11,458 cubic metres, 
mote o, less 
SPECIES: Hemlock 91%, Balsam 4,5%, 
SPRUCE: 4.5% 
TERM: One (1) Year 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $11.20 
Bidding In restricted to persona registered 
in the Small Business Forest Enterprise 
Program, Category One (t) and/or Two. 
(e), 
Partlculare may be obtained from the 
District Manager, Kalum Forest District, at 
1200.5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British 
Columbia, V0G 1L1. 
LIEN ACT 
TAKE NOTICE that pursuant to 
Section 2 of the Lien Act, a 1986 
Ford Tempo L 4 dr. sedan, serial 
no. 2FABP21R4GB187142 will be 
sold by private sale at //4 4840 
Motz Rd., Terrace, B,C. until August 
6, 1993 to satisfy the lndebtness of 
Arrol Hebert of the sum of $1,170. 
• Bids accepted at #4 4840 Motz 
Rd. until August 6, 1993. Highest or 
any offer not necessarily accepted. 
BOhydro 
LEGAL NOTICE 
Invitation to tender for Janitorial Services at the 
Terrace building located at 5220 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Tender forms and specifications are available from Jim 
Husk at the above address. 
Closing date for submission of tender is August 18, 
1993 at 15:00 hours. 
PUBLIC 
NOTICE ....... , Skeena  ,., 
Due to increasing vandalism and theft, SCI is installing steel 
gates to limit traffic after hours and on weekends in and around 
their forest operations in the Skeena, Kalum and Nass Valleys. 
Wherever possible mainline valley roads will not be gated - 
active valley branch roads will be. Gates are generally open 
Monday to Friday 7 AM to 4 PiVI. If access is required beyond 
these hours, a key can be signed out from the SCI Woodlands 
Office at 4905 Keith Avenue (next to Polly's Cafe) for a $50.00 
refundable deposit. 
You can help by reporting strange or suspicious vehicle 
licence plate numbers directly to the local R.C.M.P. 
For further information, please call our office at 635-6550. 
TO 93 
on August 18th the Terrace Standard will publish a special "Pull Our "I.,,. section 
featuring News, Views and Sales for the Back to School Season. . 
You can trust the proven track record of the Terrace Standar d AdVertising to 
promote  your  sa les  event.  , 
Book your spot today 
lb page 400.00 : i  
page 200.00 '~ !!  
~ t l /4 page 100.00 : 
t /8 page 50.00 
D 
~-7283 
Mike Harem Janet Viveiros Sam Collier 
Advedising Manager :/Advertising Consultant Advertising Consultant 
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WAITNO MOREl YOUR PONTIAC. BUICK- GMC DEALERS PRESENT i~):i: :! 
.,. :', 
• ~ i~i~ i II :~ • • ~:i ,, 
~i! .~ 
:; i i i  
ii:/ 
! 
¸ 
ilil THE---SALE  EVENT YOU'VE ...... BEEN .... WA!T!N6 
:: ! i  
SUNFIRE • Lotus engineeredsuspension • AM/FM stereo cassette 
• Safety of an air.bag • 140 horsepower 
• Sporty slyling ~ : 
s12,288or S219/month 
SUNBIRD LE 
COUPE 
• Standard anti-lock brakes • Slylish rear spoiler . . . .  
• AM/FM stereo cassetle • Aulo power door locks 
• Dual Sport mirrors • Includes cuslom striping 
or S198/month SmartLease t
.i 
!: 
r 
~ . ,  
f 
t 
, . - : :  
GRAND AM 
SECOUPE 
• i'~ i
:i 
il 
• Air conditioning • Auto power door locks :' 
• Standard anli-lock brakes • Stainless steel exhaust:: 
• AM/FM Stereo cassette . ' .: 
or S278/month SmartLease ~
:!;ii!.!i • : i i l  :i :~ '!: 
:~i:ii!: ill/:: 
: i:i ! 
i J/L 
::i ¸  ~ : 
::: BUICK REGAL"  Fuel efficient 3.1 litre V6 • AM/FMslereocossetle -' : ;';~ : : , . :.~-:: .... 
• Dual air c0ndilioning • Cruise control ; SEDAN • Power windows and locks " . • 4speedautomalic 
s!9,872 orS392/rnon~h SmartLease t~ 
GMC SIERRA 
FULL-SIZE 
PICKUP 
• The greatest available 
power and payload in ~! :~ 
the re ass: 
• Durable do~ble wall 
pickup box :: ::~- : : . ~ ~ ~  ~,~ ' ~ ~  
• Two-sided galvanized 
steelbody panels ............. I ..... i '~~"~ - -  . . . .  -- .... 
• Wide choice of engines, ~ | 
transmissions and axle 
• ratios to fit your needs 
• Rear wheel anti-lock 
brakes 
Sl500Cosh Book 
, / 
GMC 
~ SAFARi  
VAN 
* Powerful 4.3 Lilre V6 
8 passenger seating 
4-wheel anti-lock brakes 
• Air condiiioning 
• Driver and front 
passenger reclining 
captain's seats 
• D~ep tinted windows 
up 
TO • " 298j  Cash Back F2oRM $ o. SmartLease t 
SUNRUNNER 
$ I O00*c" al!d : _  • Sporly gulsy e ash Back " Economicall.61ilreengine • Rear wheel anti-lock brakes 
HEY COLLEGE GRADS! 
Ask your dealer about 
the %0 cash back forrecenl 
college graduates. ' 
THE GM 
3-YEAR 
60,000 
NO DEDUCTIBLE . 
TOTAL 
WARRANTY 
WHICHEVER COMES FIRST ° 
• Intermittent wipers : : 
• 5 speed transmission with 
overdrive 
 adsid  
Available 24 hours a day. 
Professional help is only o phone 
call away. 365 days a year? 
.THE 
INI ItzV 
F INANCIAL  
VEHICLE .  
Earn 5% towards the purchase of a new 
GM car or truck. Applications available at 
your nearesl dealer or TD Bank branch. 
' Used under licence. 1'he GM card is a ITodemark of 
GenerQI Motors CorporaU0n. 
HURRYJHTO YOUR PONTIAC'BUNCK'GMC DEALER TODAY 
*Price for vehicles equipped = described including cash backs of $3000 (Sur~re), $1000 (Sunblrd), $1750 (Grand Am) ~d $750 (RegaQ assigned to deal~'. Cashbooks include GST, lnsurame, Ilcence and taxes extra, Dealer may sell for ;ass. tPayrnent for Sunblrd and Regal based on 36 rrto~l :~: 
Sma~eMe m, GrandAm, S,=fad and Sunfire bas~l on 48 rnonth Smartlease~, Downpaymt~nt and secudty deposit Is $1445 for Sunblrcl,$1338 for Sur~m, $1082 for GrandAr~ $3117 ~ S==fart and $1631 for RegaJ, Total payments, Including freight, am $8273 for Sunblrd, $11,550 for Sur~ $14,12B for ::: i  
GrandAm $i7,121 for Saf~ and $15,443 for Regal, ~orne mileage ~onditlom apply, Deai~ may lease for less, Offer applies to quaJifi~l re~l ¢ustomem leasing through GMAC, Insurance, II=nce a."idtcX~ ex~'a. ~ash ~k and f l~  offers may not be combined, $1750 rebate for$ofad SLXvan with .:i; 
i '  
= .t i 
